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1 .1 . Zero Reference Level 

I
n order to avoid errors in the measurement of various 
voltages in an electronic circuit, it is essential to select 
some conunon point which is considered to be at zero 

potential. All circuit voltages whether positive or negative, 
are measured with respect to this point. It can be any point in 
the circuit and need not be necessarily at O V. In Fig. 1 . 1  (a), 
negative battery tenninal i.e .• point D is taken as reference 
point and voltages of other points in the circuit are stated 
with refe.reoce to this point. 

For example, voltage of point A with respect to nega
tive battery tenninal (zero reference level) is + 12 V, that of 
point B is + 6 V and that of point C is O V since it is directly 
connected to point D. In fact, negative battery tenninal can 
be grounded as shown by 3 short lines in Fig. 1.1 (b). 

A R B 

r--<>-- w-JV-- �+6 V 
+12 V 

12 V -=. R 

D ov  

o v  

(a) 
Fig. I.I 

A R B 
�-a--.liM�- --Q +6 V 

+12 V 

..=. 12 V R 
0 

C • ov  
(b) 

1 .  Zero Reference Level 

2. Chassi s Ground 
3. Ohm's law 
4. Formula Variations of 

Ohm's law 
5. Graphical Representa-

tiqn of Ohm· s Law 
6, linear Resistor 
7, Non-linear Resistor 
8, Work and Power 
9, Cells in Serles and 

Parallel 
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A R 8 
,----0-- ---NIMr---.----Q -6V 

• -12 V 

_ -::;:::_ 12 V 
D OV 

R 

0-- -- - - - --=o� v--d c 

(a) 
Fig. 1.2 

A R 8 
.---o---"11/1/v---Q -<i V 

-12 V 

- 1 2 V  R 

(b) 

• . . .  

C 

. -
It would make no difference to voltage measurements even if 

positive battery terminal is grounded as shown in Fig. l.2 (a). The 
only difference is that now all circuit voltages would be negative with 
respect to the ground as shown in the figure. But their magnitude ; 
(which is our primary concern) remains unchanged. Of course, direction 
of current flow is reversed. Fig. 1.2 (b) shows another way of showing 
ground in circuit schematic diagrams. 

+6V 
�- - ---<> A 

R 

+2V 8 -=- 12V 
R E 

lo Fig. 1.3, three equal resistors are connected in series across - 2 V  C 
a 12 V battery. The centre point E of the middle resistor has been 
grounded i.e., fixed as zero reference level for voltage measurements. R 

It is seen that point B is 2 V above point E i.e., it is positive with 
respect to E whereas point C is 2 V below point E i.e., it is negative 
with respect to £. Similarly, point A is 6 V above E and point Dis 6 V 
below E. Another point worth noting is that conventional current 

L--- -- - --0 D 
-6V 

Fig. 1.3 

always flows fron1 a point at higher potential to one at lower potential. Since E is at a higher 
potential as compared to point D, current flows from E to D. For similar reasons, current flow is from 
A to E. 

1 .2. Chassis Ground 
Generally, electronic components are mounted either on a conducting metal sheet called chassis 

Electronic components Including chips ore usually linked 
together by fixing them to a printed circuit board, 
sometimes called a card. 

or on a non-conducting plastic board with 
printed wiring. When using chassis, it is 
common practice to treat the body of the 
chassis itself as the common ground. Being 
a good conductor, it p.rovides a return path 
for different currents as shown in Fig. 1.4 
(a). AU circuit voltages are measured with 
respect to chassis ground which is 
supposed to be at zero potential. IL would 
be appreciated that selection of chassis as 
a common ground greatly simplifies the 
circuit wiring. In drawing simple circuit 
diagrams, it is common practice to show 
various electronic components connected 
to chassis ground with the help of ground 
syn1bols depicted in Fig. 1.4 (b). 
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' --: = !. ' !: 

tChas�und..-' 
(a) 

!: 

Fig. 1.4 

..-' ..-' 
(b) 

r . .: ... • 
In the case of printed-circuit boards (PCB) made of plastic, a rim of solder around the edge 

serves as the chassis ground as shown in Fig. l.S. When a voltage source is connected between 
points A and B, its one end is grounded through B and the other is connected to the resistors RI and 
Ri· 

, A 
V 

B 
R, 

R2 

Chassis 
Ground 

Fig. 1.5 

1.3. Ohm's Law 
. .. . 

I 

R 

In circuits energised by de voltage sources, there exists a definite 
relationship between the current (/) that tlows through a resistance (R) 
and the voltage (V) applied across the resistance (Fig. l.6). This rela
tionship is called Ohm's law and may be expressed by the equation. 

V 
I = R 

where / = current in amperes 
V = applied voltage in volts 
R = resistance in ohms 

It is seen from the above formula that current is 
I. directly proportional to applied voltage and 
2. inversely proportional to resistance. 

1 .4. Formula Variations of Ohm's Law 
The three formula variations of Ohm's law are as under 
L / = V/R 
2 R = Vil 
3. V =l/R 

for finding current 
- for finding resistance 
- for finding voltage 

These formulae are an important aid to the understanding of circuit 
behaviour. They enable us to determine the value of any of the three 

Ammeter 

V 
I I 

Fig. 1.6 . .  

German physicist 
�geOhm 
(1789-1854) 

-l•t-
-""r 

I I= 

•1 -=::!:1.2:, 15•u•1 
Ohm's law. 
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quantities involved if the values of the 
other t\vo are known. It makes it possible 
to design eleclronic circuits and to 
determine Lhe values of various · 
components mathematically thereby 
avoiding unnecessary measurements or 
experimentation and \VasLage of time. 

The above formulae may be 
memorised by using the circle divided as 
in Fig. I. 7. To use the circle, all you need 
to do is to cover the factor you want and 
read the remaining formula. Remember that 
the above three quantities are given in 
the un.its of volt, ampere and ohm. 

I R 

V = IR 

V 

I R 

V V 

.R I 

V =V/R R = V/1 

Fig. l.7 

For electronic circuit calculations, the resistances are often in kilohms {k!l) and currents in 
milliamperes (though voltage is usually in volts). In that case, the above circle can be modified as 
shown in Fig. 1.8. 

1 .5. Graphical Representation of Ohm's Law 

The Ohm's formula/= V/R slates that V and/ are directly proportional 
for any given value of R. This relationship between V and / can be analysed 
with the help of the circuit shown in Fig. 1.9 (a) where a constant resistance of 
2 n has been taken. When Vis varied from O V to 12 V, the ammeter A shows 
/ values directly proportional to Vas tabulated in Fig. 1.9 (b). For example, 
with 12 V, / equals 6 A, for 10 V, / = 5 A and so on. 

12 V 

V 
(Volr�) 

I R 
(mA) (kn) 

Fig. 1.8 

VOLTS OHMS CURRENT 

0 2 0 
2 2 I 
4 2 2 
6 2 ' • 3 
8 2 4 

2 0  10 2 5 

12 2 6 

(o) (b) 

Fig. 1.9 

The above relationship can be shown graphically. The voltage values are marked along the 
X-axis (also called horizonlal axis or abscissa) and current values along Y-axis (also called vertical axis 
.or ordinate). Since values of V and / depend on each other, they are called variable factors. Between 
the two, Vis the independent variable because we assign different values to it and note th.e resulting 
current/. 

Generally, independent variable is plotted along the X-axis and dependent variable along 
Y-axis. The two scales need not be the same. 

The graph shown in Fig. 1.10 is also known as volt-ampere (V-/) characteristic of R because it 
shows how much current the resistor allows for different voltages. 
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·- . 
-·. . Resistor 

Resistors ore found on circuit-boards of computers. 

1.6. Linear Resistor 
A tin.ear resistor is one whose value remains constant i.e., 

it does not depend on applied voltage. The V-/ characteristic of 
such a resistor is a straight line similar to the one shown in 
Fig. 1. l 0. Obviously, V and / are directly proportional. 

1.7. Non-linear Resistor 
It is that resistor in which V and / are not directly 

proportional to each other. If applied voltage is doubled, the 
resultant current is not 

Constant R = 2 o 
6 1+-- - ------,1. 

5 �- - - - - -,. 

e 
4 

g_ 3 I+-- -� 
e 

< 2 1+--� 

exactly double of its 
previous value. Such a 
resistor bas non-linear 

0 IL..-'--- '-...1...-...JL-...L.-...J-
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 

Volts 

Insulator V-1 characteristic. An 
Fig. 1.10 

t . Metal tip 

1 O
n Resistance of bulb 

,ott Ji!!.ment 

example is tungsten filament in an electric bulb. Here, R 
increases with more current as the filament becomes hotter. 
Increasing the applied voltage does produce more current 
but it does not increase in the same proportion as V. 

( 
t 

,7 
J 

Swi tch 

The circuit In this flashllght consists of a 
resistor (the filament of the light bulb) 
connected too 3 V battery. 

Solution. (1) As per Ohm's law, 
I = VIR= 12/6 = 2 A  

(ii) Voltage drop across 6 11 
resistor 

Example l.l. /11 the circuit of Fig. 1.11 (a),find 
(1) circuit current, I 

(ii) voltage of point A with respect to ground 
(iii) voltage of point B with respect to A 
(iv) voltage of point B with respect to ground. 

A A 

..=_ 12 V 6 0  -=- 12 V 6 0  C 

= lR=2x6::12Y Ct--- - - -... B L B 
Since lower end of the resistor is 

grounded via point B, potential of point A (a) 
w.r.L ground is +12 V. 

(b) 

Fig. 1.11 

-
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(iii) Potential of point B w.r.t point A is -12 V (though it is at zero potential w.r.t. ground). 
(iv) Since it is electrically connected to the ground by means of the conductor BC, point Bis at 

ground potential i.e., it is at O V. 
Example 1.2. /n Fig. 1.11 (b), mid-point C of the 6 Q resistor has been grounded. Calcula1e 
(I) potential of point A w.r.t. ground 

(it) potential of point B w.r.t. ground 
(iii) p.d. between A and B 
(iv) current flowing through portion CB and its direction. 
Solution. (i) Since RAC equals half the total circuit resistance, drop across it is also half the 

applied voltage i.e., 12/2 = 6 V. Hence, potential of point A w.r.t. point C (i.e., ground) is +6 V 
(ii) For similar reasons, potential of point B w.r.t. point C (i.e., ground) is � 

(iii) P.D. between A and B = 6 V - (-6 V) =+UV 
(iv) Since, Res = 3Q and Vcs = 6 V, 'cs = 613 = 2 A 
This current must flow from higher to lower potential. Since point C is a t  O V and Bis at-6 V, 

current flows along CB. 

1 .8. Work and Power 

Work and energy are the same thing but power is .different because it is defined as the rate of 
doing work. Suppose, a battery of V volts drives a current of I amperes through a resistance of R ohms 
for t seconds. Then. total work done by the battery to maintain this current is 

W.O. = VI t joules 

Unit of Work 

= P R  t joules 
= Vl t IR joules 
= Wtjoules 

-eliminating V 
-eliminating/ 
-putting W = VJ 

I. Th.e commonly-used unit of work is joule (J) which may be defined in the following two 
ways : 

(a) 1t is equal to the work done when a force of I newton (N) moves a body through a distance 
of I metre (m) in its direction of application. 

or 
(b) It is equal to the work done when a charge of I coulomb (C) is moved between two points 

having a potential difference of I V. 

I joule = I metre-newton 
= I volt-coulomb 

2. Another unit often employed in Semiconductor Physics is electron-volt (eV). 
It is equal to the amount of work needed to move an el.ectron between two points having a 

potential difference of one volt. 
Since, there are 6.24 x I 018 electrons in one coulomb 
:. I J = 6.24 x 1010 eV 

I eV = 1/6.24 x 1018 = 1.6 x 10x19 J 
Power. The electric power required to maintain this cunent is 

W.D. VI t V p = - - watts = - = I watts 
t t 
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v2 t v2 12 Rt 
_ - - = - watts = - - = !2 R watts 

Rt R t 
The bigger units are 

I ki10\V3tl (kW) = 1000 w = J()l w 

I megawatt (MW) = 1,000,000 W = J 06 W 
I· ample 1.3 A /00 Q resistor is required to be used in a circuit carrying a current of0.15 A. 

What should be the power raring of the resistor? 
Solution. P = J2R = 0.152 x 100 = 2.25 W 

. In order ro prev�nt overheating of such a resistor, its po\ver or wattage rating should be nearly 
twice of that calculated above. Hence, a resistor of 5 W power rating \VOuld be most suitable. 

1 .9. Cells in Series and Parallel 

Electric cells may be connected either in series or in par-allel 
to form barreries. Each of these combinations has a different value 
of the total voltage and current-delivering capacity. 

....__.• ��� 
1.5V 1.5V 1.5V 1.5V 

1. Series Connection 
6V 

In Fig. 1 .12, four dry cells each of 1.5 V have been con
nected in series i.e .. from end-to-end. Fig. 1.12 

The total voltage is 4 times I.he voltage of a single cell i.e., 4 x 1.5 = 6 V. However, the current

In this ftoshllght. three 1 .5 V batteries ore placed 
In series to produce o larger voltage. 

2. Parallel Connection 

Such a combination is used when the purpose 
is to obtain more current than is available from a single 
unit. As shown in Fig. 1.13, total voltage available 
across output terminals A and B is equal to the volt
age of a single cell. However, output current / is equal 
to the sum of four cell currents i.e., I= i1 + i2 + i; + i4• 
Normally, only those cells having identical emf's are 
connected in parallel. 

delivering capacity of the series 
combination does not exceed that of the 
single cell. In case, cells of different emf's 
are connected in series, the current 
delivering capacity of such a combination 
is equal to that of the single cell which has 
the lowest current-delivering capacity. 

Hence, series combination of cells 
is employed when higher voltages (non
currents) are required. 

I 

:_[ 1 1 1· 
: T'� I': I": I''� 
I_ � �--· 1_.n _____ _ 

I 

_E 1 
.. 

l
A 

Hence, parallel combination of cells is employed, where 
increased current (rather than voltage) is the main requirement . 

-
--=-4.S V 

T 
'T..., •• .. - -

--=- 4.5 V 

T • 
Fig. 1.14 ·-

4.5 V 

la 

However, series-parallel combination (Fig. 1.14) is 
employed where both higher voltage and increased current are 
required i.e., greater power is required. Such connections are 
frequently found in many circuits including those in radio and 
television receivers. 
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CONVENTIONAL PROBLEMS -

• 

' 

I. Find the potential of points (i) C and (ii) Din Fig. 1.15 if C is located at mid-poin1 of lhe resis1or R. Whal is the direction of curren1 flow through CD ? [-8 V; - 16 V; C to DJ 

A 

I I : 
16 V 

. . • . •• . 

C D 
Fig. 1.15 

�-----11 1:----� 
12 V 

"' A & & a. a A 
= 

Fig. 1;16 - . - -- . �- ., .... .... - . 
2. In Fig. 1.16, the grounding poin1 B is located al one-third of resis1a11ce R from A. Compute lhe po1ential of poin1 (i) A and (ir) C. What is the p.d. between A and C? What is lhc direction of flow of conventional current between poinL� A and C? [(r) - 4 V (it) +8 V; 12 V; C to A] 
J. Find lhc reading of the milliam.melCr connected in the cireui1 of Fig. I .17. 

I 
-=- 6v 10 K ..=_ 6V 

Fig. l.17 

' "  I R ' , • 
' 

, I I I ' 

9 W  

Fig. 1. 18 
-

4. Compute the value of resistor R in Fig. 1.18 if power dissipated by ii is 9 W. 

[0.6 rnAJ 

(4 Q] 

5. What would be the voltage across points A and Bin series-parallel combination of Fig. I. 19 if each cell has a voltage of l.5V? [JV] 
A. �--'II\ 'NV' \/\"llr- --, B .. . . . .... 

Fig. 1.19 
• 

A 

B 

-

I 

6. Find the magnitude and direction of current in Fig. 1.20. 

3 W  

18 V 2 V -=-

I 
Fig. 1.20 

[2A; from A to BJ 
7. In the series circuit of Fig. 1.21, compute the voltage lo chassis ground of points A, C and D. What is the p.d. between A and C? [+10 V; - 10 V; -20 V; 20 VJ 
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�- -- --oA 

10 K 

Bo---, 

- 30V 10 K 

C 
10 K 

L-- - - --0 0 
Fig. 1.21 ... . . , � . .. .  

A 

10 K 

B 

- 30V 10 K 

C 
10 K 

'-------<:>o 
Fig. 1.22 

8. ln the network of Fig. 122, compute the potential of points A, B, C and D. Which point is aL a higher potential : B or C ?  [O V; -0 V; -20 V; -30 V; BJ 
SELF EXAMINATION QUESTIONS " 

A. Fill in the blanks by most appropriate word (s) or numerical vaJues(s). 
I. Chassis ground is assumed to have ............ .. potential. 
2. Ohm's law gives relationship between applied voltage, current and ......... 
3. The resistance of a circuit is equal to voltage divided by ............ . 
4. Linear resistor is one whose ........... remains constant. 
S. Tungsten filament of an electric bulb repre-sents an examples of ........ resistance. 
6. Basic un.it of work is ....... and that of power is 
7. Wattage of a device is given by the product of ........... and ........... . 
8. Electron-volt is the unit of .......... 
9. For getting more current. cells should be connected in .......... . 

B. Answer True or Fai<;e 
l. la an electronic circuit, it is immaterial whether positive or negative banery tc-rminal is grounded. 
2. The ends of a mid-eanhed resistor have opposite polarity. 
3. Ground is always al O V. 
4. ln electronic circuits, generally, chassis is treated as !he common ground. 
5. A long and straight wire is called a linear resistor. 
6. A non-linear resis1or is one whose current does not very linearly with its voltage. 

........ -� .. --,- ..s- ...,., . .. 
7. lf voltage across a res.istor is doubled, i1s power dissipation is quadrupled. 
8. Electron-vol! is the unit of potential. 
9. When a few similar cells are conneclcd in series, current is increased proportionately. 

10. Parallel combination of cells is used when more current is needed. 
11. Series-Parallel grouping of cells provided more power. 

C. Multiple Choice Items 
l. In an electronic circuit; common reference point 

(a) is always the negative battery tenninal 
(b) is always the most positive point 
(c) is always the most negative point 
(d) may be any point 

2. The 1erm 'ground' spoken in connection with an electronic circuit means 
(a) a direct connection to earth lhrough a wire 
(b) a common connection for all components 
(c) a shon circuil 
(d) negative battery terminal 

3. For doubling the current in a circuit of constant resistance, the applied voltage must be 
(a) kept the same (b) doubled 
(c) halved (d) quadrupled 

4. Tola! current drawn from four 1.5 V cells connected in series is I ampere. Each cell supplies ......... ampere(s). 
(a) I (b) 0.25 
(c) 1.5 (d) 4 
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5. Elec1r0n-volt is the unit of 
(a) voltage (b) energy 
(c) current (d) power 

6. The current flowing through the PNP transistor of Fig. 1.23 is 

B 

ANSWERS 

E 

T 
4 V 

1 
2 K  

"----111-� 
9V 

Fig. 1.23 

A. Fill In the blanks 

(a) 2.5 mA 
(c) 4.5 A 

(b) 2mA 
(d) 6.5 mA. 

7. A 100 n resistor is to be used in a circuit carrying 
a current of 0.5 A. Its power rating should be .... watt. 
(a) 50 
(c) 200 

(b) 25 
(d) 500 

8. A linear resistor is defined as a resistor 
(a) whose value is independent of applied voltage 
(b) . whose V-J characteristic is a straight line 
(c) whose current varies inversely with the applied voltage 
(d) both (a) and (b) 

1. zero 2. resistance 3. voltage, resistance 4. resistance 5. non-linear 
6. joule, wait 7. voltage, current 8. energy 9. parallel 

B. True or False 
I .  T 2. T 3. F 4. T 5.F 6. T 7.T 8.F 9. F 10. T U.T C. Multiple Choice Items 
l. d 2.b 3.b 4.a 5. b 6.a 1.b 8.d 



2.1 .  Series Circuit 
en components in a circuit are connected end-lo
end (Fig. 2.1) so that all the circuit current passes 
through each component, they fonn a series circuit. 

The three resistors R., R
2 

and R3 are in series with each other 
and the battery. The result is only one path for current flow. 
Hence, current / is the same i11 all the three resistors. Due Lo 
this current flow, vol.cage drops V1, V2, and V3 occur across 
R1, Ri and R3 respectively. Obviously, 

vi = / RI' v2 =I Ri and V3 =I R3 
The sum of these three voltage drops musl equal the 

applied voltage .  
. V= v1 + v2 + v3 . .  

\ +V 

I R1 Rz R3 I T ' 
V3 Ra v1 I i-v, •t• V2 

+· I 1 
I V1 t V ' 

I I + t 
R3 V

3 . _L • :, = . 
• 

Fig. 2.1 Fig. 2.2 
• 

Resistive 

Circuits 

1 .  Series Circuit 
2. The Case of Zero JR 

Drop 
3. Total Power 
4. Series- Aiding and 

Serles- Opposing Volt
ages 

5. Series Voltage Dividers 
6. 'Opens' in a Series 

Circuit 
7. 'Shorts' in a Series 

Circuit 
8. Parallel Circuits 
9. Laws of Parallel Circuits 

10. Special Case of Only 
Two Branches 

1 1  . Any Branch Resistance 
12. Proportional Current 

Formula 
13. ·Opens' in a Parallel 

Circuit 
14. 'Shorts' in a Parallel 

Circuit 
15. Series-Parallel Circuits 
16. ' Opens' in Serles

Parallel Circuits 
1 7. 'Shorts· in Series-Parallel 

Circuits 
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Incidentally, circuit of Fig. 2. l may be redrawn as shown in Fig. 2.2. In this diagram, the 
negative battery terminal has been grounded (even t.tiough we could ground the positive terminal as 
well). 

2.2. Characteristics of a Series Circuit 
A series resistive network has the following characteristics 
1. Total resistance equals the s111t1 of all series resistances. 
In the Fig. 2.3 are shown a few resistors connected in series across a voltage source. 

I 

. 
• R1 

V • 

V 
I •R 2 • 

(a) (b) 

I 
V 

I 

R1 . . 
� • 

: 

(C) 

Fig. 2.3 

R = Ri + 8.i 
R = RI + Ri 

[n Fig. 2.3 (a) 
In Fig. 2.3 (b) 
ln Fig. 2.3 (c) 
ln Fig. 2.3 (d) 

R = Ri + 8.i + R3 

R = Ri + 8.i + R3 
Talking in terms of conductances, we have in Fig. 2.3 (c) 

l l 1 l 
- - - + - + 
G 

- G1 G2 G3 

2. CUllent through all resistors is tlte same. 
The value of circuit current is given by 

applied voltage V I - = -
- total resistance R 

3. Tire sun, of individual JR drops equals tlu 
applied voltage. 

As seen from Fig. 2.1, 
V = V1 + V

2 
+ V

3 

4. There is a stepped fall in voltage as we go from 
one end the battery to the other as shown in Fig. 2.4. 

2.3. The Case of Zero IR Drop 
lt is obvious that drop 'LR' will be zero when either 

; 

..=_ 12 V 

R, 

(d) 

... . . . . 

3 V  

T 
4 V  

R:i 

Fig. 2.4 

T 
5 V  

.1. 

/ is zero or R is zero. Now, for copper connecting wires, R is practically =· Hence, there is no 
voltage drop across such interconnecting wires even though they may carry their normal current. 

Similarly, there is no fR drop when / is zero i.e., when applied voltage has been discoooected 
or there is an open in the circuit. 

2.4. Polarity of IR Drops 
The study of voltage polarities, whether positive or negative, is of extreme importance in 

transistor and semiconductor circuits. When voltage drop exists across a resistor, its one end must be 
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more positive than the other. Otherwise, without a potential 
difference, no current could flow through the resistance to 
produce the LR drop. The polarity of this drop can be 
associated with the direction of cunent flow. If current enters 
a resistor at point A and goes out from point 8, then A must 
be at a higher potential than 8. In other words, A must be 
positive with respect to 8. 

A B 
+9---9----'IJW.- -<>- -- -, 

20 V  

k- s v---+l + 
It should be clel\fly understood that '+' and '-' E 

polarities marked in Fig. 2.5 relate to voltage drops across Fig. 2.s 
resistors only. Otherwise, points 8 and C and, similarly, points 

IOV 

D and £ cannot be at different potentials because they are connected by a piece of conductor wire of 
zero resistance. 

2.5. Total Power 
The power needed to drive cunent through different resistors appears in the form of heat. 

Hence, total power supplied by the energy source must be equal to the sum of individual powers 
dissipated in different resistors. 

:. P = P1 + P2 + P3 ...... etc. 

2.6. Series-Aiding and Series-Opposing Voltages 
In series-aiding combination, the voltage sources (ceUs or batteries) are connected in series 

such that positive terminal of one is joined to the negative terminal of the next. ln this case, the total 
voltage across the circuit is the sum of aU voltages or battery emf's as shown in Fig. 2.6 (a). Here, 

voltage applied across AB= 6 + 6 = 12 V and / =  1: = 2 A. 
I I n  series-opposing combination, 1 

.----- --<> A positive terminal of one voltage source is 
,- --- ---q A 

connected to the positive terminal of the other· 
source as shown in Fig. 2.6 (b). In this case, 
the net voltage is the difference of the two 
voltages and has the same polarity as the 
larger of the two voltages. 

6 V  -

6 V -=-- -

2 0  • 
6 V

I 

.... 
2 0  

Rz . 4 o 12 v -=-
4 0  

• 

For example, in Fig. 2.6 (b), net 
voltage across AB is 12-6 = - 6 V. Hence, 
I =  616 = I A. 

---+-----<> B -- --- -<> a 

Example. 2.1. In Fig. 2. 7, co,npute 
1. total circuit resistance 
3. p.d. between A and E 
5. power supplied by the battery. 

(a) Fig. 2.6 

2. circuit current 
4. potential of point E 

Solution. 1 .  R = R1 + Rz + R3 = 2 + 3 + l = 6 !l 
2. I =  VI R = 12/6 = 2 A 

I 
.-l---,A 

3. RA£ - 2 + 3 = 5 !2 
12 v -=- Rz VA£ = /RAE

= 2 X 5 

4. VE 

= IOV 
l x 2 = +2 V 

B -
-above ground G 

� 

(b) 

2 0  

5. p = VI= l2 x 2 = 24 W  Fig. 2.7 

D E 

Rz 
3 0  

C 

F 
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Example. 2.2. 111 the circuit of Pig. 2.8, calculate 
I. circuit current 
2. potential of point C 
3. potential of point B 
4 .  point of lowest potential 
5. value of lowest potential. 
Solution. I. / = 24/160 = 0.1S A 
2. being grounded, point C is at O V 
3. potential of point B = 0.15 x 60 = +9 V 

A 

' 
I 

4. point A has lowest potential i.e., it has maximum negative potential, 

24 V  

I I 

100 Cl 

D 

Fig. 2.8 

5. potential of point A =  -0. l5 x 100 =- 1S V i.e., 15 V below ground potential. 
Example 2.3. With reference 10 the circuit of Fig. 2.9, con1pu1e 

B 

C 

I. circuit current 2. power supplied by the nvo batteries 
3. power dissipated ill the two resistors 4. pore,uial of poilu A and its polarity 
5. potential of poinl B and its polarity. 
Solution. I. Net driving voltage = 12-6 = 6 V 

Total resistance = 4 + 8 = 12 n 

I = 6/12 = O.S A - from A roB 

600 

2. Power is supplied by 12 V battery only and none by 6 V banery. In fact, 6 V battery 
consumes power as explained below. 

3. 

Power supplied by 12 V battery is 
- 12 X 0.5 = 6  W 

P1 = f2R1 = O.s2 x 4 = 1 W 
P

2 
= Pilz = 0.52 X 8 = 2 w 

Nole. It is seen that total power dissipated in lhe two resistors is I + 2 = 3 W. But power supplied by the 12V 
battery = 6 W. Question is : where has the balance of (6 - 3) = 3 W gone? It has been consumed by lhe 6V 
battery. Remember that power is needed to drive current against an opposing voltage. ln the present case, 
opposing voltage is 6V and current driven is 0.5 A. Hence. power consumed by 6 V battery is P

3 
= 6 x 0.5 = 

3 w. 
So, out of the 6 W input power, 3 W are dissipated by the two resistors and 3 W are consumed by 
the 6 V battery. 
4. Potential of point A is 12 - 6 = + 6 V i.e., positive with respect to the ground. 
5. Potential of point B = V

A 
- 4 x 0.5 = 6 - 2 = 4 V positive w.r.t. ground. 

Alternatively, V
8 

= 0.5 x 8 = + 4 V w.r.t. point C i.e., ground. 

Also 

Example 2.4. For the circuit of Fig. 2./0,find 
1. power delivered to elemem A 
3. voltage drop across element 8. 
Solution. I. P

A
= 4 x 5 = 20 mW 

2. Now, P = 12 x 5 = 60 mW 
P = P

A
+ P

B 

2. power delivered to eLe,nent B 
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3. 

or 
. . . 

Now, 

60 = 20 + PB 
PB = 40mW 

V = VA + VB 
:. 12=4+ VB :. VB = 8 V 
Alternatively, PB = VB x I 
or 40 = VB x 5  

4 0  

I

6V 

-=-12v 
sn  

:. V
B 

= 8 V - Fig. 2.9 

A 
R, 

B 

Rz 

C 

S mA  -

:: 12 V 

' A • ' . 
+ 4 V -

Fig. 2.10 

Ve 

> + -
B -
'-

2.7. Proportional Voltage Formula in a Series Circuit 

In a series circuit, voltage drop varies directly with resistance. Hence, a simple relation can be 
found to calculate individual voltage drops without first finding the circuit current 

In Fig. 2. I 1 (a) is shown a 24 V battery connected 
across a series combination of three resistors, R., Ri and 
�- Fig. 2.11 (b) shows a more popular way of drawing 
the same circuit. 

Now, total resistance R = R 1 + R2 + R3 = 12 K. 
According 10 Proportional Voltage Formula, 

various drops are 
V x  R, = 24 x 2_ = 4  V 

R 12 
R2 4 V x - = 24 x- = 8 V  
R 12 
R3 6 

V = V x - = 24 X - = 1 2 V  
3 R 12 

2.8. Series Voltage Dividers 

,----,-- -� A A +24V 

2 K  

B B 

24 V� · - 4 K  

C C 
R3 . ' 6 K 6 K  • • 

. = 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 2.11 

A simple series voltage divider consists of two or more resistors connected in series across a 
voltage source, say, a battery, as shown in Fig. 2.12. Current flowing through the resistors gives rise 
to voltage drops proportional to their resistances. These voltages can be used for loads needing 
voltages less than the battery voltage. ln fact, such voltage-divider circuits are used when it is necessary 
to obtain different values of voltage from a single energy source. A typical example is when we use a 
single power supply V cc to provide collector voltage and bias voltage for transistor bias circuit as 
shown in Fig. 2.13. 

�- -- -� - ---n_ 100 V 
> 1500 > R1 

100 V :: 
• 

son : Rz •• 

A 

. - 25 V B 

1-- - - -L- -- -�- ov 

C 

Fig. 2.12 

6 K R1 

Rz 3 K 

Fig. 2.13 

C 

+V rx:. 
9 V  

0/P 

ln Fig. 2.12, two resistors of 150 n and 50 n are connected in series across a 100 V source. 
Voltage drop across R1 = 100 x 150/200 = 75 V. Similarly, drop across Ri = 100 x 50/200 = 25 V. As 
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seen, point A is at 100 V whereas potential of poin1 B = 100-75 
=25 V. Now, we haveachoiceofthree voltages : 100 V, 75 V and 
25 V. If we want 75 V, the pick off points are A and B. If we need 
25 V, it is available between points B and C. Of course, I 00 V is 
available between points A and C. 

Now, take the tranSistor biasing circui1 of Fig. 2.13. Here, 
collector voltage required is 9 V but base bias voltage required is 
3 V. A simple series voltage divider network R1 -R

2 
is added to 

supply the two required voltages from a single source. As seen, 
total voltage across R 1 - Rz is 9 V. Drop across Rz = 9 x 3/9 = 3 V. 
Hence, base B of the transistor is at + 3 V. 

Example 2.5. Find the values of different voltages that 

• 

• 
R, 

can be obtained from a 12 V battery with the help of voltage 
divider circuit of Fig. 2.14. Voltage dilllder circuit board. 

Solution. R = R 
1 + R2 + R3 = 4 + 3 + I = 8 Cl 

. . .  

. . .  

drop across R1 = 12 x 4/8 = 6 V 
V

8 = 12 - 6 = 6 V  
drop across R

2 = 12 x 3/8 = 4.5 V 
Ve = V8 -4.5 = 6 - 4.5 = 1.5V 

drop across R
3 

= 12 x 1/8 = 1.5 V 
Different load voltages available are : 
(i) VA8= VA - V8= 6 V 

(iii) VAD = 12 V 
(ii) VAc = 12- 1.5 = 10.S V 

(iv) V8c = 6 - 1.5 = 4.5 V 
(v) VCD = 1.5 V 

Hence, there is a choice of five differenl voltages. 
A 

> 
4 0 , R, 

' 

B 
12 v-=-

� � 
IOOV -- 3 0  

-c 
I O : ' R J . • 

- o '* 
Fig. 2.14 

60mA 

-� 

A 

R1 
• • 

B 

• 
� 

• 

D 
' F 

Fig. 2.15 . . 

IL,• 
20V 

• l K  

Ex.ample 2.6. In Fig. 2. I 5, find values of RI 
and R2 if the voltage applied across load resistor 

of 1 K is to be 20 V. The maximum current which the battery can supply is 60 ,nA. 
Solution. Load current JL = 20/1 K = 20 mA 

Current through R2 = 60 - 20 = 40 mA 
Voltage across Rz = 20 V -same as across lhe load 

Rz = 20140 mA = soo n 

Drop through R1 = 100- 20 = 80 V 
Currenl through R 1 = 60 mA 

R1 = 80/60 mA = 1333.3 Q 
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2.9. 'Opens' In a Series Circuit 
In a normal series circuit like the one shown in Fig. 2.16 (a), there is a current flow and 

voltage drops across different resistors are proponional to their resistances. If the circuit becomes 
open anywhere as shown in Fig. 2.16 (b), following two effects would be produced 

I. First, the 'open' will 
offer an infinite resistance. Hence, 
circuit current will become :zero. 
Consequently, there would be no 
voltage drops across RI and R2. 

2. Second, whole of the 
applied voltage wo11ld be felt 
across the 'open'. The reason for ·, 
this is that resistances RI and R2 
become negligible as compared to 

- 12 V 

R, ........ 

... 
(a) 

- 12 V Open 12 V 

Voltmeter 

. 
(b) 

Fig. 2.16 

the infinite resistance of the 'open' which has practically whole of the applied voltage dropped across 
it (as per Proportional Voltage Fonnula). 

2. 1 O. 'Shorts' In a Serles Circuit 
A 'short' has practically zero 

resistance. Hence, it causes the problem of 
excessive current which, in tum, causes 
power to increase many times and circuit 
components to bum out. 

Wire clipping 

• 

In Fig. 2.17 (a) is presented the normal Shorted 
series ,circuit where V = 12 V, R = 6 Q, lead� +-__;,-.--"''""-""""" 
I= 12/6 = 2 A, P = flR = 22 x 6 = 24 W. 

I ,L 
• 

In Fig. 2.17 (b), the 3 Q resi.stance has 
been shorted out by a resistanceless copper Examples of shorts on a PC board. 

Solder splash 

wire. Now, total circuit res.istaoce is R = I + 2 + 0 = 3 Q. Hence, / = 12/3 = 4 A and power increases 
to 42 X 3 = 48 W. 

Fig. 2.17 (c) shows the situation where both 2 Q and 3 Q resistances have been shorted out of 
the circuit. In this case, R = I Q. J = 12/1 = 12 A, P = 122 x I =  144 W. 

,-----<.,._--9A 

12 V -

' 
R, I 0 

� 

.___.,._>--<I D 

(a) 

�- -- -.:.A 

1 0  

12V -

B 

C 

3 0  

(b) 
Fig. 2.17 

D 

2 0  12 V -

(c) 

A 

B 

2 0  

C 

3 0  

D 

1 0  

Because of this excessive current (6 times the normal value) wires and other circuit components 
can become hot enough to ignite and bum. Hence, there should be a fuse which should open if there 
is too much current in the circuit. 
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2.1 1 . Parallel Circuits 
A paraUel circuit is a bra11ched arrangement in which 

two or more resistors are connected side by side across a single � 
• • R1 - V : voltage source as shown in Fig. 2.18. Here. two resistors RI and , 

R2 are in parallel with each other and the battery. It is a two
branched circuit. Parallel connections are also called multiple 

. - . 

. 
con11ectio11s or shunt co1111ectio11s. A very important feature of Branches 
parallel circuits, as compared to series circuiu., is that 1n parallel Fig. 2.18 
circuits different branch loads operate independently of each 
other. Hence, if any load i.s disconnected or turned off, other branch loads continue to operate. 

2. 12. laws of Parallel Circuits 
Some of the important features of a parallel cir

cuit are as under : 
I. Voltage across eurh brunch h the san1e 
For example, in Fig. 2. I 9 (a}. voltage across 

all the three resistors R1, R1 and R3 b the san1e i.e., 
battery voltage of 12 V. Therefore, parallel circuit 
arrangement is used to connect con1ponents which re 
quire the same voltage. 

2. Reciprocal resistance formula 
According to this formula, the reciprocal of the 

net or equivalent resistance of the entire circuit equals 
the sum of the reciprocals of the individual resistances. 

In Fig. 2.19 (a), if R is the equivalent resis
tance, then 

I I I I = - + - + -R R1 R1 R3 
I I I I 

-- + - + -= -- 4 6 12 2 

�- .  

�%..�.J . . ;� - /A 
A cor's heodllghls ore connected In porollet. 
Hence eoch headlight is exposed to the full 
potentlat difference supplied by the car's 
electrical system, giving maximum 
brightness. One headlight burns out. the 
other one will keep shining. 

:. R=20 

It means that the three parallel-connected resistors of 4 n, 6 n and 12 n can be replaced by a 
single resistor of 2 n as shown in Fig. 2.19 (b). Talking in terms of conductances, it means that 

-
-

I A . 

12 V 

- B 

u,JI 

. 
, 4 0 R,· • 

-
(a) 

G =G1 + G2 + G3 

12 13 

Rz ,6 0  R • 
3 • • 12 0 

Fig. 2.19 • 

3. Each branch current is given by V/R 
In Fig. 2. I 9 (a) above, each branch current is given by 

V 12 
I = - = - = 3 A  

1 R1 4 

I 
r- -..... - -QA 

- 1 2 V  ' R = 2 0  • 

L--- +- --0B 

(b) 
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V l2 
I = -= - = 2 A  2 R2 6 

V 12 
I = - = -= I A  3 R3 12 

4. The sum of branch currents is equal to the total current supplied by the battery 
As seen from Fig. 2.19 (b) on previous page, 
Battery current = 12/2 = 6 A 
Sum of branch currents = 3 + 2 + I = 6 A 

2. 13. Special Case of Equal Resistances in all Branches 

If resistances in all branches of a parallel circuit are equal, then combined resistance equals the 
value of one branch resistance divided by the number of branches. 

In Fig. 2.20 (a), three equal 60 Q resistances are connected in parallel across terminals A and 
8. The equivalent resistance of the entire circuit= 60/3 = 20 Q as shown in Fig. 2.20 (b). If there were 
four such res.istances, th.en R would have been = 60/4 = 15 Q. If five, then R = 6015 = 12 Q. In fact, a s  
we keep adding more branch resistances, the total resistance keeps on decreasing. 

A 0-- --.--- -- -,-- -- --, 

• 
R, : 60 0  . '. 200 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 2.20 

It may seem somewhat unusual at first that putting more resistances into a parallel circuit 
lowers the total circuit resistance. However, it shoula become quite clear if one realizes that each 
resistor provides an additional current path and thus increases the total current. Now, with a constant 
voltage, an increase in current can only mean a decrease in circuit resist .ance. 

2.14. Special Case of Only Two Branches 

The combined resistance of two unequal resistances connected in parallel (Fig. 2.18) is  given 
by 

� = ..!._ + _!._ = _R�1 _+_R_ 2� 
R R

1 
R2 R1 Rz 

Ri R2 or R = -'--.:.-

R1 + R2 
It is easier to find combined resistance by the above relation directly instead of using the 

reciprocal formula. 
It is  seen that combination of two parallel resistances is equal to their product divided by their 

sum. Often, the combined resistance is written in the fonn 
R =R

1 
II R,_ 

2.15. Any Branch Resistance 
A 

It can be verified that combined or equivalent 
resistance of a parallel circuit is less than the least 
amongst them. From example, in Fig. 2.21, R = 211500 . 8 
II I 000 II I 0,000 = 1.98 Q. 

. 

' : , 2 n 
• • • soo n : • 1000 n • 10.000 n 

Fig. 2.21 
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It is less th.an th.e least of th.e three resistances i.e., 2 n. ln Fig. 2.21, 
I I I l l 

- -- = - + - - + - -R - 2 500 1000 10,000 
or R = 1 .98 !l 
It is less than the least branch resistance of 2 n. 

2.16. Proportional Current Formula 

Current is inversely proportional to 
resistance. Hence, current through each 
branch of a parallel circuit [Fig. 2.22 (a)] can 
be found by setting up an inverse formula like 
the one gi veo below 

R2 '1 - / .- �
R1 + R2 

R1 12 = I . - --'-- -
R1 + R2 

where / is the total current entering the 
parallel circuit. 

' 

V 

•'"-

1 = 6 mA 

A 
t, 

R1 
• 

� 2K . 
B 

(a) 

• 

Consider the parallel combination of Fig. 2.22 

two resistors shown connected in two different ways in Fig. 2.22. 

+V 

B 

8 2 
/

1 
= 6 X - - = 4.8 mA; /2 = 6 X -- = 1.2 mA 

2 + 8  2 + 8  

I = 6  mA 

A 

� SK 

B 

(b) 

Example 2.7. A 12 V battery of negligible internal resistance is co1111ected across a parallel 
combination of 4 K, 6 Kand 12 K resistors as shown in Fig. 2.23. Compute 

I. combined circuit resistance 
2. current supplied by the battery 
3. power supplied by the battery 
4. power developed by each resistor 

I I I I I 

I 

-=.12 V -� 
1, 
4 K  

Solution. I . - - - + - + - = -
R - 4 6 12 2 
R = 2 K  

Fig. 2.23 

2. /1 = 12/4 K = 3 mA 
1
2 

= 12/6 K = 2 mA 
I = I I + /2 + /3 = 6 mA or 

3. Power supplied by the battery is 
P = VI =  1 2 x 6 = 72mW 

/3 = 12/12 K = 1 mA 
/ = V/R = l2/2 = 6 mA 

4. P1 = I/ R1= 32 x 4 = 36 mW P2 = 22 x 6 = 24mW 
P

3 
= 1 2x 12 = 12mW 

2.1 7. 'Opens' in a Parallel Circuit 

� 

'6 K :� 
: 12 K 

Since an 'open' is equivalent to an infinite resistance, there would be no current in the part of 
the circuit where it occurs. ln a parallel circui" an 'open' can occur eilher in the main line or in any 
parall.el branch. 

As shown in Fig. 2.24 (a), an 'open' in the main line prevents flow of current to all bra11ches. 
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Hence, none of the three bulbs glows. Bui fuU , 
applied voltage is available across the 'open'. · , 

In Fig. 2.24 (b), 'open' has occurred in 1 
branch circuit of bulb 81• Since, there is no current 
in this branch, 81 would not glow. However, as 
the other two bulbs remain connected across the 
voltage supply, they would keep operating 
normally. 

It may be noted that if a voltmeter is 
connected across the open bulb, it wiU read full 
supply voltage of 220 V. 

2.18. 'Shorts' in a Parallel Circuit 

Suppose a 'short' is placed across resistor 
R3 as shown in Fig. 2.25. It becomes directly 

Open 

�\--� -- �--� 

(a) 220 V 

(b) 220 V 

Open Filamen1 

Fig. 2.24 

connected across the battery and draws almost infinite current because not only its own resistance but 
that of the connecting wires AC and 8D is negligible. Due to this excessive current, the wires may get 
hot enough to bum out unless the circuit is protected 
by a fuse. Following points are worth noting Ci--- ---.- ----.- --A

.__ 

I. not only is R3 short-circuited but both R 1 , 
and ·'S are also shorted out i.e., short across one v -=-
branch 111eans shon across all branches. 

2. there is no current in the shorted resis
tors. If there were three bulbs, they will not glow. D 

Fig. 2.25 
3. the shorted components are not damaged. · -· 

B 

Short 
Circuit 

For example, if we bad three bulbs in Fig. 2.25, they would glow again when circuit is restored 
to normal condition by removing the short-circuit. 

2.19. Series-Parallel Circuits 
Series-parallel circuits are used where it is necessary to provide various amounts of current 

and voltages with single power supply. Electronic circuits are usuaUy of this type because they generally 
use onJy one voltage source. In such circuits, some resistors are connected in parallel and then this 
parallel combination is connected in series with other resistors as shown in Fig. 2.26. 

2.20. Analysing Series-Parallel Circuits 
In most of the situations, it is helpful to reduce the given circuit to an equivalent series circuit 

This can be done by first handling the parallel part of the circuit and then reducing it to an equivalent 
single resistance as shown in Fig. 2.26 (c). 
• I R, C 
• A • s n . 1 ,  ' 
I -=. 12 V 3 0  R2 6 ., . 

1 0  • B • ' R, D 
(a) 

, 

A Ra 

'1 s n  

R3 

R4 

B 1 0  
(b) 

Fig. 2.26 .. 

C 

f½ II R3 

2 0  

D 

't>----, 

> 
'.': 12 V 8 n 

. 

50-----' 

(C) 

. . . 
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First step is to find equivalent resistance of I½_ and R3 which is 

II R = 
R2 X R3 = 3 x 6  = 2 0  Ri 3 Rz + R3 6 + 3 

The circuit becomes as shown in Fig. 2.26 (b). 
Second step is to find total resistance by addition. 

R =5 + 2 + 1 = 8 0  
Third step is to calculate total cunent supplied by the battery by using Ohm's law. 

/ =12/8 = l.5 A 
The branch cunent /1 and 1

2 
and various voltage drops can be found as under : 

I = I � = 1.5 x 6 = I A I J?i + R3 9 

/2 = I 
Ri = 1.5 X I = 0.5 A 

R2 + R3 9 
(or 12 = / - /1 = 1.5- l.0=0.5 A) 
Drop across 5 n resistor = 1.5 x 5 = 7.5 V 
Drop across R2 = 3 x  I = 3 V  
Drop across R3 = 6 x 0.5 = 3 V 
I t  should be noted that the above two 3 V drops are not two different voltages but actually the 

one and the same voltage of 3 V across points C and D is driving both currents /1 and Ir 
Drop across R1 = 1.5 x I = 1.5 V 
Sum of various drops = 7.5 + 3 + 1.5 = 12 V 
This su1n equals the battery voltage as it, in fact, should. 

2.21 . 'Opens' in Series-Parallel Circuits 
As indicated earlier, an 'open' has the effect of introducing infinite resistance in the branch 

or leg of the circuit, where it occurs. The effect of an 'open' would be explained with the help of 
Fig. 2.27. 

I I 

:;:: 
9 V 

I K  
•• 

R . I 

A 11 . 
l2 

Rz : ;3 K 

B 
(a) 

6 K C .. .. 
R3 

s . 
Closed • 

l1 

-=-9v 

D 

Fig. 2.27 

I K  

R, 
A 

R2 

B 
(b) 

6 K  

� 
3 

3 K  s 
Open 

D 

Let us calculate the values of currents and voltages in the circuit of Fig. 2.27 (a) when it is 
working normally with switch S closed. Since I½_ and R

3 
are in parallel, their combined resistance is 

R
2 

II R
3 

= 6 x 3/(6 + 3) = 2 K. This is in series with R1. Hence, total resistance of the series-parallel 
circuit becomes = l + 2 = 3 K. 

:. 11 = 9/3 K = 3 mA 
Branch cunents can be found by using the relation given in Art. 2.16. 

12 = 3 x  6 = 2 mA 9 
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3 13 = 3 x - = I mA 
9 

Drop across R1 = 3 x I = 3  V 
Dropacross R

2 = 2 x 3 = 6 V  
(same is the drop across R3) 

Of course, total voltage drop is equal to the battery voltage. 
Now, let us consider the effect of opening the switch as in Fig. 2.27 (b ). First thiog to note is 

that because of 'opeo' in path CD, R3 caooot be considered in parallel with R2• ln fact, now RI aod R2 
become in series with the battery. Treated as a voltage divider, 

Drop across 

Drop across 

R1 I R 1 = 9 X = 9 X 4 
= 2.25 V 

R1 + R2 

3 
Ri = 9 x - = 6.75 V 

4 
Sioce there is no curreot through R3, its voltage drop is zero. Moreover, point C in Fig. 2.27(b) 

is at the same poteotial as point A. Coosequently, p.d. across the open terminals C aod Dis the same 
as across points A aod B i.e., 6.15 V. 

Another point worth noting is that battery current has decreased fro111 previous value of 
3 mA to the present value of 9/4 K = 2.25 mA. Similarly, power supplied by tile battery decreases 
from (9 x 3) = 27 mW to (9 x 2.25) = 20.25 mW. 

2.22. 'Shorts' in Series-Parallel Circuits 
As explained earlier, a short-circuit has practically zero resistance. Depending on where it 

occurs, it can cbaoge all tile current aod voltage values in tile circuit. Let us calculate the nom1al 
current aod voltage values etc., for tile circuit shown in Fig. 2.28 (a). 
. .  ' ' ' 
• • 
i 
• • 

i 

' ' 

11 4K A 1
3 6 K 

R1 R3 

-=-12 V Rz 3 K  

11 

B 
(a) 

Fig. 2.28 

Resistance to the right of points A and B is 
6 x  3 R2 1 1R3 = 9 = 2 K  

:. total circuit resistance= 4 + 2 = 6 K 

4 K  . . . 
R1 

-
-=;:-

12 V 

:. ,, = 12/6 K = 2 mA /2 = 2 x 6/9 = 1.33 mA 
/3 = 2 X 3/9 = 0.67 mA 

t 
0 -" "' 

B 
(b) 

Drop across R 1 = 4 x 2 = 8 V Drop across R2 = 1.33 x 3 = 4 V 
(same is the drop across R� 
Power supplied by tile battery = 12  x 2 = 24 mW. 

: 

6 K .. • 
R3 

R2=3 K 

11 R1 ,..... . .._-..MN'-- -OA • V 
4 K  

• -=- 12 V -� 

l...- --<111-- --¢B 
Fig. 2.29 

• 

Suppose, now, a short occurs across terminals A aod Bas shown in Fig. 2.28 (b). It not only 
shorts out Ri but R3 as well thereby reducing the given circuit to the series circu.it shown in Fig. 2.29. 
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Banery current /1 = 12/4 K = 3 mA 
Power supplied by banery = 12 x 3 = 36 mW 
As seen, the effect of 'short' is to increase the value of both these quantities. 

2.23. Vottage Division in a Complex Series-Parallel Circuit 
In Fig. 2.30 is shown a circuit which has many 

parallel paths. One can analyse it from any point by 
looking at the path or paths to the ground. 

I 12 V V 

It is seen that 
I .  V6 = Y7 

2. V4 = V5 + V6 = V5 + V1 

. 
I 

3. v2 = V3 + V4 = V3 +(Vs+ VJ :: VJ + ( Vs + V7) ' 
4. V = V1 + V2 = V1 + (V3 + V .J 

= v. + (V3 + Vs + v� :: v. + (V3 + Vs + V7) 
Exampje2.8. Forthecirr:uilshowninFig. 2.31, compUle I 

A --+- � 

V
3 

B 

V
2 v. 

= = 
C 

;a, 

r 1. resistance of the entire cirruit ! Fig. 2.30 

2. current in each resistor 
3. voltage drop across each resistor 
All resistances are in kilohm. 
Solution. I. First, let us simplify parallel circuit CD. 

. .. 

Rco 
- 812 = 4  K 

RBCD - 6 + 4 =  !OK 
RB£ - I0/2 = 5 K  

l 
) 

• ..... ---·- ... _ . .  -

13 8 K 

V5 

v6 

R - R,..B + RB£ + Rg; 
= 20 + 5 + 5 - 30 K 

I - 15/30 K = 0.5 mA 

C o-� 

2. I 
A o+-1 J\,20

/11,
. ""K

__. B 

Since RBCE - RBFE : �-
:. /1 - /2 :: 0.5/2 = 0.25 mA . --=.. 15 V 

Similarly, /3 = /4 = 0.25/2 
, I = 0.125 mA ! = 

E! I 
¼ 8 K 

F 
10 K 

D 

V7 
= 

... _ _.._ .. 

S K  

G 

Current through 5 K resistor 
= I = 0.5 mA t _________ Flg. 2.31 .. _______ ---·· 

3. V AB - 20 x 0.5 = 10 V 
VBC - 6 x 0.25 = 1.SV 
Vco - 8 x 0.125 = lV (or = 4 x 0.25 = I V) 

VBFE - 10 x 0.25 = 2.S V (same as V8cE) 
VEG - 5 x 0.5 = 2.5 V 

Example 2.9. (a). Find the current and voltage drop across each resistor in Fig. 2.32. 
(b) How will these value change if point Dis short.ed to ground accidentally ? 
Solution. (a) We will first find the combined resistance of the circuit shown in Fig. 2.32. We 

will use laws of series and parallel combination and start from point D upwards to point A. As seen, 
there are two 4 K resistors in parallel across point C (or D) and ground G. 

RcG = 4 / 2 = 2  K 
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resistance of leg EG = 6 + 2 = 8 K 
Again, there are two 8 K resistors in parallel 

between points B (or E) and ground G. 
. . .  
• . .  

R80 = 812 = 4  K 

resistance of leg FG = 4 + 2 = 6 K 
Now, there are two 6 K resistors in parallel 

across point A (or F) and G. 
• 

RAO = 612 = 3 K  . .  
1bis 3 K resistor is in series with the topmost 

3 K resistor. Hence, combined or equivalent resistance 
of the whole circuit is 

R = 3 + 3 = 6 K  

V 
12 V 

I 

V
t 

3 K  

,, -

6 K V2 

G .... 
' 

• 

p 

V3 
2K 

I 
B E 
13 

v, 6 K  

v. S K  
C 

v6 4 K  V7 4K 

G G ', .... = 
battery current, I = 12/6 K = 2 mA Fig. 2.32 ·----- ----·--·--
1bis curre.nt gets divided into two equal parts at 

points A because RFG = R
FG 

= 6 K. 
11 = 2/2 K = 1 mA; 12 = 1 mA 
Next, /2 gets divided into two equal parts at point B for similar reasons as above. 
13 = 1/2 = 0.5 mA ; 14 = o.s mA 
Finally, /

4 
lets divided into two equal parts at point C. 

15 = 0.5/2 = 0.25 mA 
/6 = 0.25 mA 
V

i
= 3 x 2 = 6 V; 

V3= 2 x  I = 2  V 
V4 = 8 x 0.5 = 4 V 

V2 
= 6 x  I =6 V 

V5 = 6 X 0.5 = 3 v, V 6 = 4 X 0.25 = 1 V, V
7 

= 1 V 

• 

(b) When Dis shorted to ground (Fig. 2.33), C also gets shorted. Hence, R
ea 

becomes zero as 
shown in Fig. 2.33. Now, R80 = 8 x 6/14 = 24n K. 

Resistance of leg FG = 2 + (24n) = 38n K 

• . .  
• . .  

= 6 X 38/7 = 2_85 K RAO 6 + (38/7) 
total R = 3 + 2.85 = 5.85 K 

I = 12 + 5.85 = 2 mA (ap-
proximately) 

Currents /1 
and /

2 can be found by using Pro
porti,onal Current Formula (Art. 2.16) 

38/7 11 = 2 x 6 + 3817 
= 0.95 mA; 

12 = 2 -0.95 = 1.05 mA 

Again, there is division of current at point B 

6 :. 13 = 1.05 X 
6 + 8 

= 0.45 mA 

14 = 1.05 -0.45 = 0.6 mA 

V 
12 V 
I 

V1 3 K 

A ..----1----, P 

'• 
e+-- ...... - --, E 

V5 6 K  

C 
G G .... 

• 
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vs = 6 x 0.6 = 3.6 V; 

V
3 

= 1.05 x 2 = 2.1 V; 
V1 = 3 x 2  = 6 V 

V4 = 8 x 0.45 = 3.6 V 
V

2 
= 6 x 0.95 = S.7 V 

Example 2.10. A tapped voltage divider is to be connected across a 220 V de supply to 
provide outputs of ( a) 15 mA at I 00 V and ( b) 20 mA at 160 V. Find the resistance of each section of 
the divider; its power dissipation and total resistance if the bleeder current passed by the divider is to 
be 60 nlA. 

or 

. • • 

Solution. The divider circuit is shown in Fig. 2.34. 
Section R1 12 = 25 mA, V1 = 100 V. 
R1 = 100125 x 10-3 = 4000 n 

P, = 12. R1= (25 X I0-3)2 X 4,000 = 2.S w 

P = V/1 =LOO x 25 x 1 0 -3 = 2.S W 
Section Rz 
12 = 25 + 15 =40 mA; V2 = 160- 100=60 V 

R,_ = V2 
/l

2 
= 60/40 X J0-3 = 1S00 0 

• 220 V \ 
• 
) • 

l
3 

= 60 mA : 

Ii = 40 mA 

. 1
1 

= 2S mA . 

. R3 20mA 
+ 

·Ri 15 mA 
+ . 

T •R, 100 V 
- ! P2 = V2 12 =60x40x t0-3 =2.4 W , Fig. 2.34 

Section R3 13 = 40 + 20 = 60 mA, V3 = 220- 160 = 60 V 
R3 = v1 11

3 
= 60 J 60 x 10-1 = 1000 n 

P3 = V3l3 = 60 X (60 X J0-3) = 3.6 w 

Total resistance of the divider 
= 4,000 + 1,500 + 1,000 = 6,SOO n 

·- . .  

T 
160 V 

CONVENTIONAL PROBLEMS .. ___________ ,._..,.,.� . . 
l . In the circuit of Fig. 2.35, compute 

(i) circuit currem (i,) value of V1 All resislallces are in kilohm. 
2 

-=- 6 V 

Fig. 2.35 
• 

3 

[(i) 0.5 mA; (ii) 3.5 V] 
2 

-=- 12 V 

1 Fig. 2.36 
.,._.._ .... ..,,._ -- -··  2. Calculate vollage drops across the three series-connected resistors in Fig. 2.36. All values are in kilohm. [4 V; 6 V; 2V] 

3. In the series network of Fig. 2.37, compute 
(i) circuit current and (li) power supplied by the battery. 
How will these values change if a shon is placed, between points A and B ? AJI resislallces are in kilohm. ((1) 2 mA; (ii) 60 mW; S mA; 150 mW] 



I 

t 

j 
4. 

A 2 

-=- 30V 3 
s 4 

B Fig. 2.37 -- -... ---I ln the circuit of Fig. 2.28, find 
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15 Bo------1111-------oA 
4 3 

D¢4- -- -- vi - - ---i.¢,c 

2 

.,.. 
Fig. 2.38 -------- ·-... -· ... �-..------ · -

(i) potentials of points A and Band (ii) value of V1 and its polarity. All resistance values are in kilohm. £Ci) V,. = +6 V; V 8 = -9 V; (it") 4.5 V with point C positive] 
S. In the series voltage-divider circuit of Fig. 2.39, rated load current is 2 mA and maximum current the battery can supply is 10 mA. Calculate the values of resistances R1 

and R
2 

and their power ratings. [500 O; 800 0 ; 3 mW; 80 mW] 
10 mA ....--'-+---<>A 

2 mA B .,_ ..... ;..._., 
12 V -=-

Load 2 K  

• . . 0.2 o 

:: 6 V  

I 

n1 "Ii 
• •• ·2 0  ' 3 0 6 0  

B 

Fig. 2.39 Fig. 2.40 --------.... ----------�-----------------6. In the network of Fig. 2.40. compute 
(i) equivalent resistance of the network 
(ii} values of branch currents 

(iii) current and power supplied by the battery 
(iv) current and power supplied by the banery if an accidental short occurs across points A and B. 

[(i) 1.2 0 ; (ii) /1 = 2.5 A, /2 = 513 A, /3 = 5/6 A ; (ii,'} S A  ; 30 W; (iv) 30 A, 180 W] 
7. In the circuit of Fig. 3.41, compute the value of circuit current. ·What is the value of the poten1ial of point A with respect to the negative banery terminal ? How do you account for the fact that power supplied by 12 V battery is more than the sum of powers dissipated by the three resistors. 

-=..12v 

V 

I K [1 mA, 8 V] . . 
11 I 

• '•3 K 6 13 i. : 10 A 6 3 
4 K  
" " ...... A Fig. 2.41 Fig. 2.42 

8. Calculate the various branch currents of the circuit shown in Fig. 2.42. All resistance values are in 
ohms. [/1 = 10/3 A, /2 = 20/3 A; /3 = 20/9 A; /4 = 40/9 A] 
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SELF EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 

A. Fill in the blanks by most appropriate word {s) or numerical value(s). 
I . Resistors are said to be connected in series when .......... current passes through each resistor. 
2. A series network or resistors used for providing different voltages from a single voltage source is called .......... . 
3. The same .......... is present across all branches or a paraUel circuit. 
4. The total resistance of a paraUel circuit is always .......... than the lowest resistance connected in any of iis branches. 
S. CeUs are connected in series when higher ........ .. is required. 
6. If more current is required, then cells may be joined in .......... . 
7. When both higher voltage and higher current are required, ceUs may be joined in .......... . 

B. Answer True or False 
I. If same amount or current passes through each resistor or a combination, they must be connected in series. 
2. ln a series circuit, the sum of voltage drops across different componeolS is equal to the applied battery voltage. 
3. A ·shon' in a series circuit always resullS i.n grounding of the voltage source. 
-'· 'Open' in a series circuit always results in damage to the connected apparatus. 
S. A 'shon' anywhere in parallel circuit leads to excessive power demand on the source of energy supply. 
6. The combined resistance of a parallel circuit i.s sometimes less than the least resistance connected in the circuiL 
7. An 'open' in a parallel circuit may or may not disable all the connected componenlS. 
8. A branch 'open' in a parallel circuit does not disrupt the working of other brancbes. C. Multiple Choice Items 
1. Two resistors are said to be connected in series when 

(a) both carry the same amount of current 
(b) total current equals the sum of branch currents 

• 

(c) sum of fR drops equals battery emf 
(d) they provide only one path for the current now 

2. The combined resistance of two equal resistors connected in parallel is equal to 
(a) 1/2 the resistance of one resistor 
(b) twice the resistance of one resistor 
(c) the resistance of one resistor divided by the other 
(d) 1 /4 the resistance of one resistor 3. When two resistances are connected in series, they have 
(a) same resistance value 
(b) same voltage across them 
(c) same current passing through them 
(d) different resistance values 

4. If, in Fig. 2.43, voltmeter Vmeasures 20 V, then 

' . 
• 

value of circuit voltage V is about ............ volt. 
(a) 40 (b) 70 
(c) 60 (d) 20 

10000 soon 2500 

V o-- -- - --' 

Fig. 2.43 
w .. • • -··- • -· S. If, in Fig. 2.44, � becomes open-circuited, the reading of the voltmeter will 

' '·� 

(a) fall to zero (b) increase slighlly 
(c) decrease slighlly (d) become 200 V 

20 30 20 

'-------0200 vo--- - - � 

Fig. 2.44 -� ,. -- - , .. - - --6. In Fig. 2.45, V is an ideal voltmeter having infinite resistance. lt will read ............... volt. 
(a) 40 
(c) 0 

(b) 60 (d) 100 



' 600 

IOOV -::':::- 400 

' 

.__ __ Fig. 2.45 
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8. lo a parallel circuil, all oomponeolS musl 
(a) have same p.cL across lhem 
(b) have the same value 
(c) carry the same currem 
(d) be switched ON or OFF simultaneously 

7. The ideal voltmeter V of Fig. 2.46 will read ............. volt. 
IO K 

IO V 

Fig. 2.46 
(a) 0 
(c) 5 

(b) 
(d) 

10 
100 

A parallel circuit of light bulbs Is shown In above Fig. 

ANSWERS - � .. ---� - •••• � - ,_ • •  -..: . ..  ·-' .. � ,,. -r- .... • .. - .. -• .. • ..... ·-- .,,. • -

A. Fill In the blanks 
1. same 2. voltage divider 
6. parallel 7. series, parallel 

B. True or False 
1. F 2. T 3. p 4. F C. Multiple Choice Items 
1. d 2. a 3.c 4. b 

3. voltage 4. less 5. voltage 

5. T 6. F 7. T 8. T 
S.d 6.a 7. b 8.a 



3. 1 . General 
e come across many circuits in which various 
components are neither in series nor in parallel nor 
in series-parallel. One example is a circuit with two 

or more batteries connected in its different branches. Another 
is an unbalanced bridge circuit. Here, rules of series and 
parallel circuits are inapplicable. Sucb circuits can be easily 
solved with tbe belp of Kircbhofl's laws wbicb are two in number 

I. Kirchhoff's Current Law (KCL) 
2. Kirchhoff's Voltage Law (KVL) 

3.2. Kirchhoff's Current Law 
It states that in any network of conductors, the 

aJgebraic sum of currents meeting at a point (or junction) is 
zero. 

Put in another way, it simply means that the total current 
leaving a junction is equal to the total current entering that 
junction. 

·� la 
E Base 

le 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.1 . .  

Kirchhoff's 

Laws 

1. General 
2. Kirchhoff's Current Low 
3. Kirchhoff's Voltage Law 
4. Determination of 

Algebraic Sign 
5. Assumed Direction of 

Current Flow 
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Explanation 
Consider the caseof fivecurrents meeting at junction A of the network shown in Fig. 3.1 (a). Let 

us adopt the following sign convention for detennining the algebraic sign of different currents. 
All currents e11teri11g the junction would be taken as positive whereas those leaving it would 

be taken as negative. 
According to the above convention, /1 and /4 would be taken as positive whereas /2, /3 and /5 

would be taken as negative. Using KCL, we have 
/1 + ( -/2) +( - /3) +/4 + (-/5) = 0  or /1 - /2 - /3 +/4 - /5 =0 

. . . !J =  0 
Also, transposing the negative terms to the right-hand side, we get 

1
1 

+ /4 = 1
2 + !3 + Is 

incoming currents = outgoing currents 

- at a junction 

or fin = I out - at a junction 
Similarly, in Fig. 3.1 (b), le is the emitter current directed toward\" the base. Th.e two currents i.e., 

base current /8 and collector current le are directed away from the base. Hence, according to KCL 
rE+(-/8)+(-lc) = O  or 1£-18-lc= O  or 1£ =18+ /c 

3.3. Kirchhoff's Voltage Law 
It states lhat the algebraic sum of all IR drops and EMFs in 

any closed loop (or mesh) of a network is zero. 
or I: IR= I: EMF= 0 -round a loop 

+ 

While applying the above two laws for circuit calculations, 
) plenty of errors can occur unless proper algebraic signs are given 

both to IR drops and battery EMFs. 

3.4. Determination of Algebraic Sign 
A B 

The sum of the voltage drops 
equals the source voltage. 

We will follow a very simple sign convention which would 
apply equally to IR drops and battery EMFs. 

A rise (or increase) in 
voltage would be considered posirive and given a +ve sign and a/all 
(or decrease) in voltage would be considered negative and bence given 
a - ve sign. Let us see how we will apply lhis convention (1) firstly, to 
battery EMFs or voltage sources and (ii) secondly, to IR drops across 
various branch resistors. 

(1) Battery EMF 
While going round a loop (in a direction of our own choice) if 

we go from the - ve terminal of a battery to its +ve terminal. there is a 
rise in potential, hence this EMF should be given +ve sign. If, on the 
other hand, we go from its +ve terminal to its - ve tenninal, there is fall 
in potential, hence this battery EMF should be given -ve sign. 

Gustav R. Kirchhoff 
(1824-1887) 

It is important to note that algebraic sign of battery EMF is independent of the direction 
of current flow (whether clockwise or anticlockwise) through the branch in which the battery is 
connected. 

(ii) IR drops on resistors 
If we go through a resistor in the san1e direction as its current, then there is a fall or decrease 

in potential for the simple reason that current always flows from a higher to a lower potential. Hence; 
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this IR drop should be taken -ve. However, if we go around the loop in a direction opposite to that of 
the current, i.e., if we go upstream, there is a rise in voltage. Hence, this IR drop should be a taken as 
positive. 

It is clear from above that algebraic sign of JR drop across a resistor depends on the direction 
of current that resistor. 

Consider the closed loop ABC DA of Fig. 3.2. Starting from point A if we go around this mesh in 
clockwise direction,• then different EMFs and /R drops will have following values and signs : 

J1R1 is -ve (fall in potential) , A R1 

l,jl
2 is +ve (rise ,. ) j 14 11 

£2 is -ve (fall ., ) 

f f; R4 J 3R3 is - ve ( all .. ) 
1 

£1 is +ve (rise ., ) . i 
/4R4 is -ve (fall ,. ) 

Hence, according to KVL, 
-I,R, + f/?2 -E2 -/�3 + E1 -I4R4 =0 

D I½ 
Fla. 3,2 

B 
� 

C 

·-----··-----------
or -I1R1 + I,zR,z - I3�-14R4 =£2 -£1 or 11R1 -I,jl1 +J3

R3+I�4= £1 -£2 

3.5. Assumed Direction of Current Flow 
In applying Kirchhoff's laws to electrical or electronic networks, one is often faced with the 

tricky question of assuming proper direction of current flow through different branches of the 
network. However, the matter is quite simple because one is at full liberty-to choose either clockwise 
or anticlockwise direction. I f  the assumed direction of current does not happen to be the actual 
direction, then on solving the question, this current would be found to have minus sign. If the answer 
is positive, then assumed direction is the correct direction of current flow. 

ExampJe 3.1. Using Kirchhoff's laws, calculate 1 4 0 I A ,. the branch currents in the nerworlc of Fig. 3.3. . • 

-== 12 V 

1, ' 

•• 
' 

. . 
20 - .-. . 

(11 + lz) 

8 0  

� 

C 

IOV 

Solution. As shown in the figure, we have taken 
currents /1 and /2 as originating from the positive 
terminals of the batteries. However, it is not always 
essential to do so because a stronger battery can drive 
current into one with lower emf i.e., it can charge it We 
will consider the following two closed loops : 

(1) LoopABEFA 
Starting from point A and going clockwise round [, _____ Fla-;.,=:.E�3.3.;... ____ D_ 

the loop, we have 

• 

-4/, -8(/1 +/2)+ 12 =0 or .•.. (1) 
(ii) LoopBCDEB 

Starting from point B and again going clockwise round the loop, we get 
+2/2 -10+8(/1 +12) =0 or 411 + 5 12 =5 ... (ii) 

Multiplying Eq. (i) by 5 and Eq. (if) by 2 and substracting one from the other, we get 
15/1 -811 =15-lOor 7 /1 = 5  :. l1 =511A 

Substituting this value either in Eq. (1) or (i1), say, Eq. (i), we have 
3x(5n) +212 =3 or 12= 311 A 

We could as weU choose to go along anticlockwbe direction. 
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Since these have com.e out to be positive, it means that their assumed directions are the actual 
directions. 

5 3 1 
Current through branch BE = 11 + 12 = - + - = 1- A 7 7 7 

Ycc =25Y 
A 

Example 3.2. In the grounded-emitter transistor • 
amplifier circuit of Fig. 3.4, calculate the base current I 8 
and collector current I c · D la le .-------- -. c 

Solution. We will consider two loops : base-current 
loop ADBEGA and collector-current loop ACBEGA. 

LoopADBEGA 

As we move down from the positive terminal A of 
collector supply batter y V cc*, 

(i) w e  first get I eR8-It would be taken negative because 
we are moving alongwith the curent i.e., downstream. 

(ii) then we meet V8E 
which also would be taken - ve 

because we are going from its positive end to negative end. 
(iil) next, we meetleRE=(/8+lc) Re drop which will be 

299 K 

taken as negative since we again are going downstream. Fig. 3.4 

Re 2 K 

I K  

(iv) finally, we  go from ground G (where - v e  battery ------

terminal is supposed to be connected) to positive battery terminal A. Hence, battery EMF of 
V cc= 25 V would be taken positive. 

Applying KVL to the loop, we get 

- 1eRa- Vae- 1eRe + Vee =O 
or -29918-0- l (l8+lc)+25 =0 

or 300/8+lc =25 ... (1) 
Since resistances are in kilohms, we are taking I 8 and / c to be in milliamperes so that their 

product gives volts (Art. 2.4). 
LoopACBEGA 

- 2 lc-5- l(I8 +le)+ 25 =0 or 18 + 3 le = 20 ... {ii) 
Solving for/ 8 and / c from Eq. (1) and (ii), we get, 

le =5975/899=6.64mA; 18=0.08 mA=80µA 

CONVENTIONAL PROBLEMS -
1. Use Kirchhoffs laws to find the magnitude and direction of current fl.ow through the 10 Cl 

resistor of Fig. 3.5. [l/23 A from A to BJ 

12 0 8 0  . .... . . . . . . 

·: 10 0 

. S Y  2V 

' 
B ' 

C 8 0  4 0  
r--�·VI· 0f\/ ··1,----'A

.,--__,.VI. 0f\/ ··1,---,D 

� 12 Y • 
· 20 : 

B 

• 
2 0  

-=- 6v 
T 

Fig. 3.S Fig. 3.6 ________ ...,. ___ , __ . . __ .._ __ ;--. _ ____ .._. 

• Please remember that in an NPN transistor, base is positive w.r.t. emiller (Art. 18.2). 
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2. With the help of Kirchhoff's laws, calculate the magnitude and direction of current flowing through branches AC, AB and AD of the circuit shown in Fig. 3.6. 
What would be the potentials of points A, C, D and E if point 8 is grounded? 

[/AC = 27/19 A; I BA= 6119 A; I DA = 21/19 A; VA =- 12119 V; Vc=-12 V; VE= +4i V; V0= +72/19 V] 
SELF EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 

A. FilJ in the blanks with most appropriate word (s) or nwnerical value (s). 1. The two Kirchhoff"s laws are : current law and ........ law. 2. According 10 KCL, in any network, the ............ . sum of currents meeting at a junction is zero. 3. Generally, currents entering a junction in a network are taken as . . . ..... a those leaving it as 
4. According to KVL, algebraicsumofall /Rdrops and EMFs in any closed loop in a network is 
5. Generally, rise in voltage is considered .............. . whereas fall is taken as .............. . 6. The algebraic sign of TR drop depends on the ........... of current flow through the connected resistor. 

8. Answer True or False 
I. In a circuit, the sum of all EMFs around a mesh or a closed loop must always equal 1.ero. 2. Kirchhoff's laws are true for all electronic circuits. 3. Input currents al a junction in a network of conductors equal the output currents a1 that junction. 4. While applying Kirchhoff's laws to networks, one is at full libe.ny to assume the directions of flow of various branch currents. 

C. Multiple Choice Items 
I . According to KCL as applied to a junction in a network of conductors (a) total sum of currents meeting at the junction is zero (b) no current can leave the junction without som.e current entering it 

ANSWERS 

A. All In the blanks 

(c) net current flow at the junction is positive 
(d) algebraic sum of the currents meeting at the junction is zero 2. Kirchhoffs voltage law is concerned with (a) IR drops (b) battery EMFs (c) junction voltages (d) both (a) and (b) 

3. According to KVL, the algebraic sum of all IR drops and EMFs in any closed loop of a network is always 
(a) zero (b) positive 
(c) negative (d) greater than unity 

4. According to the commonly-used sign convention for voltages 
(a) a fall in voltage is considered positive 
(b) a rise in voltage is considered positive 
(c) IR drop is taken as negative (d) battery EMFs are taken as positive 

5. The algebraic sign of an IR drop is primarily dependent upon the 
(a) amount of current flowing through it (b) value of R (c) direction of current Oowing lhrough it (d) battery connection 

6. While applying Kirchboffs laws to electronic circuits, a,;sumed direction of current flow must be 
(a) clockwise 
(b) from left to right (c) anticlockwise 
(d) either (a) or (b) 

• �·--•• r-a, 

1. voltage 2. algebraic 
True or False 

3. positive, negative 5. positive, negative 6. direction 
e. 

C. 
1. F 2. T 
Multiple Choice Items 

3. T 4. T 

J. d 2. d 3. a 4. b 5. C 6. d 



4. 1 . General 
s we know, a network is just a con1bination of various 
components such as resistors etc., interconnected in 

sorts of manner. Most of these networks cannot 
be solved merely by applying laws of series and paraUel 
circuits. Of course, Kirchhoff's laws can always be used. But 
often it makes the solution quite long and laborious. Hence, 
various network theorems have been developed which provide 
very short and time.saving methods to solve these complicated 
circuits. The reason is that such theorems enable us to convert 
the given complicated network into a much simple.r one which · 
can then be easily solved by only applying the rules of series 
and paraUel circuits. We will discuss the following network 
theorems which find wide application in electronic and 
transmission circuits : 

1 .  Superposition Theorem 
2. Thevenin's Theorem 
3. Norton's Theorem 
4. Maximum Power Transfer Theorem 
Though we will consider only de networks in this 

chapter, these theorems are applicable to ac networks as well. 

4.2. Superposition Theorem 
According to this theorem, if there are a number of 

voltage or current sources acting simultaneously in a network, 

· -

Network 

Theorems 

l .  General 
2. Superposition Theorem 
3. Ideal Constant-Voltage 

Source 
4, Ideal Constant-Current 

Source 
5. Thevenin's Theorem 
6. How to Thevenize a 

Circuit ? 
7. Norton· s Theorem 
8. How to Nortonlse a 

Given Circuit 
9. Maximum Power 

Transfer Theorem 
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then each source can be treated as if it acts independently of the others. 
Hence, we can calculate the effect of one source at a time and then superimpose i.e., algebraically 

add the results of al.I the other sources. 
Following steps are taken while applying this theore.m to the solution of networks which con

tain more than one voltage or current source 
I .  First, all sources except the one under consideration are removed. While removing these 

voltage sources, their internal resistances (if any) are left behind. While removing cu.rrent sources, 
they are replaced by an open circuit since their internal resistance (by definition) is infinite (An. 4.4). 

2. Next, currents in various resisto.rs and their voltage drops due to this single source are 
calculated. 

3. This process is repeated for other sources taken one at a time. 
4. Finally, algebraic sum of currents and voltage drops over a resistor due to different sources 

is taken. lt gives the actual value of current and voltage drop in that resistdr or component 
Example 4.1. Using Superposition theorem, calculate current in each branch of the network 

shown in Fig. 4.1 (a). 
Solution. We will find two sets of branch currents : one when 6 V battery is not there and the 

other, when 12 V battery is not there. Let the different branch currents be /1, Lz. and I as shown in Fig. 
4.1 (a). In Fig. 4.1 (b), 6 V battery has been removed and then replaced by shor t -c.ircuit (since its 
internal resistance is zero). Various branch currents are as under : 

R80 = 4 11 4 = 2 n. Hence, total circuit resistance is= 6 + 2 = 8 n. Therefore, /1' = 12/8 I.SA. 
At point B, th.is current divides equally into two parts. 

/
1' = 0.75 A and /2' = 0.75 A 

In Fig. 4.2 (a) 12 V battery has been removed and replaced by short circuit (since its internal 
resistance is zero). 

I • . • 

-""'-12 V 

6 0  
. 

.. 
. 
>4 0  . 

D 
(a) 

. . C • ,v 
40 

6 V  . -

Fig. 4.1 

A,,.......I' 1 
_ _,

.
W\

6
f,,,-- �

B
�

l'2
-�N

·· ·
v.
4.,._ 

· - �C • • 

- �  12V 

. .. 

D 
(b) 

, .. 
Here, R80 = 6 11 4 = 2.4 n, total resistance, R = 4 + 2.4 = 6.4 n. Hence, Ii"= 6/6.4 = 0.94 A. 

This current divides at point B in the inverse ratio of the resistances of the two parallel paths. 

A 

1," = 0.94 x 4/10 = 0.38 A; /" = 0.94 x 6/1"0 = 0.56 A 

6 . .. V 
I" I . B 

I' 

�4 

D 
(a) 

4 
. C '. .. ' 

6 V  . -

6 A . . .. B • 
1.12 A 

-;;� 12 V 

Fig. 4.2 

·v 

. . ' 

'. • 
0.19 A 

1.31 A ' I 

>4 > 

D 
(b) 

4 
. . � . -,, .. 

6 V  

• • - # 
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If we combine the results of Fig. 4.1 (b) and 4.2 (a), we get, 
/ I = /'\ -/\ = 1.5 -0.38 = l.12 A 
12 = /"2 -1'2 = 0.94 -0.75 = 0.19 A 
I = I'+ I"= 0.75 + 0.56 = 1.31 A 

Actual currents are shown in Fig. 4.2 (b). 
Example 4.2. The circuit of Fig. 4.3 (a) is excited by hvo voltage sources of zero internal 

resista1tees. Use Superposition Principle to find current flowing through the cornmon resistance R 3 
a11d voltage drop across it. 

Solution. Of course, it is understood in Fig. 4.3 (a) that negative terminal of each voltage 
source is grounded. 20 v 20 v 

20 V 36 V Y1 We wiU first replace V2 

by short-circuit and then V1• 
V1 V2 

V 1 short-circuited 
When V

2 
is shorted, 

circuit becomes as shown in 
Fig. 4.3 (b) which further 
simplifies Lo that shown in 
Fig. 4.3 (c). 

/
1 

= 20/(6 +4)=2A 
VR4

= 6 x 2 = 12 V  
VI short-circu.ited 
Now, when source V1 

� 4 0  

12  n 

(a} 

is shorted out leaving behind only V
2
, the ci.rcuit 

becomes as shown in Fig. 4.4 (a) which further 
reduces to that shown in Fig. 4.4 (b). 

12 
= 36/15 =2.4 A ;  VRS = 3 x 2.4=7.2V 

Drop across � due to both sources V1 and V2 = 12 + 7.2 = 19.2 V 
19.2 l 6 Current through R

3 
= - - = . A 12 

4.3. Ideal Constant-Voltage Source 

! 

v, 

12 

(b} 
Fig. 4.3 

4 

+ 

(c} 

3 v� 

It is that voltage source or gene.rator whose output (a} (b) 
voltage remains absolutely constant whatever the change Fig. 4.4 
in load curr ent. Such a voltage source must possess zero .. 
inten1al resistance so that internal voltage drop in the source is zero. 1n that case, output voltage 
! A .----�'-----Q 

o.oos n 

r 
I Yo • 

6 V  

• B 

RL 

, 

I IM 
I 
\ 

' --

-
\ ' ' 6V: , 

_, 

Fig. 4.5 Fig. 4.6 

RL 
20-200 K 
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provided by the source would remain co11s1a11t irrespective of the ar1101111t of c11rrent drawnfron1 it. ln 
practice, none such ideal constant-voltage source can be obtained. However, smaller the internal 
resistance r of a voltage source, closer it comes to an ideal source described above. 

Suppose, a 6 V battery has an internal resistance of O.OQS Q (Fig. 4.5). When it supplies no 
current i.e .• it is on no-load. V0 

= 6 V i.e., output voltage provided by it at its output terminals A and 
B is 6 V. If load current increases to I 00 A, internal drop = I 00 x 0.005 = 0.5 V. Hence, V0 = 6 -0.5 
= 5.5 V. 

Obviously. an output voltage of 5.5 -6 V can be considered constant as compared to wide 
variation in load current from O A to 100 A. 

4.4. Ideal Constant-Current Source 
It is that voltage source whose internal resistance is infinity. ln practice, it is approached by a 

source which possesses very high resistance as compared to that of the external load resistance. As 
shown in Fig. 4.6, let the 6 V battery have an internal resistance of I Mil and let load resistance vary 
from 20 K to 200 K. The current supplied by the source varies from 6/1.02 = 5.9 µA to 6/L.2 = 5 µA. 
As seen, even when load resistance increases 10 times, current decreases by 0.9 µA. Hence, the 
source can be considered, for all practical 
purposes, to be a constant-current source. 

4.5. Thevenin's Theorem 
This theorem is very useful when 

we desire to know the mnount of power, 
current or voltage drop in a particular 
component of a given circuiL With the help 
of this theorem, a normally complex circuit 
can be simplified to a series circuit* 
consisting of 

(i) an ideal voltage source and 

Ne1work 
A 

B 

Box 

(a) 
Fig. 4.7 

,------- -o  A 

Rth 

T 
vth 

o B 
(b} 

(it) a resistance connected in series with it. 

' .. 
t) .. 

g o  
Q f- 0 

0 0  

'\"' II ... , . 

I-
.. 
Q 0 

.u... 

-0 G 

4.6. How to Thevenize a Circuit ? 

In Fig. 4. 7 (a), imagine that the block 
contains a network connected to its terminals A and 
8. According to this theorem, the entire network 
connected to A and 8 can be replaced by a single 
voltage source v,h conn.ected in series with a single 
resistance R,h across the same terminals. 

V,h is actually the open-circuit voltage (V '"J 
existing across terminals A and B and R,1, is the 
resistance of the network as looked into or viewed 
back from the same terminals with all sources 
removed leavin.g behind their internal resistance if 
any. Acrually, an ohmmeterconnect.ed across A and 
B would read this resistance. 

Suppose we are asked to find current through the 15 Q load resistor in Fig. 5.8 by a using 
Theveoin's theorem. Toe procedure for Thevenizing this circuit would be as follows 

t. First Step. Disconnect the 15 Q resistor from tenninals A and 8 (incidentally, don't throw 
it away, we will need it again towards the end !). 

• Norton ·s theorem reduces ii to a pamllel circui1 (Art. 5.7). 
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2. Second Step. Wilh 
load tenninals A and B open, 
calculate the open-circuit ' 
voltage ( V «> between them 
by any convenient method. 

In the present case, V oc 
is equal to the voltage drop 
across 12 .Q resistor because 
point A is at the same 
potential as point C. 

24 V 
1 0  . 

l 

-
. 

3 0 . . . . ,. 
R1 

C 

Ri . 
• 

12 o • 

{a) 

Veo - VAR = Voe = fR2 

A 

B 

Now, I - 24/( I + 3 + 12) = 1.5 A 
:. Vee - l.5 x l 2 = 1 8 V  
ll is also called Thevenin voltage v,h· 

I 3 0 . . . C A . . 
R1 

24 V R2 : 12 o -� 1 0  or . • 

{b) D 
B 

Fig. 4.8 

3. Third Step. Now, ren1ove the 24 V banery leaving behind its internal resistance of I n as 
shown in Fig. 4.9 (a). 

When looked into from 
open-circuit terminals A and 
B, the circuit consists of two 
parallel paths : one having a 
resistance of 12 n and the 
other of (3 + 1) = 4 n. Hence, 
equivalent resistaac-e of the 
network when viewed back 
from these two tenniaals is 

1 0  

3 0  

12 o 

(a) 

l2 x 4  = 3 .Q 
(12 + 4) 

It is also called Thevenin resistance R,h· 

A 

B 

Fig. 4.9 

I 
,,- -, R,i,=3 o 

I I 
I I 
\ I , 

(b) 

A 

B 

Consequently, as seen from points A and B, the given network can be reduced to a single 
voltage source (called Thevenin's source) of 18 V whose internal resistance R,h equals 3 .Q 
[Fig. 4.9 (b)]. 

4. Fourth step. Finally, connect back the load resistor to the terminals A and B thereby giving 
a simple series circuit shown in Fig. 4.9 (b). Finding current I through R1. should be no problem now. 

I = 18/(3 + 15) = I A 
Example 4.3. Apply Thevenin's theoren1 to find c11rren1 through the 12 n resistor of the 

circ11it shown in Fig. 4. /0 (a). 

Solution. In Fig. 4. IO (b), point A is at the same potential as poi.at C since there is no current 
through the 4 n resistor and hence no drop across it. 

V,1, - Ve0= l x 6  
Now I - 36/(3 + 6) = 4 A 
:. v,h - 4 x 6 = 24 v 

Since, 36 V banery has no internal resistance, it has been replaced by a short-circuit in 
Fig. 4.11 (a). 
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--=- 36 V 6 

D 
(a) 

12 

B 

. . . , .. 
'.°: 36V 

Fig. 4.10 

6 x 3  
R h

= 4 + - - = 6 0  I 
(6 + 3) 

C 

6 •• .• 

D 
(b) 

.... A 
V 

• 
B 

Having found the Thevenin 's source, the 12 n resistor is connected back in series with this 
source as shown in Fig. 4.1 I (b). Current flowing through it is 

3 C 

6 

D 

(0) 

4 A 

B 

Fig. 4.U 

I = 24/(12 + 6) = 1.33 A 

I A 
• 

• • 6 
• 

•• 24 V 
• 12 
,> 

B 
(b) 

- from A toB 
Example 4.4. Using Thevenin's theorem, calculate the curre,11 through the 4 K resistor of 

Fig. 4.12 (a). 
Solution. lfwe remove 4 K resistor, circuit becomes as shown in Fig. 4.12 (b). As seen, full 

current of 10 mA passes through 2 K resistor producing a drop of 10 x 2 = 20 V. Hence, V
8 
= 20 V. 

w.r.t. ground. Now, 12 V battery is connected in series with two resistors 3 K and 6 K which form a 
voltage divider circuit. 

I_ 

V11 
= drop across 6 K resistor* 
= 12 x 6/(6 + 3) = + 8 V -w.r.t. ground 

p.d. between points A and B is 

3 K  A 

--:=::c- 12 V 6 K 

(a) 

V
,,, 

= . 20 - 8 = 12 V - with B at a higher potential 

4 K 3 K  B A B 
,---JV\f\1\,,- --- V,b � - " • ---' 

2 K  

10 mA 

Fig. 4.12 

-drop across 3 K resistor. 

12 V -=- 6 K  t 
IOmA 

(b) 
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Now, we will find Rrh i.e., resistance of the network as looked back into the open-circuited 
tenninals A and B. For this purpose, we will replace both the voltage and current sources. Since 
voltage source bas no internal resistance, it would be replaced by a short-circuit i.e., zero resistance. 
However, current source would be removed and replaced by an infinite resistance i.e., an 'open· 
(Art. 4.4). ln that case, the circuit becomes as shown in Fig. 4.13 (a). 
; 3 A � ..__ _ �- �- ___: � � 

6 2 

(a) 

Infinite 
Resistance 

Fig. 4.13 

3 6 

(b) 

As seen from Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14 (a), the value of Rrh = 2 + 2 = 4 tl. 
Hence, Thevenin source has a voltage of 12 V 

and an internal resistance of 4 Q as shown in 
Fig. 4.14 (b). 

:. I = 12/(4 + 4) = 1.5 A 

4.7. Norton's Theorem 
This theorem is used where it is easier to simplify 

a network in terms of currents instead of voltage. This 
theorem reduces a normally complicated network to a 
simple parallel circuit consisting of 

A 

2 

= 
(a) 

(a) an ideal current source / N 
of infinite internal resistance and 

B 

• 
4: 

2 • 
. � 

Fig. 4.14 

2 

12 V 

(b) 

(b) a resistance RN (or conductance GN = I/RN) in parallel with it as shown in Fig. 4.15. 

B 

• 4 · 
,> 

A 

Here, / N is the current which Netw0rk � -- � --oA 
would flow through a short circuit 
placed across terminals A and B. RN 
is the circuit resistance looking back 
from the open A-8 terminals. These 
terminals are not short-circuited for 
finding RN but are 'open' as for cal
culating R,h for Thevenin' s Theorem*. 

A 

(a) 

�- -- --o B 

(b) 

Fig. 4.15 

4.8. How to Nortonise a Given Circuit 
Suppose we want to Nortonise the circuit shown in 

Fig. 4.16_ (a) i.e., we want to find Norton's equivalent of this cir 
cuit between tenninals A and B. 

The different steps are as under 
I. First Step. Put a short across terminals A and B 

[Fig. 4.16 (b)]. As seen, it results i.n shorting out 12 Q resistor as 

• ln fact, this resistance is the same both for Thevenin and Norton equivalent circuits. In Norton's case. this resistor is 
in parallel with the current source whereas in Thevenin 's case, it is in series with V,. (An. 4.6). 
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shown separately in Fig. 4.16 (c). 
• . . I sc = 24/4 = 6 A 

This current is usually called Norton current / N" 
2. Second Step. Remove the short from terminals A and B so that they are again open. 
3. Third Step. Remove the battery and replace it by its internal resistance which, in the 

present case, is zero. The resistance R,v of the circuit as viewed back or looked into fron1 open 
tennina.1s A and B is 40 

,------'\IN,, .. - .-- --o A 

... ,... 24 V • 12 n 

-B 
(a) 

R,v = 1211 4 = 3 !2 

r----'"i.Wv-.-,--t--9 A 

-:=:- 24 V 
� I �� : 12 -. :; 

�- - -� ---oa 
(b) 

Fig. 4.16 

4 
r----'"iW'. ·v--<J.A 

-� 24 V 

(c) B 

. .  
Hence, Norton's equivalent of the 

given circuit in Fig. 4.16 (a) becomes tha1 
shown in Fig. 4.17 (b). It consists of a 6 A 
constanl-current source (of infinite resis
tance) in parallel with a 3 n resistance. 

r-�.Wv--,----o A �--- � ---oA 

12 

Example 4.5. Using Norton's 
theoren1, calculate the current flowing 
rhro11gl, the 12 n resistor in Fig. 4. 18 (a). 

'--- --'----o B '--------' '-- - --<> 8 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 4.17 

Solution. I t  is the same circuit as shown in Fig. 4. lO (a) and solved earlier with the help of 
Thevenin's theorem (Example 4.3). When applying Norton's theorem, the procedure would be as 
under : 

J. First Step. Remove 12 n resistor from terminals A and B and then put a short-cin:uit across 
them as shown in Fig. 4.18 (b). 
The current passing through 4 n 
resistor is also the short-circuit 
current / sc (also written as I ,v)
For finding this current, we have 
first to find / by simplifying the 
circuit. As seen, total circuit 
resistance 

3 C 4 
r--'"1'.. Mr---i'--J-./M,-""l A 

::-: 36V . 6 12 

.__ ___ ....._ ___ -6 8 
D 

(a) 

r+----'IM3�· ...,c:...,
1�sc_,.W4

'1v-
---<1A .. .. .. 

:: 36V 

D 

(b) 

6 

8 

= 3 + 6 II 4 = 3 + 2.4 
=5.4!2 

Fig. 4.18 
• 

I = 36/5.4 = 20/3 A 
This current divides at point C into two unequal parts. 

20 6 
I - - x - = 4 A  
SC - 3 10 

- - . • • 

2. Second Step. Remove the short circuit, thereby leaving tem1inals A and B open. Also r e 
move the banery. Since its internal resistance is zero, it is replaced by a resistanceless piece of con 
necting wire thereby closing the circuit [Fig. 4. 19 (a)]. The resistance R,v of the circuit as viewed from 
terminals A and B is 
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= 4 + 6 11 3 = 6 .0  

Hence, the Norton's 1
i equivalent of the given 

circuit 1s as shown in ! 
Fig. 4.19 (b). Load current ·, 
IL through 12 .Q resistor , 
can be found by using the : 

,----'W
3
'1>.r--i

C'----"/i4
¥v----<>· A . ' . . 

6 • 

'-------'-----o B D 
(a) 

r-------- ---- --, 

I 
I 

6 0  

I 
I 

1_ -------- ---- -_I Norton equivalent 
(b) 

Proportional Current I 
Formula (Art. 2.16}. r Fig. 4.19 

. . . 

..... . .. ·- ... ' . . . '. 
6 IL = 4 x --- = 1.33 A 

(6 + 12) 
It is the same value as found in Example 4.3 earlier. 

-
- from A and 8. 

A 

12 n 

B 

.. . 

Example 4.6. The circuit of Fig. 4.20 (a) is excited by a voltage source and a current source. 
Using Norton's theorem, calculate current through the 6 n resistor. 

Solution. lo Fig. 4.20 (b), 6 .Q resistor has been removed and a short placed across terminals 
A and 8. Short-circuit current fsc (or IN) is 

( 

= current from voltage source + current of current-source. 
60 

= - +  1 2 =  1 5  A 
20 

20 A 20 A 12A 

-=-60V 6 5 -=- 60V + 5 
fsc 

B B 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 4.20 

12 A 
t 

It should be noted that shon across AB also shorts out 5 n resistor. Hence, all the 12 A current 
passes through short-circuit and none through 4 .Q resistor. 

In Fig.  4.21 (a), 'short' has been 
removed leaving terminals A and B open. 
Voltage source has been replaced by a 
connecting wire of 1.ero resistance (since its 
internal resistance is 1.ero). CUJTent source has 
been replaced by an 'open' since it has inftnite 
resistance. 

20 A 

When looked into the circuit from 
terminals A and B, there are two parallel paths 
between points A and B having resistances of - · 
20 n and 5 n. Their combined resistance, as 
seen from Fig. 4.21 (c) is = 20 II 5 = 4 0. Hence, RN= 4 Q. 

R,., 
5 

B 
(a) 

20 

A 

5 

B 
(b} 

Fig. 4.21 . 

A 

4 

8 

(c) 

The Norton's equivalent of the original circuit with respect to terminals A and B is shown in 
Fig. 4.22. The 6 .Q resistance has been connected back to the terminals A and B (from where it was 
removed earlier). 

IL = 15 x 4/(6 + 4) = 6 A 
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4. 9. Maximum Power Transfer Theorem A 

This theorem is very usefuJ for analysing electronic and 
communication networks where main consideration is to transfer 

maximum power to the 
load irrespective of the 
efficiency. Its application 
to power transmission 
and distribution net-

4 

B 
Fig. 4.22 

6 

works is limited because in their case, the goal is high 
efficiency and not maximum power transfer. 

Wh.en applied to de networks, this theorem states 
that a resisrive load will absrra.ct maximw11 power frorn 
a network when its resistance equals rhe resisrance of 
the network as viewed from the output terminals with all 
voltage and currenr sources rer11oved leaving behind their 
i111emal resistances if any. 

Example 4.7. In the circuit of Fig. 4.23, find the value of load resistance R
1., 

to be connected 
across tem,inals A and B which would abstract maximwn power from the circuit. Also find the value 
of this maximurr, power. 

Solution. As seen, resistance of the network as viewed back from terminals A and B (with 
banery removed) is 

= 4 + 6 ll3=6!l 3 .. 
Hence, R 1., should be 

equal to 6 n. 
Let us now find power 

developed in R
1., 

for which 
purpose we have to find / 

L
· 

ln Fig. 4.23 (b), 

_[ .
.

.

. 

-� 36 V 

tance 
Total circuit resis

= 3 + 6 11 10 

- 2114 n 

:. I = 3 + 27/4 = 16/3 A 

:. I = � X 
6 = 2 A 

l 3 (6 + 10) 

. • 6 

(a) 

4 A . J 3 
.... 

� 36 V 

B 

Fig. 4.23 _.,_. _ .. , . .. .. 

Max. power possible in load resistance RL = 22 x 6 = 24 W 

4 A . . 

. • 6 • 

B 
(b) 

I t  can be verified that if we bave any other value of R
1.,
, power drawn will be Less than 24W. 

CONVENTIONAL PROBLEMS-- --- ---

6 

I. Use Superposition Principle to find cuirent through 12 n resistor of Fig. 4.24. All resistance values 

• 

are in ohms. [34/21 A] 

3 • 6 • ' 12 • 

28 V -=::c- 1 2  V --::::,-

Fig. 4.24 

3 K  
6 K  

Fig. 4.25 . . 

f 6 mA 
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2. Using Superposition Theorem, calculate the current flowing through 6 K resistor of the circuit shown in Fig. 4.25. (3 mA) 
3. Make use of Thevenin's theorem to find current in the 12 n resistor of Fig. 4.26. (0.6 A) 

4 2 3 8 2 A 4 
. ' .. ' .. .... 

12 V : I 2 6 V  -� 9V 6 12 -� 16 V 
• I 

i 
' Fig. 4.26 Fig. 4.27 .. 4. In the circuit of Fig. 4.27. use Thevenin's theorem to find the magnitude and direction of flow of current through 2 n resistor. (0.75 A Crom A to B] 6 2 5. For the circuit of Fig. 4.25, find Norton's equivalent and hence find circuit through the 6 K resistor. 

'" ' ... . ' .. 
[IN= 9 mA, RN = 3 0,3 mA] -:::- 16 V 3 6. What is the Norton equivalent for the circuit shown in Fig. 4.26 ? Use it to find current flowing through 12 n resistor. (IN = 6 mA, RN= 413 n; 0.6 A] Fig. 4.28 B 

7. According to Maximum Power Transfer Theorem, what should be the value of load resistance R
L 

to abstract maxi-mum power from the 16 V battery shown in Fig. 4.28 7 What is the value of this power 7 

SELF EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
A. FUI in the bla.nks with most appropriate word(s) or numerical value (s). 

I. While using Superposition Theorem, aJJ voltage sources except one are removed leaving be, hind their . . . ............. resistances if any. 
2. An ideal constant-voltage source has ............... . resistance. 
3. An ideal constant-current source has ............... . resistance. 
4. According to Tbevenin's theorem, any network with two open terminal.s can be replaced by a single voltage S-OUrce V,h in ........................ with a single resistance R,h· 
5. While finding Rt1,, all voltage sources are re-moved but not their ................ resistances. 
6. No.rton's equivalent of a circuit consists of a constant-current source and a resistance in ................ with it. 
7. A load draws maximum power from a circuit when its resistance ................ the circuit resistance when viewed back from output terminals. 

B. Answer True or False 1. v,h is an open-circuit voltage. 
2. IN is an open-circuit current. 

14 n, 1619 WJ 

3. Superposition principle treats each voltage source as if it acts independently of others in a circuiL 
4. A constant-voltage source has infinite resistance. 
5. A constant-current source has zero resistance. 
6. Rt1, is the same as RN 

C. !'.lultlple Choice Items 
I. According to Superposition theorem as applied to circuits excited by more than one voltage source 

(a) current is contributed by each source 
(b) aJJ voltage sources sends their currenlS in the same direction 
(c) current in any resistor equals the algebraic sum of currenlS which each source would send if acting alone 
(d) algebraic sum of voltage drops equals the sum of total applied voltage 

2. Superposition theorem can be applied only to circuit having ................... elements. 
(a) non-Linear 
(c) linear bilateral 

(b) passive 
(d) resistive 
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3. The Superposition theorem is essentially based on the concept or 
(a) duality (b) linearity 
(c) reciprocity (d) non-linearity 

4. While Thevenizing a circuit between two tenninals. v,h equals 
(a) short-circuit tenninal voltage 
(b) open-circuit tenninal voltage 
(c) EMF or the bauery nearest to the terminals 
(d) net voltage available in the circuit 

5. Thevenin resistance R,h is found 
(a) between any two ·open' tenninals 
(b) by short-circuiting the given two terminals 
(c) by removing voltage sources along with their internal resistances 
(d) between same open terminals as for v,. 

6. Norton's equivalent of a circujt consists of a 
(a) constant-current source with a conductance in parallel 
(b) constant-currem source in series with an infinite resistance 
(c) conStant-voltage source in parallel with a high resistance 
(d) single current source and a single voltage source 

ANSWERS 
A. Fill In the blanks 

7. While calculating R,,,, constant-current sources in the circuit are 
(a) replaced by 'opens' 
(b) replaced by 'shorts' 
(c) lreated in parallel with other voltage sources 
(d) converted into equivalent voltage sources 

8. The Nonon equivalent of a circuit consists of a 2 A current source in parallel with a 4 0 resistor. Thevenin equivalent of this circuit is a ......... . volt source in series with a 4 0 resistor. 
(a) 2 (b) 0.5 
(c) 6 (d) 8 9. If two identical 3 A, 4 0 Norton equivalent circuits are connected in parallel with like polarity 10 like, the combined Norton equivalent circuit is 
(a) 6 A, 4 0 
(c) 3 A, 2 0 (b) 6 A, 2 0 

(d) 6 A, 8 0 
JO. For abstracling mallimum power from any two given terminals of a circuit, the load resistance across the tenninals should be 

(a) four times the internal resistance of the network 
(b) equal to the circuit resistance when viewed back from the two terminals 
(c) less than the circuit resistance 
(d) greater than the circuit resistance. 

' .... � -

1. internal 2. zero 3. infinite 4. series 5. internal 
6. parallel 7. equals 

B. Th.le or False 
1. T 2,F 3. T 4. F S.F 6. T 

C. Multiple Choice Items 
1. C 2. C 3.b 4. b S.d 6.o 1, a 8.d 9.d 10. b. 



Passive Circuit 

Elements 

5.1 . General 

I
n�ividual components which make up an electronic cir 
cwt are called elen1ents or para,neters. Most commonly
used elements in such circuits are 

l .  resistors 2. inductors 3. capacitors 
In resistors, current is directly proportional to the 

applied voltage. In inductors, voltage required is directly 
proportional to the rate of change of current whereas 
capacitors require current which is directly proportional to 
the rate of change of voltage. 

5.2. Resistors 
• 

A resistor is an electrical component with a known 
specified value of resistance. It is probably the most common 
component in all kinds of electronic equipment ranging from 
a small radio to a 
colour television 
receiver. As  its 
name suggests, a 
resistor resists or 
opposes the flow 
of current through 
it. Resistance is 
necessary for any 
circuit to do ____ ... 
useful work. In Resistors. 

1 . Resistors 
2. Wire-Wound Resistors 
3. Carbon Composition 

Resistors 
4. Carbon Film Resistors 
5. Cermet Film Resistors 
6. Metal FIim Resistors 
7. Variable Resistors 
8. Fusible Resistors 
9. Resistor Colour Code 
10. Inductor 
1 1 .  Variable Inductors 
12. Inductors In Series 
13. Energy Stored In a 

Magnetic Field 
14. Capacitors 
15. Capacitor Connected 

to a Battery 
16. Capacitance 
17. Variable Capacitors 
18. Leakage Resistance 
19. Capacitors In Series 
20. Two Capacitors In 

Serles 
21. Capacitors In Parallel 
22. Energy Stored In a 

Capacitor 
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fact, without resistance, every circuit would be a short circuit ! 
Some of the common uses of resistors are 
1. to establish proper values of circuit voltages due to IR drops 
2. to limit current and 
3. to provide load 
The two main characteristics of a resistor are its resistance and power rating. Resistors can be 

connected in the circuit in either direction because they have no 'polarity'. 

5.3. Resistor Types 
Resistors are mainly o f  two types and can be either of fixed or variable value. 
I. wire-wound resistors 
2. carbon resistors 

(a) carbon-composition type 
(b) carbon-film type 
( c) cermet-film type 

Another type is called metal thin-film resistor. 

5.4. Wire-Wound Resistors 
They are constructed from a long fine wire (usually nickel-chromium wire) wound on a 

ceramic core. The length of the wire used and its resistivity determine the resistance o f  the unit The 
wire is bare but the entire assembly is covered or coated with a ceramic material or special vitreous 
enamel (Fig. 5. l). 

0 

0 Bracket 

Terminals 

Winding Insulation 
Fig. 5.1 

. . .. 
Wire wound resistor. 

Such resistors are generally available in power ratings from 5 W to several hundred wans and 
resistance values from I n to 100 K. These can be of either fixed value or variable type. 

Wue-wound resistors ar e  used where 
(a) large power dissipation is necessary 
(b) precise and stable resistance values are required as for meter shunts and multipliers. 

5.5. Carbon Composition Resistors 
Th.ey are made of finely-divided carbon mixed with a powdered insulating material in suitable 

proportion. Often, the resistance element is a simple rod of pressed carbon granules which is  usually 
enclosed in a plastic case for insulation and mechanical strength [Fig. 5.2 (a)), The two ends of the 
carbon resistance ele.ment are joined to metal caps with leads of tinned wire for soldering its connections 
into a circuit.. 
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Solder coated 
leads 

Baked-on 
colour coding 

Solid resistance 
element 

Solid resistance 
element 

1'inned 
leads 

Fig. 5.2 .. 
Carbon composition resistors. 

Such resistors are available in power ratings of 1/10, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, I, 2 wan and in resistance 
values ranging from 1 n Lo 20 MO. Where power dissipation is 2 W or less, such resistors are 
preferred because they are smaller and cost less. Carbon resistors with power rating of I W or less are 
most common in electronic equipment. 

5.6. Carbon Film Resistors 

They consist of a high-grade ceramic rod or core (called the substrate) on which is deposited a 
thin resistive film of carbon. They are cheaper than composition resistors. 

5.7. Cermet Film Resistors 
They consist of thin carbon coating fired on to a solid ceramic substrate. The main purpose is 

to have more precise resistance values and greater stability with heat. Very often, they are made in a 
small square with leads to fit into a printed circuit board (PCB). 

5.8. Metal Film Resistors 

They are also referred to as thin-film resistors. They 
consist of a thin metal coating deposited on a cylindrical 
insulating support. The high resistance values are due to 
thinness of the film. Because it is  difficult to produce films 
of uniform thickness, it is not possible to control their 
resistance values as accurately as in the case of wire-wound 
resistors. However, such resistors are free of trouble-some 
inductance effects so common in wire-wound resistors 
particularly at high frequencies. 

5.9. Power Rating 

Metal oxide film resfstors. 

The power rating of a resistor is given by the maximum wattage it can dissipate without excessive 
heat. Since it is current which produces heat, power rating also gives some indication of the maximum 
current a resistor can safely carry. [f the current exceeds this value, more beat will be produced than 
can be carried safely and the resistor wiU bum out. A 1/2 watt resistor, for example, can dissipate 

-- - - -Length (/),- - - -� 1/2 watt of beat without 

Surface area = I x c 

damage whereas a I W 
resistor can throw off 
twice as much heat. ln a 
circuit, you may substitute 

Circumference (c) I watt resistor of same 

The larger the surface oreo of o resistor. the more power Ii con dissipate. resistance value for a 
1/2 wan resistor but not 
vice-versa. 

The power roting of o resistor Is dlrectty related to Its surface oreo. 
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The physical size of a resistor is no indication of its resistance though it does give some indi
cation of its wattage rating. For a given value of resistance, greater the physical size, higher the power 
rating. • 

Also, higher-wattage resistors can operate at higher temperatures. Moreover, a higher power 
rating allows a higher voltage rating. This rating gives the highest voltage that may be applied across 
the resistor without internal arcing. 

5.10. Value Tolerance 

By tole.ranee is meant the possible variation from the nominal or marked resistance value of a 
resistor. It means that actual resistance of a resistor may be greater or lesser than its indicated value. 
All resistors are manufactured and sold with a specified tolerance. For example, a I 000 n resistor 
with a tolerance of 10% wiU have an actual resistance anywhere between 900 n and 1100 n i.e., 
I 00 n more or less than the rated value. 

Carbon-composition resistors have toleran.ces of± 5%; ± 10% and ± 20% whereas general
purpose wire-wound resistors usually have a tolerance of± 5%. 

5.11 . Variable Resistors 

These are the resistors whose 
resistance can be changed between zero and 
a certain maximum value. They can be wire 
wound or carbon type. As shown in Fig. 5.3, 
the sliding arm has been attached to a shaft 
which can be rotated in almost a complete 
circle. As the shaft rotates, the point of 

s 

B 
2 

Resistance 
Element 

(a) 

B 
2 

I I l 
Top adJust 

Fig. 5.3 

.. 

m 
.Multi-tum ,1de adJUst 

Vorloble resistors. 

Ao--"VVIJ\A,11./\J- - C 
l 3 

(b) 

B 
2 

contact of the sliding arm on the circular carbon-composition resistance element changes thus changing 
the resistance between arm terminal B and terminals of the stationary resistance A C. In Fig. 5.3 (a) as 
we move the sliding arm, the resistance between B and A increases whereas that between B and C 
decreases. In Fig. 5.3 (b), with the rotating of th.e arm, resistance between B and C increases whereas 
that between 8 and A decreases. 

Carbon variable resistors of power ratings 1/2 W to 2 W and resistances of I kn to 5 Mn are 
commonly available. Such controls are oft.en combined with an OFF-ON switch-a common 
example being th.e power OFF-ON switch and volume control of a radio receiver. 

5.12. Potentiometers and Rheostats 

These are variable resistors either of carbon or wire-wound type often used for controlling 
voltage and current in a circuit. 
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(a) Potentiometers 
They generally have carbon composition resistance 

element and are connected across a voltage source. They have 
three terminals, the centre one being connected to the variable 
arm which is used for varying voltage division in the circuit as 
shown in Fig. 5 .4. By moving the variable arm 8 over the fixed 
resistance R between points A and C, any part of the input 
voltage can be tapped off. Since in Fig. 5.4, 8 happens to be at 
the middle value of R, output voltage is half the input voltage. 

Most variable resistors used in radios are potentiOm· 
eters meant for controlling volume or tone. When used as a 

_"'"'T ___ ,.c 

6V 

A 

Fig. 5.4 

3V 

Sliding 
Ann 

volume control, it picks off a voltage between zero and the full available voltage as shown in Fig. 5.5. 
By moving B up and down, any desired amount of voltage (signal) can be picked up between maxi· 
mum signal value at point A and zero signal value at C. 

The tone control circuit shown in Fig. 5.6 uses only two terminals on the potentiometer. The 
resistor allows the capacitor to by.pass to ground either more or less of high frequencies in an audio 
circuiL When 8 is at point 
A, the capacitor becomes a 
direct by ·pass to ground for 
higher frequencies in the 
audio signal. Consequently, 
radio sound becomes 
'bassy'. When 8 is at 
terminal C, it increases the 
amount of resistance in 
series with the capacitor. 
Hence, less ainount of high 
frequencies is by .passed to 

�---.. A 

Audio 
Input 

B 

C 

Fig. 5.5 

Audio 
output 10 
amplifier 

ground and consequently, there is more trebble i n  the sound. 

O'-----�-------<O 

.l Capacitor 
Audio 
Input 

Bass A 

B 
Treble 

C 

Fig. 5.6 

Audio 
Output 

As illustrated above, potentiometers are commonly used as control devices in amplifiers, TV 
sets and various types of meters. Typical applications include volume and tone controls, balance 
controls, linearity and brightness control in TV receivers etc. 

(b) Rheostats A Rheostat C 

The resistance element of rheostats is made of high· 
resistance wire. It has two terminals and is connected in series 
with a circuit for adjusting the aJDount of current flowing through Power 

Supply 

B 

A rheostat. 

--. it. Rheostats 
are commonly 
used to control 
relatively high 
currents such 

Fig. S.7 

as those found in motor and lamp loads. Fig. 5.7 
shows how a rheostat can be connected into a lamp 
circuit for controlling its current. As seen, only 
resistance BC is connected into the circuit. 

Though similar in construction to potenriom· 
eters, they are usually larger in size because they 
possess much higher power rating. 
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A given potentiometer can be 
used as a rheostat One method is just 
to use two ends only leaving the 
third end unconnected as shown in 
Fig. 5.8 (a). The other method is to 
wire the third unused tenninaJ to the 
central  terminal as shown 10 
Fig. 5.8 (b). 

5.13. Fusible Resistors 

- ----l�-·--
A B C 

(a) 

Fig. 5.8 

f.___.Ts 

(b) 

These are wire-wound devices similar in appearance to ordinary wire-wound resistors. They 
_______________ are sometimes used in amplifiers and TV sets to protect 

certain circuits. They have resistance of less than 15 n. 

• • 

Their resistance 
ele.ment is quite similar 
to the fuse Link in a 
cartridge fuse and is 
designed to burn out 
whenever current in the 
circuit exceeds a 

_______________ certain predetermined 
Fusible reslstors. value. 

5.14. Resistor Colour Code 

Since fixed carbo n -composition resistors having axial leads 
are physically small, they are colour-coded to indicate their 
resistance in ohms. The system is based on the use of colours 
(painted on the body oflhe resistor) as numerical values. lo general, 
it should be remem.bered that dark colours like black and brown 

llible 5.1 
Colour Value 

Black 0 

Brown l 
Red 2 
Orange 3 
Yellow 4 
Green 5 
Blue 6 
Violet 7 
Grey 8 

White 9 

correspond to lowest numbers of zero and one respectively, the light colours to next higher nurn.bers 
and lastly, white colour to nine. The colours used with the code and the num.bers they represent are  
given in Table 5.1. 

Four-band 

2 2 0 5% 
2200 5% tolerance 

- 1. 1 1 
·
I . -

4 7 00 1% 

4.70 !% tolerance - . 1 1 . . � , -
I O 000 

I on I 0% tolerance - ·I I .-.1 
10% 

I· -

Five-band 

4 7 00 1 %  

--�-. :� J � j  · -
0 000 10-. 

I I I 

Some examples of the resistor colour code. 
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5.15. Resistance Colour Bands 
These bands are printed around the body of the resistor near its one end (Fig. 5.9). Each colour 

stands for a digit. Often, there are four bands though sometime there may be five. In each-case, the 
first three bands give the resistance value. 

(a) Three Bands Only 
They represent the resistance value as per the colour code. Absence of fourth band means a 

resistance tolerance of ± 20%. 
(b) Four Bands Only 
As before, the first three bands give resistance value and the fourth one gives tolerance. 
Fourth gold ring means a tolerance of± 5% whereas a fourth silver ring means a resistance 

tolerance of± 10%. 
(c) Five Bands 
The first three bands, as usual, give resistance, fourth one gives tolerance and the fifth one 

indicates reliability level or failure rate for which colour code is, 
Brown= l% ;  Red=0.1%; Orange =0.01% ; 
Starting from left to right, the colour bands 

Yellow= 0.001 % 

Colour Bands (Fig. 5 .9) are interpreted as follows 
I .  The first band close to the edge indicates the 

first digit in the numerical value of the 
resistance. 

�-'I'-- 2 3_4.;__ _ _  � 

2. The second band gives the second digit. 
3. The third band is decimal n1ultiplier i.e., it 

gives the number of zeros after the two digits. 
It is i.mportant to note that if the third band is 
black, it means "do 1101 add zeros to the first 

First 
Digit 

Second 
Digit 

'---- Tolerance 
Gold-5% 
Silver-IQ% 

Decimal 
Multiplier 

Fig. 5.9 

two digits'". The resulting number is the resistance in ohms. 
4. The fourth band gives resistance tolerance. If there is no fourth band, tolerance is under-

stood to be± 20%. 1 2 
3_4 ___ � 

Second digit Multiplier 

Tolerance 
First digit Yellow 

4 Violet Orange 
'--- - Silver 

±10% 
7 000 

Fig. 5.10 

The resistance value of the carbon
This Resistor hos o value of 47.oo:>o. ± 10% composition resistor shown in Fig. 5.10 is47,000il 

± 10%. It means that its vaiue is 47,000 ± 
4,700 n i.e., it can lie anywhere between 42,300 n and 51,700 n: 

5.16. Resistors under Ten Ohm 
In their case, the third band is either gold or silver which serves 

as fractio110l multiplier. If third band is gold, multiply the first two 
digits by 0.1. If it is silver, then multiply by 0.0 I. However, fourth 
band, as before, gives tolerance. 

As seen from Fig. 5.11, the value of resistor is 6.9 ± 10% ohm. 
5. 17. Resistor Troubles 

Gold 

Blue 

Silver 

'--- While 

The most common trouble with resistors is 'open' which Fig. 5.11 
happens due to excessive current and heat. A charred or discoloured 
resistor should be discarded straight away though it will usually check good with an ohmmeter. 
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5.18. Checking Resistors with an Ohmmeter 
Since an ohmn1eLer has it own voltage source, it is always used without any external power 

being supplied to the resistance under measurement. 
The ohmmeter must have an ohm scale appropriate to the value of resistance being measured, 

otherwise it wiU not give correct value. ln checking a IO Mn resistor, if the highest reading of the 
n1eter scale used is l Mn resistor, the instrument wiU read infinity even if the resistor has its normal 
value of LO Mil. It is essential Lo use a scale of 100 M.n for checking such high resistances. 

Similarly, for checking resistances of value 10 n or less, a low ohm scale of 100 n or less 
should be used. Otherwise, the ohn1meter will read a low resistance such as zero thus indicating 
a shon. 

Another very important precaution one should take while checking a resistance is to n1ake sure 
that there are no parallel paths across the resistance being measured. Otherwise, the measured resistance 
can be much lower than the actual resistance. As shown in Fig. 5.12 (a), the ohmmeter reads R1 II R2 
i.e., 10/2 = 5 K. To check R, alone, its one end should be disconnected as shown in Fig. 5.12 (b). 

Reading 

J_ 
� 

5 K  
I 
• 

I 
R, _: 

R2 ---
10 K • 10 K ' • 

(a) 

[TI 

I' 

. , . . . . . . 

Fig. 5.12 

Readi11g 
10 K 

s 

• Ri : - RI . -� 
10 K • • 10 K> 

(b) 

[21 

I' ' 

., . . . ••• 

Another point worth remembering is : not Lo touch the ohmmeter leads. There is no danger of 
electric shock but body resistance of about 50 .K acting in parallel with the resistance being measured 
will lower the oh1nmeter reading. 

5.19. Inductor 
IL is another basic component commonly 

used in electronic circuits. It is nothing else but a 
coil wound on a core or fom,er of some suitable 
material. 

(a) Air-core Inductor 

Ir consists of number of turns of wire wound 
on a former made of ordinary cardboard [Fig. 5.13 

/ lirulmd 11i-ula1�d wire 

j:J 
This one example of what on Inductor might 
took like. 

(a)]. Since there is nothing but air inside of the coil, an air-core inductor has the least inductance for 
a given number of turns and core length. 

(b) Iron-core Inductor 

lt is that inductor in which a coil of wire 
is wound over a solid or laminated iron core 
[Fig. 5.13 (b)]. Putting iron inside an inductor 
has the effect of increasing its inductance as 
many times as the relative penn.eability (µ,) 
of iron. In order 10 avoid eddy current loss, 
iron core is laminated i. e. , it is made up of 
thin iroa laminations pressed together but 

-,......., 

. Air Core 
(a) 

Fig. 5.13 

. 

Iron Core 
(b) 
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insulated from eacb other. Son1etimes, such an induct.or 
is also called a choke. 

The iron core bas been found to work more 
efficiently particularly at low frequencies if it is in the 
form of a closed core i.e., if the core not only goes 
through the centre of the coil but also surrounds it on 
its two sides as shown in Fig. 5.14. 

Laminated Iron cores ore generally 
used in low cost. low power Inductors. 

Air- -" 
Gap 

Air Gap 

Coil 

(c) Ferrite-core Inductor 
In tbis case, coil of wire is 

wound on a solid core made of 
bigbly ferromagnetic substance 
called ferrite. Ferrite is a solid 
material consisting of fine 
particles of iron powder 
embedded in an insulating binder. 
A ferrite core has minimum eddy 
current loss. 

The symbols for different 

Ferrite core inductors ore 
used In moderately high 
power systems. 

Fig. 5.14 types of inductors discussed below arc shown in Fig. 5.15. 

5.20. Comparison of Different Cores 
In air-core coils, there are no core losses even at high 

frequencies but their inductances are limited to low values 
in the µH or mH range. 

In iron-core coils, losses are minimal at low i.e .. audio 
frequencies but become considerable at nigh frequencies 

Air Core 

even when iron core is laminated. They possess 
co1nparatively much larger inductance as compared to air-core coils. 

Iron 
Core 

Fig. 5.15 

Ferrite 
Core 

Ferrite-core coils have high inductance value with minirnun1 eddy current and hysteresis losses 
even at very high frequencies. The built-in antennas used in transistor radios have ferrite core. 

5.21. Inductance of an Inductor 
I t  is found that whenever current through an inductor changes (i.e., increases or decreases), a 

counter emf is induced in it which tends to oppose this change. This property of the coil due to which 
it opposes any change of current through it is called inductance (L). Its unit is henry (H). The inductance 
of a coil is given by 

L =  
lt is seen that L varies 

µ A N2 
0 µ, henrys I . 

I .  directly as relative permeability of the core material, 
2. directly as core cross-sect ional area, 
3. directly as square of the nu1nber of turns of the coil, 
4. inversely as core length. 

5.22. Another Definition of Inductance 

N 

IA µ 

I.; . 

Fig. 5.16 

Suppose, current through an inductor is changed at the rate of di/dt because of which a counter 
emf of 'c' is induced in it. Then, it is found that 

e = L di or dt 
e 

L= di!dt 
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[f di/dr = l Ns and c = JV, then L'C LH 
Hence, a coil has an inductance of one henry if an emf of one volt is induced in it when current 

through it changes at the rate of l Ns. 
The radio-frequency (RF) coil for the rapio broadcast band 550-1650 kHz has an inductance 

of about 250 µH whereas iron-core inductors used for audio frequency have inductance values of 
about I to 25 H. 

5.23. Mutual Inductance 
When two coils are placed so close to each other (Fig. 5. 17) that the expanding and collapsing 

magnetic flux of one coil links with the 0th.e r, an induced emf i s  produced in the other coil. Th.ese two 
coils are then said to have mutual inductance (M}. 

Na 
• N2 
• 

-

(a) 

l n  terms of physical factors 

M = � µ, A N1 N2 

/ 
where / is the length of the magnetic path. 

As shown in Fig. 5.17 (b), let the 
rate of current change through the first 
coil be di/dt. This changing current will 
produce a changing magnetic flux 
through it which will -link panly or fully 
with the second coil. Hence, an induced 
emf 'e2' (called mutually-induced emf) 
will be produced in the second coil. Its 
value is gi veo by 

di 
e =M-2 dt 

if dildt = l Ns and 
e2 = 1  V, thenM = l H  

� 
di/dt 

M 

o------'c� -�- - - -� 
Magnetic _ ,,,-.--

Aux 
(b) 

Fig. 5.17 

1, t 

AC generator 
+ 

Primary 
coil 

l 

Voltmeter 

... 

Changing 
magnetic field 
llnes prodllC8d 
w primary con 

,.._ ___ _ 
An oltemoting current 11 In the primary coll creates on 
oltemottng magnetic field. This changing field Induces 
on emf In the secondary coll. 

Hence, two coils have a mutual inductance of one henry if a current change of one 
ampere/ second in one coil induces one volt in the other. 

5.24. Coefficient of Coupling 
l\vo coils are said to be magneticaJly coupled if full or  part of the flux produced by one coil 

links with the other. Closer they are, tighter the coupling between them. lf, on the other hand, no flux 
from one coil links with the other, then coupling between the two is zero. 
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This coupling effect is measured in terms of coefficient of coupling given by 
M 

k = �Li Li 
where L1 = inductance of the first coil 

Li = inductance of the second coil 
M = mutual inductance between the two coils 

When magnetic flux produced by one coil does not link with the other coil, then k = 0. If all the 
flux produced by one coil links with the other, k = 1. Air-core coils wound on the same former have k value of 0.05 to 0.3. Coils on iron core have k almost equal to unity. 

5.25. Variable Inductors 

! 

The inductance of a coil can be varied by the three different methods shown in Fig. 5.18. 
1. By using a tapped coil as shown in Fig. 5.18 (a ). Here, either more or fewer turns of the 

coil can be used by connection to one of the taps on the coil 

2. By using a slider contact to vary the number of tum used as in Fig. 5.18 (b). 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 5.18 
_____________ , ___ .... · - "' -·---·- ··---------··-· - •l•·-·-- _ .,,.  ........ -

These methods are used for large coils. It will be noted that the unused turns have been. 
short-circuited to prevent the tapped coil from acting as an autotranSformer otherwise the 
stepped up voltage could cause arcing across the turns. 

3. Fig, 5. I 8 (c) shows the symbol for a coil with a ferrite slug which can be screwed in or out 
of the coil to vary its inductance. 

5.26. Inductors In Serles or Parallel without M 
We will assum.e that th.e different coils connected in series or parallel have no mutual 

inductance M. 

' ... - . . ·-·. .... . . 
(a) 

Fig. 5.19 
. ' 

(b) 

• 

. 

• ... - ,,. • • I• .._ • .�.• 
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(a) Series Combination 
Here, L = L1 + L2 

lo general, L = L1 + Li + ½ +  ... 
(b) Parallel Combination 

Here, 

lo general, 

5.27. Series Combination with M 
ln this case, value of total inductance will depend upon 
1. amount of n1utual inductance present, and 
2. whether the combination is series-aiding or series-opposing. 

- Fig. 5.19 (a) 

- Fig. 5.19 (b) 

In series-aiding, the direction of the common current through the rwo coils is such that their 
magnetic fields are in the same direction i.e., they aid each other as shown in Fig. 5.20 (a). In series
opposing, the direction of current flow is such that the two fields oppose each other as shown in 
Fig. 5.20 (b). 

M 
L1 ...... 

_J 
T1 T2 T3 

(a) 

Fig. 5.20 

For the circuit of Fig. 5.20 (a) 
La = L1 + ½ + 2M 

For the circuit of Fig. 5.20 (b) 
La = LI + ½ - 2M 

Incidentally, it can be deduced from the above rwo equations that 
4, - 4, M =  4 

(b) 

Example 5.1. Two coils each having an inductance of250 µH have con1bined i11duc1a11ce of 
550 µH whe11 co11nec1ed series-aiding and 450 µH 1vhen connected series-opposing. Calculate 

(,) their mutual induc1a11ce, and (ii) co<rfficie11t of coupling. 

Solution. (i) 

(ii) 
5.28. StTay Inductance 

M = La - L0 = 550 - 450 = 2S µH 
4 4 

M 25 
k = -;a== = -.==== = 0.1 

J Li Li J250 x 250 

ll is the unwanted inductance inherently present in the connecting leads and wire-wound 
resistors. 

For exan1ple, a connecting wire IO cm long and I mn1 in dian1eter has an inductance of about 
0. I µH. It is negligible at low frequencies but can be troubl.esome at MHz frequency range. That is 
why connecting leads are kept very short in high-frequency circuits. 
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Since ordinary wire-wound resistors have considerable s1ray inductance, non-inductive wire
,vound resistors are used instead. These are wound in such a way that adjacent turns have currents in 
the opposite direction so that oppos.ing magnetic fields cancel out the inductance. 

5.29. Energy Stored in a Magnetic Field 
�en current passes through an inductor, magnetic flux is pro

duced for ,vhich energy is supplied by the voltage source. This energy is 
safely stored in the field itself and is recoverable. The amount of energy 
stored is 

£ I 11 ·· = 
2 L r  Joules 

where l is inductance in heorys and / is the steady current in amperes. 

5.30. DC Resistance of a Coil 

Inductor 

L R 

Fig. 5.21 

It is the ohmic resistance of the wire used in making the coil. This resistance will depend on the 
thickness of the wire and its length i.e., total number of turns. For radio-frequency coi.ls with inductance 
values upto several mH requiring IO to I 00 turns of fine wire, the de resistance is from l to 20 n 

approximately. 

5.31. Troubles in Coils 
The most common trouble is an 'open' in the winding. An ohmmeter connected across the coil 

will read infinity for the open circuit. As usual, while checking its resistance, the coil should be 
disconnected from the external circuit to elin1ioate any parallel paths which could affect the 
resistance reading. 

5.32. Reactance Offered by a Coil 
An inductor offers opposition to the passage of any cha11gi11g or altema1J11g current through it. 

This opposition is given the nam.e of inductive reactance, XL. 

where 
XL = 21t/L=coLohm 

l = coil inductance in henrys 
f = frequency of alternating current in Hz 

ro = angular frequency in radian/second. 
Like resistance, unit of inductive reactance is also ohm. 
Obviously, XL= 0 iff = 0, i.e., a coil offers no reactance to the passage of direct current through 

it since frequency of such a nonchanging-current is zero. Of course, it does offer de resistance pos
sessed by it. 

It may be noted that, unlike resistance, inductive reactaoce offered by a coil is not constant but 
depends on frequency of the alternating current passing through it. Higher lhe frequency, greater the 
reactaoce. Moreover. for a given frequency, XL depends directly on coil inductance L. 

Example 5.2. Calculate the inductive reactance offered by a coil of i11ducla11ce 250 µH to 
radiofreq11e11cy currents of freque11cies (i) 1 MHz and (ii) 10 MHz. 

Solution. (i) XL = 21tf l 
= 21t X (Ix JQ6) X (250 X [Q-6):: 1570 Q 

(ii) xL = 21t x oo x 106) x c2so x to-6) = 15,100 n 
As seen, XL increase proportionally with increase in frequency. 

5.33. Impedance Offered by a Coll 
A coil having both inductance (L) and resistance offers opposition in the form of both XL 

and R. The co111bined opposition of XL and R is known as i,npedance (Z). 
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However, it should be noted that Xl and R are not added arithmetically but vectorially as 
shown in Fig. 5.22 (a). 

Here, Z = JR2 + Xi (and -:t,. R + XJ 
The right-angled triangle of Fig. 5.22 (a ) is 

known as impedance triangle. 
For example, an inductor coil having a resistance 

of 3 n and an inductive reactance of 4 !l offers an 
impedance of 5 n and not (4 + 3) = 7 n. The vector 
addition is shown in Fig. 5.22 (b). R R=J O 

Incidentally, the angle 4> in Fig. 5.22 represents (a) (b) 
the phase difference between the applied alternating Fig. 5.22 
voltage and circuit current. - · · · · · - ·• 

Example S.3. A coil has a resistance of 30 !land an inductance of 127.3 mH. It is connected 
across a 200 V. 5 Hz ac supply. Find 

I. impedance 
Solution. 

I. 

2. 

2. circuit cu"ent 3. phase angle 4> 
xl = 2rtf L 

= 2rt x 50 x (127.3 x 10·3)= 40 n 

Z = J R2 
+ Xi =J 302 + 402 = 50fi 

I = VIZ = 200/50 = 4 A 
X 40 3. tan$ = 
R

l = 30 = 1.3333 :. $ = 53° 

5.34. Q-Factor of a Coll 
The quality or merit of a coil is measured in terms of its Q-value given by 

Q = xl = 2 rt fl 
R R 

As seen, smaller the d.c. resistance of a coil as compared to its inductance, higher its Q-factor. 
In tuned radio receiver circuits, a high Q-coil is preferred because 

l .  it increases sharpness of tuning i.e., makes the tuned circuit more selective, 
2. it additionally increases its sensitivity. 

5.35. Capacitors 
Apart from resistors and inductors, a capacitor is the other basic component commonly used in 

electronic circuits. It is a device which 

Capacitors. 

• An inductor opposes change of current. 

• 

I . bas the ability to 
store charge which • 0- 1 · I ,e ectnc

7 neither a resistor nor 
an inductor can do; 

2. opposes any : 
change of 1•0/Jage in 
the circuit in which it 
is connected ; Pla� 

3. blocks the pas
sage of direct current 
through it. 

Fig. S.23 
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Capacitors are manufactured in various sizes, shapes, types and values and are used for hun
dreds of purposes. 

Essentially, a capacitor consists of two conducting plates separated by an insulating medium 
called dielectric as shown in Fig. 5.23. The dielectric could be air, mica, ceramic, paper, polyester, 
polystyrene or polycarbonate plastics etc. 
5.36. Capacitor Connected to a Battery 

When switch Sin Fig. 5.24 (a) is closed, the capacitor gets connected across the battery. There 
is momentary flow of electrons from plate M to plate N. The positive terminal of the battery attracts 
and pulls away negatively-charged electrons from plate M which consequently becomes positive. 
Similarl'y, as th.ese electrons collect on plate N, it becomes negative. Hence, a potential difference is 
established between the two plates M and N. This transient flow of electrons from one plate to another 
through the connecting wires gives rise to charging current which establishes positive charge of +Q 
coulomb on the plate M. The strength of this charging current is maximum in the beginning when the 
two plates are uncharged but it then decreases and finally ceases when p.d. across the two plates 
becomes slowly and slowly equal and opposite to the battery emf i.e., V volts. The capacitor then 
becomes fully charged as shown in Fig. 5.24 (b). 

' 

• . 
I 
I 
i 
• ' ' 
I 
I •. ·-

N 

s�� 
• 

(a) 

. -

Charged 
M + ·N 

+ -
Q+ -

V 
(b) 

Fig. 5.24 
�1 • •  • . 

Following two points should be noted 

Discharged 

�_.:.;.:M'-1 1-'N-'--� 

(C) 

I . no current can flow 'through' the capacitor because of the presence of dielectric in the 
circuit which offers infinite resistance. The electric charge is mom.entarily displaced from 
one plate to another through the extema.l circuit only; 

2. as p.d. between the plates is  increased, the dielectric medium comes under increasing 
stress. If this p.d. is increased, the streSs in the dielectric increases till it can no longer bear 
it At that stage, electrical breakdown occurs accompanied by a spark between the two 
capacitor plates. The maximum voltage per metre thickness which a medium can withstand 
without a rupture or breakdown is called its dielectric strength. Usually, it is given in 
kV /mm instead of the basic unit V /m. If the two leads of a charged capacitor are connected 
together as shown in Fig. 5.24 (c), the p.d. between the two plates is equalized and the 
capacitor becomes discharged; 

3. since there exists a p.d. between the two plates, an electric field is set up between them 
whose strength is given by 

E = V /d volt/metre 

5.37. Capacitance 

It measures the ability of a capacitor to store charge. It may be defined as the amount of charge 
required to create a unit potential difference between its plates. 

Suppose, we give +Q coulomb of charge to one of the two plates of a capacitor and if a p.d. of 
V volts is established between them, then its capacitance is 
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C = g_ farad V 
lf Q = I C and V = I volt, then C = 1 farad (F). 
Hence, one farad is defined as the capacitance of a capacitor which requires a charge of one 

coulomb to establish a p.d. of one volt between its plates. 
Capacitance of a capacitor may also be defined in terms of 

its property to oppose the change of voltage in the circuit. ln that 
case, 

I 
C = dvldt 

where i = charging current 
dv/d1 = rate of change of voltage 

i = J ampere, d1•/d1 = I volt/ 

Capacitor 

second The amount of charge the device 
can store for a given voltage dlf

then C = I farad ference is caUed the capacitance. 
Hence, one farad may be defined as the capacitance which will cause one ampere of charging 

current to flow when the appUed voltage across the capacitor changes at the rate of one volt per 
second. 

Farad is too large for practical purposes. Hence, much smaller units Like microfarad (µF), 
nanofarad (n.F) a11d micro-1nicro-farad (µµF) or picofarad (pF) are generally employed. 

I µF = lo-6F 
I nF = 10-9 F 

l pF or I µµF = I 0-12 F 

5.38. Factors Controlling Capacitance 

The capacitance of a capacitor depends on the following factors 
l . Plate Area 
Capacitance increases directly with increase in plate area (A). 
2. Plate Separation 
As plate separation (d) decreases, capacitance increases and vice-versa. Since plate separation 

often equals the thickness of the dielectric used, we may say that thinner the dielectric slab, greater 
the capacitance and vice-versa. 

3. Type of Dielectric 
ft depends on the relative permittivity e,(previously called dielectric constant) of the dielectric 

mediutn used. Higher the value of £,, greater the value of capacitance. 
Combining the above three factors, \Ve get 

C = Eo e, A farad 
d 

where Eo is the absolute permittivity of vacuum = 8.854 x 1 0 -12 F/m. 
The relative permittivities of some dielectric media are listed in Table 5.2 on next page. 
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Material 

Air or vacuwn 
Bakelite 
Ceramic 
Fibre 
Glass 
Mica 
Paper (waxed) 
Polysterene 
Porcelain 

Table 5.2 

Dielectric Co11sta11t 
or 

relative permittivity (E,) 

I 
4.5- 5.5 
50-3000 

5 - 8  
7-8 
3-6 

3-5 
2.6 

5-6 

---

Example 5.4. What is the capacitance of a capacitor if a chargi11g current of JOO 111A jlolvS 
whe11 the applied voltage cha11ges 20 Vat a frequency of 50 Hz? 

Solution. 

Now, 

I 

C = dvldt 
i = 100 mA = 100 x 10-3 A =  0.1 A 

dv = 20 V, dt = L/50 = 0.02 s 
0.1 3 

C = 20/0.02 = 0.1 x 10- F 

= 100 X to-6 F = 100 µF 
Example S.S. What is the capacitance of a parallel-plate capacitor of plate area 0.01 1112 and 

air dielectric of thickness 0.01 m. ? 
If the capacitor is given a charge of 500 µµC, what will be the p.d. benveen its plates? 
How will this be affected if space between the two plates is filled lvith wax which has a relative 

permittivity of 4 ? 

Solution. 
� E, A 

C = d 
Remernbering that for air, e, = I. we get 

8.854 X 10- 12 X l X 0.01 = 8 854 I0-12 _ S C = O.OJ 
. X F - 8. 54 µµF 

Now, C = � or V = � 

. . . 500 µµC 
V = 8.854 µµF - 56.S V 

When wax is introduced, capacitance will increase four times. 
:. C = 4 x 8.854 = 35.4 µµF 
Since charge remains constant, p.d. will decrease to one-fourth of its previous value because 

Voe 1/C 
. . . V = 56.5/4 = 14.1 V 
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5.39. Types of Capacitors 

AU capacitors commonly used in electronic circuits may be divided into two general classes 
(a) fixed capacitors and (b) variable capacitors. 

Fixed capacitors may be further sub-divided into (i) electrolytic and (ii) non-electrolytic 
capacitors. 
5.40. Fixed Capacitors 

These can be grouped into two classes as detailed below 
(a) Non-electrolytic type 
J t  includes paper, mica and ceramic capacitors. Such capacitors have no polarity requirement 

i.e., they can be connected in either direction in  a circuit. 
(i) Paper Capacitor 
It consists of two tinfoil sheets which are separated by lhin tissue paper or waxed paper. The 

sandwich of foil and paper is then roUed into a cylindrical shape and enclosed in a paper tube or 
encased in a plastic capsule. The lead at each end of the capacitor is internaUy attached to the metal 
foil. Fig. 5.25 (a) shows a 2.0 µF tubular paper capacitor of maximum ac voltage rating of 2000 V 
whereas Fig. 5.25 (b), shows polyester capacitor having moulded plastic box encapsulation suitable 
for use in printed circuit boards. 

,._,, -. 

(a) Fig. 5.25 (b) 

Paper capacitors have a capacitance range of 0.00 I to 2.0 µF and working-voltage rating as 
high as 2000 V. These specifications are usuaUy printed on the capacitor case. Paper capacitors have 
large physical size as compared to their capacitance and also becom.e inefficient as  the frequency of 
applied ac voltage exceeds a few megahertz. These facts prevent their use in most FM TV circuits 
except in low-frequency portions of the circuits i.e., in audio stages. 

These days such foil construc
tion capacitors use thin plastic film in
stead of paper as the dielectric medium. 
Two most commonly-used plastic films 
have trademark names o f  Teflon and  
Mylar. Such capacitors have 

1. high insulation resistance of 
1000 M and above, 

2. low losses, and 
3. longer shelf life without 

breakdown as compared t o  
paper capacitors. 

(c) 

. . -= . ...... 

(d) 
Fig. 5.25 

• 
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Fig. 5.25 (c) and (d) show tubular and flat metallised polyester film capacitors which are ideal 
for coupling and by-pass applications in radio, TV, h i -fi equipment and instrumentation etc. 

(ii) Mica Capacitor 
It i s  a sandwhich of several thin 

metal plates separated by thin sheets of 
mica. Alternate plates are connected 
together and leads attached for outside 
connections. The total assembly is encased 
in a plastic capsule or bakelite case as 
shown in F i g .  5.26. Such capacitors 
have small capacitance values (50 to 500 
pF) yet high working voltage ratings (500 
V and above). 

Fig. 5.26 

Once such capacitors were used extensively in radio circuits but, of late, they have been super
seded by ceramic capacitors because of excellent properties of ceramics and their economy. 
' 

(iii) Ceramic Capacitors 
i 
\ .. ' . 
• 
i ' • 
,. < 
\ 

Fig. 5.27. The small value ceramic 
capacitors. 

Such capacitors have disc-or hollow tubul.ar-shaped 
dielectric made of ceramic material such as titanium diox
ide and barium titanate. Thin coatings of silver compound 
are deposited on both sides of the dielectric disc which act 
as capacitor plates. Leads are attached to each side of the 
disc and the whole unit is encapsulated in a moisture-proof 
coating (Pig. 5 .27). 

Because of the very high value of the dielectric con
stant of ceramics (£, = 1200), disc type capacitors have very 
large capacitances (upto 0.01 µF) compared to their size. 

In the case of tubular ceramics, the hollow ceramic tube has a silver coating on the inside and 
outside surfaces. The capacitance range varies from 1 to 500 pF with working voltage rating exceed
ing 10 kV. Ceramic cap.acitors have many advantages as compared to mica and paper capacitors. 
Th.ese capacitors -ve Tenninal 

1. are economical, 
2. have very small size but large capacitance. 

Hence, they occupy less space. 
3. have very high working-voltage rating, 
4. have very low power factor (i.e. ,  loss) which 

further decreases with increase in the 
frequency. Hence, they are very useful for 
short-wave work in radio. 

(b) Electrolytic Capacitors 

T -vc 
Plate 

Gauze Saturated 
with Electrolyte 

Fig. 5.28 

These capacitors are called electrolytic because they use an electrolyte (borax or a carbon salt) 
as negative plate. The capacitor consists of 

I. a positive plate of aluminium; 
2. an extremely thin (i.e., molecular thin) insulating film of aluminium oxide (A!i03) as 

dielectric medium. I t  is electrochemically deposited on the surface of anode itself 
(Fig. 5.28); 

3. an electrolyte of borax (phosphorus or carbonate). As shown in Fig. 5.28, an absorbent 
gauze saturated with the electrolyte is kept in contact with the dielectric. The second 
aluminium plate serves merely as contact to the electrolyte. It forms the negative terminal. 
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Such a capacitor is made as described below: 
A thin strip of aluminium is coated \vith a molecular

thin film of aluminium oxide by an electrochemical process. 
It is covered with a layer of gauze soaked in the elcctroly1c 
of borax. On top of this is another n1e1al plate in contact 
\Vith the electrolyte which. in reality. is the second plate of 
the capacitor (and not the lop plate). The entire sandwbich 
is rolled up inLO a compact cylinder and placed inside a 
mc1al cylinder (Fig. 5.29) or can. Fig. 5.29. The aluminium electrolytic 

This enclosing cylinder contacts the outside metal 
foil of the capacitor and serves as the negative terminal. 

capacitors. 

Such capacitors are made as single capacitors or with two or three capacitors in a single container 
having a common negative terminaL The outside metal cylinder is usually enclosed in a paper tube in 
order 10 insulate it from components and to protect radio technicians from shock. 

Because of extremely thin dielectric ftlm, such capacitors possess very large capacitance ranging 
from 1 µF to 10,000 µF in very compact sizes. Hence, they are used where lot of capacitance is 
required in a small space. Since they use an  electrolyte as the negative plate, electrolytic capacitors 
are classed as "polarised' capacitors i.e., they must be connected in the circuit according to the plus 
(+) and minus (-) markings on the case. If this is not done, th.e capacitor may become short-circuited 
or get overheated due to excessive leakage current through its dielectric. Moreover, reversed polarity 
results in gas formation which may cause the capacitor to explode. 

Electrolytic capacitors are frequently used in the filter circuits in order to remove the a.c. 
ripple from the power supply. They are also used as blocking or coupling capacitors for blocking d.c. 
in a circuit but allowing a.c. to pass through. 

The miniature and high-voltage aluminium foil electrolytic capacitors manufactured by Bharat 
Capacitors I .i1nited (BCL), Hyderabad are characterised by low leakage current, low dissipation, 
close tolermce in capacitance value, excellent reliability and long life. They meet all performance 
characteristics as laid down in nS-C-5141 or MIL-C-62 specifications. 

The two disadvantages of electrolytic capacitors are that they 
I .  are polarity sensitive, 
2. have low leakage resistance because the oxide film is not a perfect insulator. In other 

words, they have high leakage current wbicb can become troublesome. 
5.41 . Variable Capacitors 

A variable capacitor is one whose capacitance can be varied usually by rotating a shafL It 
consists of two sets of metal plates separated from each other b} air. One �et of plates is stationary and 
is called the stator [Fig. 5.30 (a)]. It is insulated from the fra1ue of the capacitor upon which 

0 

(a) Single section Fig. 5.30 (b) Two-gang 
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it is mounted. The other set of plates is connected to the shaft and can be rotated. That is why it is 
called the rotor. By rotating the rotor. with the help of a suitable knob, rotor plates can be made to 
move in or out of the stator plates. Capacitance is maximum when rotor plates are fully 'in' and 
minimum when 'out.' 

If II is the total number of plates and d is the separation between any two adjacent plates, lhen 
capacitance for air dielectric is 

_ (11 -I) £o A 
d 

When two or more such capacitors are operated by a single shaft, it is known as a ganged 
capacitor. Fig. 5.30 (b) shows a 2-gang capacitor i.e., one having two separate variable capacitors in 
one unit rotated by a single control. Commercial receivers and lhose used by short-wave listeners 
often have a variable capacitor with three gangs. 

Another type of small variable capacitor which is often used in parallel with the main variable 
capacitor is son1etimes known as trimmer and sometimes as padder. It is used primarily for making 
fine adjustments on the total capacitance of the device. 

Type 823 Type 824 0 
Type 822 (a) Ceramic 

© © 

(b) Mica Fig. 5.31 (c) Air dielectric 

A trim1ner (Fig. 5.31) consists of two small flexible metal plates separated by air or mica or 
ceramic slab as the dielectric. The spacing between the plates can be changed by means of a screw 
adjusunent. As the screw is tu.n1ed inward, plates are co1npressed and its capacitance is increased. 

Trimmers and padders are usually similar in appearance except that a padder may be son1ewhat 
larger or n1ay have n1ore plates. Capacitance of trimmers can be changed from 5 pF 10 a maximum 
value of 30 pF. Corresponding values for padder arc 10 pF to 500 pP. 

Variable capacitors are used primarily as tuning capacitors in radio receivers. When we tune 
two different stations, \Ve actually vary the capacitance by 1noving the rotor plates in or out of the 
stator plates. Combined with an inductance, the variable capacitance tunes the receiver to a different 
resonant frequency for each transmitting s1ation. 

5.42. Voltage Ratings of Capacitors 
Vollage rating of a capacitor is given by the maximum polential difference that can be applied 

across its plates \vithout puncturing its dielectric. Such ratings are given for temperatures up to 60°C. 
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Higher temperatures result in lower voltage ratings. For general purpose paper, mica and ceramic 
capacitors, voltage ratings are typically 200-500 V de. Ceramic capacitors with voltage ratings of I to 
12 kV are also available. Electrolytic capacitors are commonly used in 25, 150 and 450 V ratings. 
Additionally, miniature electrolytics with 6 V and 10 V ratings are often used in transistor circuits. 
These ratings are for de voltages. Those for ac voltages are less because of internal beat produced by 
continuous charge and discharge. 

Voltage across a capacitor should not be allowed to exceed its rating. However, a capacitor 
with a higher voltage rating can be used in a low voltage circuit. FQr example, a 200 V, 0.05 µF 
capacitor can be replaced by a 400 V, 0.05 µF capacitor but not vice-versa. 
5.43. Stray Circuit Capacitance 

ln an electronic circuit, the wiring and other components have capacitance to tbe metal chassis 
which acts as negative or grounded plate. Typical values of such stray capacitance are from 5 to I 0 

pF. Though at ordinary frequencies this value is quite small as compared to concentrated or lumped 
values of capacitance, it becomes important at high radio frequencies when one is forced to use small 
values of capacitance. The stray capacitance can be minimised by keeping connecting wires short and 
by placing leads and components as high off the chassis as possible. Sometimes, for very high 
frequencies, stray capacitance is included as part of the circuit design itself. 
5.44. Leakage Resistance 

A perfect or ideal capacitor is one which given tbe charge once will keep 
it forever. However, in practice, all capacitors get discharged in the long run 
due to small leakage current through their dielectric. Since leakage current is 
very small, leakage resistance is very high being almost 1000 Mn for paper 
and mica capacitors and about 0.5 Mn for electrolytic ones. An actual capacitor 
can be represented by an ideal capacitor having leakage resistance connected in 
parallel with it as shown in Fig. 5.32. 

5.45. Capacitors in Series 
Connecting capacitors in series is equivalent to i11creasi11g the thickness 

of the dielectric. 
Hence, combined capacitance is less than the s,nallest individual values. 
Following poi.nts about series combination of capacitors 

should be noted 
I . charge on each capacitor is the same irrespective of 

its capacitance, 
2 .  p.d. across each capacitor is different being inversely 

proportional to its capacitance, 
3. sum of voltages across the capacitors equals the ap

C 
Ideal 

plied voltage. Fig. 5.33 
As seen from Fig. 5.33, 
V = V1 + V2

+ V3 
4. combined capacitance is given by the reciprocal formula. 

In  Fig. 5.33, 
I I I I 

- = -c + -c + -c or 
C I 2 3 

I 
c = -1,

.,...
c
--
.-+-1 ,-c-.2-+-11

.,...
c
-

3 

R 

Fig. 5.32 

Capacitors are used in series to provide a higher voltage break
down rating for the combination. For example, combined voltage rat 
ing of three equal 200 V capacitors becomes 600 V when connected in 
series ( even though overall capacitance is reduced). 

...._ __ -o V o-- ---' 

Fig. 5.34 
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5.46. Two Capacitors in Series 
As seen from Fig. 5.34, charge on each capacitor is the same though voltages are different. 

1.  

2. 

·3. 

C1 C2 
C = c; + C2 

C2 v, = V C C 1 + 2 

V Ci V -
2 - c, + C2 

5.47. Capacitors in Parallel 

' 

Connecting capacitors in parallel is equivalent to adding their plate areas. Hence, combin� 
capacitance equals the sum of individual capacitances. 

Following facts about parallel combination of capacitors (Fig. 5.35) should be noted 
1. charge across each capacitor is different, being direclly 

proportional to its capacitance 
( ·: Q = CV) 

2. p.d. across each capacitor is the sam.e i. e., the applied 
voltage V, 

3. the sum of th.e individual charges is equal to the total 
charge supplied by the power source 

Q = Q, + Q2 + QJ 
4. combined capacitance is equal to the sum of individual 

capacitances 
' 

C = C1 + C2 + C3 
5.48. Two Capacitors in Parallel 

Q 

'------<> V 

Fig. 5.35 

Consider the case when only two unequal capacitors are connected in parallel as shown in 
Fig. 5.36. In this case 

l. since V is the same across both capacitors 

. .  . 

. . .  

Q, Qi V = (; =
l; 

2. the two capacitor charges can be expressed in terms of 
the total charge Q taken from the power source. 

C1 . C2 
Q, = Q C1 + C2 ' Q2 = Q C1 + C2 

5.49. Energy Stored in a Capacitor 

Q 

'--- --<> V 

Fig. 5.36 

Energy is required Lo charge a capacitor and is supplied by the charging agency i.e., a battery 
or any other voltage source. This energy is stored in the eleclric field set up in the dielectric medium. 
On discharging !he capacitor, the field collapses and the stored energy is released. 

Stored energy = ½ CV2 joules 
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This stored energy is the reason why a charged capacitor can pro
duce an electric shock when you touch its two leads. Stored energy of 
more than 1 joule can be dangerous with a capacitor charged to a voltage 
high enough ( > 90 V) to produce electric shock. 

Example 5.6. A rnultiplare capacitor is n1ade !Ip of ten plares 4 
cn1 x 5 c111 separated by mica sheets having thicklless of I n1m and a 
relarive pem1ittivi1y of E, = 6. Find its capacitG11ce. 

Solution. 

Here, 

C = 
(11 - I) Eo E, A 

d 
n = 10, E = 6, A = 4 x 5 = 20 cm2 = 2 x L0-3 

r 

d = 1 mm= 10-3 m, €o = 8.854 x 10-12 F/m 
(10 - I) X 8.854 X 10-12 X 6 X 2 X 10-3 

C - -'---...;_ _________ _ -
1 0 -3 

= 956 X 10-12 F = 95'i pF 

The energy for each 
··ttosh" comes from the 
electrical energy stored in 
o copocttor. 

Example 5.7. Two capacitors of 4 µF and 12 µF capacitance and each of working-volrage 
rating of 24 V are wnnecred in series across a 24 V battery. Calc11lare 

1 .  charge across each, 2. voltage across each, 3. co11wi11ed voltage rating. 
C1 C2 4 x l2 _ 3 C Solution. 1. C = c1 + c2 4 + 12 - µ 

Q = CV= 3 x 24 = 72 µC 
Each of the two series-connected capacitors will have the same charge. 

C 12 
2 V - V 2 = 24 X - = 18 V · 1 - C1 + C3 16 

C1 4 6V V2 = V C1 + � = 24 x 16 = 

Alternatively, since charge across each capacitor is 72 µC and their capacitances are known, 
values of V1 and V2 can be easily found from this data. 

V1 = Q/C1 =72 / 4 = 1 8 V ;  V2 = Q / C2 = 72 / 12 = 6 V  
3 .  Combined voltage rating is = 24 + 24 = 48 V 
Example 5.8. Two capacitors of 0.0003 µF and 0.0006 µF are connected i11 series. Find 

their co111bi11ed capacitance. 
If they are connected in parallel, what will be the ne1v value of total capacitance? 

C _ 
C1 C2 = 0.0003 X 0.0006 = 0.0002µF Solution. - q + c2 0.0003 + 0.0006 

Note. ln the case of such fractional capacitances, an eas.ier method is to multiply both capacitance 
values by a figure that will provide a whole number. Then, when the resuh has been obtained, it should be 
divided by the same nwnber. In the present case, we will multiply both capacitances by I 0,000. Hence, 

3 x 6  
C =  3 + 6 = 2  

Dividing this resuh by 10,000, we get 
C = 2/ 10,000 = 0.0002 µ.F -as before 
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When connected in parallel 
C = 3 + 6 = 9/10,000 = 0.0009 µF 

Example 5.9. Find the charges on capacitors shown iJ, Fig. 5.37 and the P.Ds. across thenL 

Solution. Equivalent capacitance between points 
� 

v
, t A and B is I - --- -vi 

CAB = C2 + C3= 5 + 3 = 8 µF 
This capacitance is in series with the 2 µF c a 

pacitor. 
Hence, combined capacitance is 

2 x 8  

Q2 I(; 

Q C 3 �  
� --"-'-l f--'-+---1 

2 µF 

Q 

A 5 µF 
Q3 1c;� 

B 

' . 
C = 2 + 8 = l.6µC 

Charge taken from the battery is --- - --o  100 v .,._ _ _ __ _J 
Q = CV = 1.6 x J 00 = 160 µC 

Same would be the charge on 2 µF capacitor. 
:. Q1 = 160 µC 
. . .  

Now, 
. . .  
. . .  

V1 = Q1 / C1 = 1 60/2 =80V 
V = V1 + V2 or I 00 = 80 + V2 

V
2 

= 20 V 
Q

2 
= C2V2'= 3 x20 = 60µC 

Q3 = C3 V3 = 5 X 20 = 100 µC 

5.50. Troubles in Capacitors 

Fig. 5.37 

Two common problems with capacitors are (i) open and (i1) short. In either case, the capacitor 
is useless because it cannot store energy. A good capacitor has very high dielectric resistance in th.e 
range of 500 to l 000 MO for paper and ceramic capacitors and about 0.5 MU for electrolytic capacitors. 
A short-circuited capacitor has zero resistance i.e., it shows continuity. A leaky capacitor has a resistance 
somewhat lower than its normal value. 

5.51. Checking Capacitors with Ohmmeter 
The procedure is as follows 
I .  Discharge the capacitor before checking. 
2. Make sure that ohmmeter voltage does not exceed the working voltage of the capacitor. 
3. Disconnect one side o f  the capacitor from the circuit to eliminate any parallel resistance 

path that can lower the resist.ance reading. 
4. Keep your fingers off the conductors because the body resistance (50 Kor so) connected 

in parallel will lower the res.istance. 
5. Use highest-ohm scale. 
The trouble in a capacitor is indicated by the following ohm.meter readings 
I • U meter pointer immediate) y goes to practicaJJ y zero and stays there, the capacitor is 

shon-circuited. 
2. If the pointer first goes to low-resistance side (showing capacitor charging) and then comes 

up and shows a reading less than the normal, it is leaky. 
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3. If the pointer does not go to low-resistance side of the scale (i.e., if capacitor shows no 
charging action) but just goes straight to infinity, the capacitor is open. 

4. [f the meter pointer first moves quickly towards the low-resistan.ce side of the scale (showing 
capacitor charging) and then slowly goes to infinity, it shows a good capacitor which is 
supposed to have very large (almost infinite) resistan.ce. 

5.52. Charging of a Capacitor 
As shown in Fig. 5.38 (a), when S i s  closed, 

the capacitor starts getting charged from the banery. 
The capacitor. however, requires a certain amount of 
time to get fully charged to the battery voltage V. The 
time taken depends on its capacitance (C) and the 
resistance (R) in the charging circuit. 

The time reg uired for the charge to attain 
63.2% of its final value is called 1i111e-cons1an1 (1) of 
the circuit. Its value = CR and is in seconds if C 
is in farads and R in ohms. 

A total tin1e equal to 5 time-constants 
(= 5T = 5CR) is required for the capacitor to be 
considered fully charged as shown i n  Fig. 5.39. 

In Fig. 5.38 (b), the fully-charged capaci
tor can be discharged through R by closing S. ln 
one time-constant, the charge decreases to 36.8% 
of its fully-charged value. Again, in 5 time-con
stants, the capacitor is considered fully dis
charged. 

The increase and decrease of charge across 
the capacitor can be found from the Universal 

R 

• 

.. ·-

C 

s 

(b) 
F��- 5.38 

Time Constant Period 
Fig. 5.39 

1im.e Constant Chart of Fig. 5.39. I t  also represents rise and decay of charging and discharging 
current of the capacitor respectively. 

Example 5.10. A 50 µF capacitor is charged a 40 K resistor to a potential difference of 400V. 
Calc11/01e 

/. ti111e constant of the circuit ; 2. value of fall charge; 
3. charge acq11ired in one time-constant ; 4. energy stored in the folly-charged capacitor. 

Solution. 
I .  T = CR =  50 x l �  x 40 x 1D3 = 2 seconds 
2. 
3. 

Full charge, Q = CV = 50 x 2� x 400 = 0.02 C 
Charge acquired by the capacitor in one time-constant i.e., in 2 seconds 

- 63.2% of full charge 
= 0.632 x 0.02 = 0.0126 C 

4. Energy stored = � CV 2 = � x (50 x Io�) x 4002 = 2 joules 

5.53. Capacitor Connected Across an AC Source 
Suppose a capacitor is connected across an ac voltage supply as shown in Fig. 5.40. It is found 

that the capacitor is charged first in one direction during the positive half-cycle of the applied voltage 
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[Fig. 5.40 (a)] and then in the opposite direction during th.e negative half-cycle [Fig. 5.40 (b)]. Since, 
it is an alternating voltage, the capacitor keeps getting charged and discharged continuously. If a Lamp 
is included in the circuit, it will continue to glow. The reason is as  follows 

During the positive half-cycle of the • 
applied voltage, charging current flows from i 
plate N to M through the external circuit 
containing the lamp. It cannot flow 'through' 
the dielectric. During the negative half-cycle, 
current direction is reversed but it aga.in • 
passes through the lamp thereby keeping it 
alight. It hardly makes any difference to the 
Lamp whether current through it passes from 
left to right or right to left. It will be 

M N 

(a) 

M N - + �- ---< 

Fig. 5.40 

- + 

(b) 

appreciated that no current whether de or ac can pass through a capacitor. 

5.54. Capacitive Reactance 

A good capacitor completely blocks the passage of direct current 'through' it. However, it 
allows alternating current to pass 'through' it in the sense discussed above. I n  fact, what it actually 
does is that it allows current to flow through the external circuit first in one direction and then in the 
opposite direction at a frequency equal to the frequency of the applied voltage. Even then, it offers 
opposition to the flow of this alternating current. This opposition is called capacitive reactance (Xe) 
and is given by 

l 0.159 
Xe = -2,r_ifi_C - f C 

Its unit is ohm. 
Capacitive reactance varies inversely as  the frequency of the applied ac voltage. Higher the 

frequency, lesser the reactaoce and vice-versa. For de voltage f = 0, hence Xe= L/0 = 00• That is  why 
a capacitor blocks direct current and voltage. 

SELF EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
A. Fm in the blanks with most appropriate word(s) 

or numerical value (s). 
1. Wire-wound resistors show troublesome 

.................... effects at high frequencies. 
2. The amount by which the actual resistance of a 

resistor may vary form its nominal value is 
known as the .............. of the resistor. 

3. A potentiometer is used for changing the value 
of voltage whereas a rheostat is used for 
changing ............ . 

4. The first ............ colour bands of a resistor 
indicates the resistance value of a resistor 
whereas founh one indicates its resistance 

S. Iron cores are laminated in order to minimise 
............ loss. 

6. Inductor cores which have the least core loss 
even al high frequencies arc made of ............ . 

7. Unwanted inductance in a circuit is known as 

-· .. 
inductance. 

8. Opposition offered by a coil having both 
reactance and resistance is called .......... . 

9. Higher the Q-value of a tuned circuit, greater 
its .......... . .  . 

10. As separation between the two plates of a 
capacitor is increased, its capacitance is ............ . 

11. For the same size, a ceramic capacitor has 
............ capacitance than a mica capacitor. 

12. Ceramic capacitors arc preferable for use at 
.................. frequencies. 

13. Electrolytic capacitors are called ........ . 
capacitors. 

14. Variable capacitors are frequently used in 
.. ........ circuits of radio receivers. 

15. Higher the applied frequency, ............... the 
rcactance offered by a capacitor. 



6. 1 . Primary and Secondary Cells 

voltaic chemical cell is a combination of materials 
which produce direct-current (de) electrical energy 

m its i111emal chemical reactions. These cells can 
be sub-divided into the following two classes : 

(a) Primary Cell. In this cell, chemical reactions are 
irreversible. During the generation of electric energy, it 
consumes materials which cannot be replenished by recharging. 
Hence, such cells cannot be recharged back to their original 
condition after being discharged. 

(b) Secondary Cell or Storage Cell or Accumulator. 
In these cells, chemical reactions are reversible. After discharge, 

such a cell can be 

Lead oxide 
anode 

+ 

2 - = sulphate ion 
+ = hydrogen ion 

Secondary cell. 

restored to its 
original condition 
by passing an 
electric current 
through it in a 
direction opposite to 
that of the discharge 
current. 

Further po
ints of comparison 
between the two 
classes are tabulat.ed 
given on next page. 

Energy 

Sources 

l .  Primary and Secon
dary Cells 

2. Cell and Battery 
3. Voltage and Current 

of a Cell 
4. Cell Ute 
5. Different Types of Dry 

Cells 
6. Carbon Zinc Cell 
7. Alkaline Cells 
8. Manganese Alkaline 

Cell 
9. Nickel Cadmium 

Cell 
l 0. Mercury Cell 
l l .  Silver Oxide Cell 
12. Lead Acid Cell 
1 3. Battery Rating 
14. Testing Dry Cells 
15. Photoelectric 

Devices 
16. Photovoltaic Cell 
17. Solar Ceil 



P• ·m: , Cells 
I. low cost 
2. small size 
3. short life 
4. useless when discharged 
5. light weight 

6.2. Cell and Battery 

• 
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· con I Cells 

expensive 
reasonably small 
comparatively long life 
rechargeable 
heavier 

A battery consisu, of two or more ceUs connected either in series or parallel or both. Often, 
n1any people call a flashlight cell a flash light bauery which is technically incorrect. 

6.3. Voltage and Current of a Cell 

The voltage rating of a ceU is given by its open-circuit vollage i.e .. voltage it can produce when 
not connected to a load circuit. This voltage depends on I.he types of materials used and not on I.he 
physical size of the ceU. 

The capacity of a cell is given by the amount of current it can supply to an external load circuit. 
It depends on the condition and quantity of electrolyte and physical size of the electrodes. Everything 
else being the same. a larger cell can deliver more current for a longer period of time than a smaller one. 

6.4. Cell Life 

11 is given by the period of time during which the cell can be stored on a shelf without losing 
more than approximately l 0% of its original capacity. The loss of capacity occurs even when cell is 
not in use and is primarily due to partial drying up of paste electrolyte and to other chemical actions 
which change the materials within the cell. Since heat helps both these processes, it is advisable 10 

keep a cell in a cool place in order to extend its life. 

6.5. Different Types of Dry Cells 

We will consider the following prin1ary and secondary cells 
(a) carbon-zinc cell 
(b) alkaline cell 

1. manganese-alkaline cell 2. nickel-cadmium cell 
3. mercury cell 4. silver-oxide cell 
5. lead-acid cell 

6.6. Carbon Zinc Cell 

It is the oJdest and most widely used commercial dry cell (Fig. 6.1 ). 
(a) Construction 
l .  The zinc can functions both as a container to hold the electrolyte and as the negative 

electrode. 
2. The positive electrode is a carbon rod down the centre but not low enough to touch the 

zinc bottom. 
3. The electrolyte is a paste of ammonium chloride and manganese dioxide. 

(b) Size and Voltage 
Such cells are available in several sizes and have open-circuit voltage from 1.4 lo 1.6 V, 

regardless of size. Larger cells with more zinc, electrolyte and depolarizer have a higher current 
rating upto 0.25 A or 250 mA. The flashlight cell has a current rating of 50 mA for nearly 60 hours of 
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service. The cell has a height of about 57 mm ( - )  Terminal 
and a diameter of about 32 mm. 

Carbon-zinc batteri.es are made in many 
types having voltages of 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, I 3.5, 
22.5 and 45 V (all multiples of 1.5 V). In some 
batteries, cells are cylindrical in shape and in 
others they are flat. 

(c) Op,rating Efficiency 
Carbon-zinc cells and batteries render 

efficient service provided they are used 
intermitte11tly for shon periods at a time at 
relatively low currents. Such operation helps 
to keep them sufficiently depolarised. 

(d) Recharging 

The dry cell can be recharged if cer-

Plastic - 
inner seal 

El(pansion 
Space 

Mix core_/ 

Top seal 
Oubon rod 
{ +) electrode 

rt--Zinccan 
{negative 
electrode) 

Paper separator 

lnsula11og outer 
jacket 

tain precautions are taken : 
I. voltage should not be below 1 V 

when removed for service, 

Fig. 6. I 

2. charging rate should be kept low and spread over IO to LS hours, 
3. recharged cells should be used at one in view cu their limited 

shelf life. 

6. 7. Alkaline Cells 

(1 
I 

All those cells which use a caustic electrolyte are called alkaline cells. ' 
We will consider 

• 
; 

' . 

l .  manganese-alkaline cell 
3. mercury cell and 

2. nickel-cadmium cell 
4 .  silver-oxide cell. 

. This walkman Is 
powered by batteries 
of the primary cell type. 
TyplcaUy. they hove to 
be replaced every two 
or three months. 

-
Fig. 6.2 

6.8. Manganese Alkaline Cell 
It is a priniary cell having zin.c as anode and 

manganese dioxide as cathode in a leak-proof steel 
can (Fig. 6.2). The electrolyte is potassium hydroxide (KOH) or sodium 
hydroxide (NaOH). Because of the high conductivity of the electrolyte, this 
cell has higher current rating than a carbon-zinc cell. It provides an output 
voltage of 1.5 V. Some alkaline batteries can be recharged a few times and 
have voltages of 4.5, 7.5, 13.5 and 15 V . 

6.9. Nickel Cadmium Cell 
It is a dry cell but is l'r!chargeable. In present-day electronics, i t  has 

superseded both lead-acid cell and nickel-iron (NiFe) alkaline cell 
(a) Construction 
The action material cadmium (a metal akin to zinc), in powder form, is pressed (i.e., sintered) 

into perforated steel plates which then fonn the negative electrode of the celJ (Fig. 6.3). The positive 
anode is a steel mesh coated with solid nickel hydroxide (NiOH). The electrolyte is potassium hy
droxide (caustic potash) usually in jelly fonn. The container is a steel can wh.icb is sealed after the cell 
is placed in it. These cells are also available in flat button shape. 
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' ' 
• 

·, 

• • 

• 

Electrolyte ( +) 
I 

(a) 

.. 

Seal 

vContainer 

i-- Positive 
i--{t'7 Anode 

• • 

NegMive 
Plate 

Fig. 6.3 

(b) Voltage and Current 
• •• 

(b) - • • •  

The open-circuit voltage of such cells is from 1.25 to 1.5 V. They have much longer life when 
they are rapidly discharged at intervals. In fact, long periods of inactivity can cause the cells to faiJ. 
Such cells need to be charged at constant current and can be recharged upto 1000 times or more. 

These cells have very low intemaJ resistance and can deliver high currents without much loss 
of terminaJ voltage. The most common nickel-cadmium batteries have voltages of 6, 9 .6  and 12 V. 

Their chemical reaction is given by the following equation 
Cd + 2 NiOH + 2 KOH = Cd (OH)2 + 2 Ni + 2 KOH 

Fig. 6.4 shows the range of rectanguJar nickel
cadmium (Nicad) cells and batteries. These Nicad cells 
have a normaJ no-load voltage of 1.2 V, are capable of 
high current loads and 1000 cycles of discharge, can 
tolerate overcharge and generaJ electrical abuse like short 
circuit. 

(c) Uses 
Since such cells can easily supply high current, 

they are widely used as sources of energy in radios, TV 
sets, tape recorders. cameras and cordless type home 
appliance such as electric toothbrush or electric carving 
knife etc. They give good service under extreme condi
tions of shock, vibration and temperature. 

6. 10. Mercury Cell 

Fig. 6.4 

lt is a primary cell and is widely used in miniaturised electronic gadgetry. 
(a) Construction 

-

The cathode is made of compressed mercuric oxide and graphite whereas anode is made of 
highly purified zinc powder. 

The two are separated by a porous materiaJ. The electrolyte is a paste mixture of potassium 
hydroxide and zinc oxide. The flat paJlet construction of a mercury cell is shown in Fig. 6.5. 

(b) Size and Voltage 
Such cells are avaiJable in wide range of shapes and sizes-the smaJJest being about 3 mm 

thick and 12.5 mm in diameter. Open-circuit voltage at room tem.perdture varies from 1.35 to 1.4 V 
depending on the electrolyte mixture. With pure mercuric oxide for cathode, voltage output is extremely 
stable at 1.35 V. Mercury batteries are avaiJable in a variety of voltage ratings. 
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(c) Uses 
Mercury cells enjoy a long shelf life without 

deterioration and are extremely rugged. 
Since they can provide almost constant 

voltage under varying load conditions. mercury 
cells and batteries are widely used in electronic 
watches, hearing aids and test instruments etc. 

6.1 1 . Silver Oxide Cell 

It is a primary cell with an open-circuit 
voltage of 1.5 V. It bas a cathode of silver oxide 

KOH Elecll'<ltytc 
Fig. 6.5 

Wound 
Zinc Anode 

-...__,;r-;._ Mercuric 
Oxide 

and an anode of zinc in an alkalin.e electrolyte. As shown in Fig. 6.6, it is generally made in button 
size for use in cameras, hearing aids and electronic watches. 

6. 12. Lead Acid Cell 

£t is a wet secondary cell mostly used f 
for making automobile batteries. I 

(a) Construction i 
Its anode plate (brown coloured) is a { 

grid made of a lead-antimony alloy into which I 
41- -----,'-'r- Powdered 

Zinc Anode 

is pressed the active material : lead peroxide l O k (Pb02). The cathode is a similar plate having i as ct 

pure porous (sponge like) lead as active 
material. The two plates are immersed in a j 
solution of dilute sulphuric acid of specific • 
gravity 1.21 or so. 

Sliver Oxide 
Cathode 

Fig. 6.6 --. .  -................. - - ..... -. 

Cell Can 

. -�--.. 
lb) Volta�e 
It has an open-circuit vohage of 2 to 2.2 V when fresh. It should not be used after its voltage 

Steel (cathode) 

HgO In KOH and --+ .... 
Zn(OH), 

Zinc container 
(anode) 

A mercury cell In section. 

has fallen to I .85 V when it should be put on 
charge. I t  bas much larger current capacity as 
compared to dry cells, considered earlier. 

(c) Use 
Principal use o f  these cells is in the 

manufacture of portable lead-acid batteries used 
in automobiles (car and motor vehicles). For car 
batte.ry, 6 cells are connected in series to give a 
total voltage of I 2 V or more. For traction 
batteries, the voltages vary from 12 V (6 cells) to 
64 V (32 cells) for industrial trucks and from 30V 
( 15 cells) to 72 V (56 cells) for dairy and bakery 
road vehicles. 

6. 13. Battery Rating 

Lead-acid batteries are rated in terms of 
discharge current, they can supply continuously 
for a specified period o f  time. It is usually 
expressed in ampere-hours (Ah). The capacity is 
always given at a specified rate o f  discharge 
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usually 20 hour rate. It means that a battery which is rated at 100 Ah should deliver 5 A of current 
continuously for 20 hours and maintain at least 1.75 V per cell. Of course, battery can supply less 
current for longer time or more current for a shoner time. 

6. 14. Testing Dry Cells 

The condition of a dry cell or batlery can be checked by the terminal voltage developed when 
it is co1111ected to a load. If this voltage is less than 80% of the open-circuit voltage, it should be 
rejected. The basic reason is that a bad cell has high internal resistance which will become detectable 
when cell is tested 011 load. Due to normal current flow, there would be a large internal drop and 
hence terminal voltage would drop by a considerable amount. Such would not be the case when cell 
is tested on no-load. 

6. 15. Photoelectric Devices 

As the name shows, these devi.ces convert light energy directly 
I 

Metal
� [

Semi�oductor 
into electric energy. We will consider the following semiconductor � 

L,ghi 

devices only because they are self-generating. , � -- �1 1-"'--- - -0 + 
I .  photovoltaic cell 2. solar cell , -

6. 16. Photovoltaic Cell 
• • 
; 
, , 

Jn lhi.s cell, light energy is used to create a potential difference l 
which is directly proportional to the frequency and intensity of the • '----------0 

incident light. Fig. 6.7 shows a basic photovoltaic cell. Fig. 6.7 

---rp-type 

l+ terminal - terrmnal 
1+ = hole - = electron 

Charge 
layers 

A solor cell formed from a p -n  
Junction. When sunlight strikes the 
solar cell It acts like a battery. with 
positive and negative terminals. 

6. 17. Solar Cell 

It consists of a piece 
-. . - - . -- -

of sen,iconductor material such as selenium (Se), silicon (Si) 

or germanium (Ge) which is bonded to a metal plate. 
When Light falls on the semiconductor, valence 

electrons and boles are liberated from its crystal structure. 
These electrons flow out of the semiconductor into the meta.ls 
whereas holes flow in the opposite direction. rt creates a 
potential difference between the semiconductor and the metal 
which is sufficient to cause current flow tluough a load resistor 
as shown in Fig. 6. 7. 

These cells are used in devices like portable exposure 
meters and direct-reading i.llumination meters. 

Sunlight 
Energy 

Glass 1 11 1 1  � --<> + 

i Mctal --�==::::i•-
_J 

+ 

It is also called solar energy con
vener and is basically a P-N junction de 
vice which converts solar energy into 
electric energy. 

i Ring p 

I Junction N 

1 Metal 
f Contact 

A 

(a) Construction and Working I (a) • (b) 

As shown in Fig. 6.8 (a), it ( Fig. 6.8 
essentially consists of a silicon P-N ' _.  ···---·-,. - �- • , • -·- --�- �--. .  
junction diode generally packaged in TO-type can with a glass window on top. Surface layer of P
mate.rial is made extremely iliin so tl,at inciden.t light photons may easily reach the P-N junction. 
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When these photons collide with valence electrons, they impart them 
sufficient energy as to leave their parent atoms. In this way, free electrons 
and holes are generated on both sides of the junction and their flow 
constitutes the minority current. This current is directly proportional to 
the illumination (lumen/metre2 or mW/cm2) and also depends on the size 
of the surface area being illuminated. Toe open-circuit voltage V oc is a 
function of Hlumination. Consequently, power output of a solar cell depends 

-

on the level of sunlight illumination. Power cells are also available in flat This calculator makes 
strip form so as to cover sufficiently large surface area. use of solar energy. 

The nickel-plated ring around the P-layer acts as the positive output terminal (i.e., anode) and 
the m.etal contact at the bottom serves as the negative output terminal (i.e., cathode). The symbol is 
shown in Fig. 6.8 (b). Si and Ge are the most widely used semiconductor materials for solar cell 
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although gallium arsenide (GaAs), indium arsenide (In 
As) and cadmium arsenide (Cd As) are also being used 
now-a-days. 

(b) Characteristics 

Typical V-1 characteristics of a solar cell corre
sponding to different levels of illumination are shown 
in Fig. 6.9. 

Consider the characteristic for incident 
illumination of 100 mW/cm2 in Fig. 6.9. If we short
circuit the cell, current is maximum and equals 50 mA. 
Since output voltage is zero, power output is also zero. 
On open-circuit, current is zero though output voltage 
is nearly 0.57 V. Hence, power output is again zero. 
For obtaining maximum power output, the cell must 
be operated at the 'knee' o f  the curve. 

(c) Uses 
Solar cells are being used on board satellites to 

recharge the.ir batteries. Since their sizes are small, a 
large nu.mber of cells are required to do the charging 

job for which purpose series-parallel cell combinations are employed. For example, about 9,000 
solar cells were used to charge nickel-cadmium batteries of Tiros weather satellite for around the 
clock operation. Their present-day efficiency level is around 15% but it is hoped that higher efficien
cies would be reached in the near future. Scientists are planning to orbit large banks of solar cells 
outside the Earth's atmosphere for converting solar energy into electricity. This energy would then be 
sent to Earth in the form of a powerful microwave beam which would be reconverted into electricity 
for terrestrial use. 

Output Voltage 
Fig. 6.9 

Example 6.1. An Earth satellite has 12 V nickel-cadmium batteries which supply a continuous 
current of 0.5 A throughout the day. Solar cells having V-1 characteristics of Fig. 6.9 are employed 
10 keep the balteries fully charged. If illur11ination from the Sun for 12 hours in every 24 haurs is 125 
mW/cn,2

, determine the approximate number of solar cells required. 
Solution. The circuit for the solar cell battery charger is shown in Fig. 6.10. Let there be n cells 

connected in series to provide higher voltage and let m such series-groups be connected in parallel to 
provide the necessary current. Total number of cells required = 111 x n. 

As seen from the V-1 characteristics of Fig. 6.9, each cell supplies 56 mA at 0.45 V. If we allow 
a drop of 1.5 V for series resistor etc., we need (12 + 1.5) = 13.5 V from each series group. 
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or n = 13.5/0.45 = 30 
l=IA R 

• , 56mA 56 mA , 56mA 

/ ' / ' / " - . - . -
'- :I. 

'\. 
J.. 

'\. 
:I. 

I 13.5 V 12 V n CelJs I .. I m-rows I I -
--

Ni-Cd 
batlery 

/ ' / ' / ' - - -
'\. .. ,I '\. J.. ,I :I._/ 

J 
Solar cells 

Fig. 6.10 

Obviously, this much charge must be put back into the battery by the solar banery charger. 
Since solar battery itself is illuminated for only 12 hours per day, it must provide a charging current of 
12 Ah/12 h = l A. Since each row can supply only 56 mA = 0.056 A. 

: . ,n x 0.056 = I or n, = I / 0.056 = 18 
Hence, total number of solar cells needed to make up the required solar battery charger is 

= 1nx n = 18 x 30 = 540 

CONVENTIONAL PROBLEMS , • ·- "'!"I • n- -
I. A 1.5 V carbon-zinc dry cell is connected across a load of I 000 n. Calculate the current and power supplied by it. [1.5 mA ; 2.25 mW] 
2. A 6 V lead-acid has an internal resistance of 0.0 I n. What would be 1he short-circuit current of the cell ? Will you be able to get it in practice ? [600 A, No J 
3. A lead-acid battery discharges a1 lhe ra1e of 5 A for 20 hours. (a) How much charge mus1 be put back into the battery to restore its original charge assuming 100% efficiency ? (b) How long will this charging take place if charging current is 2.5 A ? [(a) 100 Ah or 36 >< 104 (t,) 40 h} 
4. The output voltage of a Ni-Cd battery drops from 12 V at zero load 10 11.95 V with a load curreo1 of 5 A. What is lhe inte.mal resistance of the battery 7 [0.01 OJ 

SELF EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
A. Fill in  the blanks with most appropriate word (s) or numerical value (s). 

1 . Devices which convert light energy directly into electric energy are called ............ devices. 
2. A .............. cell is one that cannot be recharged. 
3. A battery consists of a number of ................ . 
4. For increasing the shelf life of a cell, it is advis-able to keep it in a ........... place. 
5. Nickel-cadmium cell is a dry cell but is 

- - - -
6. Lead-acid cell is a wet .............. cell because it can be recharged. 
7. The working of a photovoltaic cell depends on contact between a ................. and a metal. 
8. A solar cc.II is essentially a P-N ............ . 

B. Answer True or False 
1. Chemical reactions in a secondary c,ell are reversible. 
2. The capacity of a cell depends on the P.hysical size of its electrodes. 
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3. A larger cell can deliver more current for a longer period of time than a smaller one. 
4. Nickel-cadmium cell is lhe example of a dry but rechargeable cell. 
5. Merc.ury cell provides almost constant voltage under varying load conditions. 
6. Silver oxide cells are generally made in the button size. 
7. Battery rating is generally expressed in Ah. 
8. It is best to test dry cells on no-load. 
9. Photoelectric devices convert light energy directly into electric energy. 

10. Solar cell converts Sun's heal energy directly into electric energy. 
11. The current produced by a solar cell depends only on the solar illumination. 
13. Silicon and germanium are the most widelyused semiconductor materials for a solar celJ. 
C. Multiple Choice Items 

l .  The output voltage of a lead-acid cell is about ................. volt. 
(a) 1.5 
(c) 1.25 

(b) 2.2 
(d) 6 

2. The current delivering capacity of a cell depends on 

(a) condition of the electrolyte 
(b) quality of the electrolyte 
(c) physical size of the electrode 
(d) all the above 

3. Which of the following 1s a dry but rechargeable cell ? 
(a) nickel-cadmium cell 
(b) mercury cell 
(c) lead-acid cell 
(d) solar cell 

4. Rating of a bauery is usually expressed in 
(a) wan-hour (b) joule 
(c) ampere>-hour (d) amperes 

5. Constructionally, a solar cell consists of 
(a) a semiconductor bonded to a metal 
(b) a piece of silicon 
(c) P-N junction 
(d) photoemissive material 

6. For obtaining maximum power from a solar cell, it should be operated on 
(a) level pan (b) knee 
(c) falling portion 
(d) any pan of its V-1 characteristic. 

ANSWERS '"'J1""9"�--w' a a .-• ._. • .., ., "" .. ,__ -----·-·· ...... • ..,__,. -2 -

A. FIii In the blanks 
1. photoelectric 
5. rechargeable 

2. primary 
6. secondary 

B. True or False 

C. 

l. T 2. T 
8. F 9. T 

Multiple Choice Items 

3. T 
10. T 

1. b 2. d 3. a 4. c S. C 

3. cells 4. cool 
7. semiconductor 8. junction 

4. T 5. T 6. T 7. T 
11. F 12. F 13. T 

6. b. 
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and Electro-
• 

magnetism 

7 .1 .  Magnetic Materials 

D
ifferent materials can be classified as eith.er magnetic 
materials or non-magnetic materials (air, glass, wood, 
paper, porcelain, plastic and rubber etc.). However, 

it  should be noted that even though these non-magnetic mate 
rials cannot be magnetised, they allow the magnetic flux to 
pass through them. Magnetic materials may be further sub 
divided into following three groups as  regards their magnetic 
properties : 

1. Ferromagnetic Materials 
These are the most important magnetic materials used 

in Electricity and Electronics. They are easily and strongly 
magnetised in the san,e direction as the field. They have high 
value of relative permeability from 50 to 5000i.e., they conduct 
magnetic flux 50 to 5000 times more easily than air. Most 
commonly used ferromagnetic materials are : iron, steel, nickel. 
cobalt and commercial alloys such as alnico, pennalloy and 
supermalloy. 

Alnico is a trade name for an alloy of aluminium, nickel, 
iron and cobalt. Permanent magnets made of alnico are 
commonly used in motors, generators, loudspeakers, 
microphones and meters etc. Permalloy (nickel and iron or 
cobalt, nickel and iron) has a relative permeability of the order 
of 100,000. Similarly, supermalloy is an alloy of nickel, iron, 
molybdenum and manganese. 

2. Paramagnetic Materials 
They become only slightly-or weakly-magnetised in a 
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strong magnetic field in the saff1e direction as the field. They conduct magnetic flux only slightly 
better than vacuum (or air). This group includes aluminium, chromium, platinum and manganese etc. 
Their relative permeability is slightly greater than one. 

3. Diamagnetic Materials 
These include bismuth, antimony, copper, zinc, mercury, gold and silver which have a relative 

permeability of less than one i.e., they conduct magnetic flux less readily than air. They are also 
slightly magnetised but in a direction opposite to that of the magnetising field. 

7 .2. Ferrites 

IL is the name given to the recently-discovered ceramic materials that have the ferromagnetic 
properties of iron. Ferrites are made first by grinding a combination of iron oxide and an alkaline
earth material such as barium into a fine po\vder. This powder is then pressed into the desired shape 
and baked at a high temperature. It produces magnetic n1aterial which is highly magnetic having a 

Ferrite cores ore used for RF transformers 
upto 20 MHz frequencies. 

relative permeability in the range 50 to 3000. 
However. unlike iron, it is an insulator so far as 
electric conduction is concerned. Like alloy 
magnets, ceran1ic magnets can also be shaped into 
any desired shape. Permanent ceramic magnets 
are used ru; gasket latches on refrigerator doors. 
Ferrite cores (usually adjustable) are used for RF 
transfom1ers upto 20 MHz frequencies. Another 
application is ferrite beads. A bare wire is passed 

tlirough one or more ferrite beads (Fig. 7.1). When current is passed through the wire, a magnetic 
field is produced. This field is concentrated by the beads into me wire which serves as a simple and 
economical RF choke. 

7 .3. Types of Magnets 

All magnets may be divided into (i) permanent magnets and 1 Ferrite Bead 

. ('-'---) �)' (ii) electromagnets. 
1. Permanent Magnets (PM) i 

� Fig. 7.1 
Once magnetised, they mainta.in their magnetic strength almost -· -· ·· �- • -

indefinitely. They are made of hard magnetic materials such as cobalt steel which is magnetised by 
induction in the manufacturing process. A very strong field is needed for mis purpose. When 
magnetising field is removed, cobalt steel retains most of 
its induced magnetism due to its very high retentivity. Other 
high-retentivity materials are alnico and permalloy etc., 
which are used in PM loudspeakers. As the name indicates, 
permanent magnets will last indefinitely if not subjected 
to high temperature, to physical shock or to a strong 
demagnetising field. Moreover, they do not get exhausted 
wim use. 

2. Electromagnets 
They cons.isl of a coil of wire wound over a soft iron 

core. When current is passed through me coil, i t  produces a 
magnetic field which magnetises the core into a bar magn.et wim 
polarities as shown in Fig. 7 .2. More current and more turns 
produce a stronger magnetic field which results in a stronger 
electromagnet. When current is switched off, field disappears 

( J 
s r N 

( ) 

Fig. 7.2 

A buzzer uses copper wires In Its 
electromagnets. 
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and the iron core is no longer a magnet. This ability of an electromagnet to provide a strong magnetic 
force of attraction that can be turned OFF and ON has found many applications in lifting magnets, 
buzzers, bells, horns, relays and magnetic circuit breakers etc. A relay is just a switch with contacts 
which are opened or closed by an electromagnet. Another application of electromagnets is in the 
magnetic tape recording. 

7 .4. Demagnetising or Degaussing 
Though magnetism is useful, still there are times when need arises to remove magnetism from 

certain objects. For example, wrist watches made of magnetic material will not keep correct tirn.e if 
they becom.e magnetised. Similarly, metal cutting tools such as drills and reamers become magnetised 
due to Earth's magnetic field and start attracting metal chips and filings. This causes them to become 
dull in due course of time. 

Such objects can be demagnetised by using a demagnetiser which consists o f  a multi-tum coil 
carrying alternating current When the objec t to be demagnetised is placed inside the coil, the alignment 
of its molecular magnets is destroyed by the alternating magnetic field of the demagnetiser. 

A permanent magnet may be de.magnetised by beating it to a high temperature or by hammering 
i t .  

7.5. Magnetic Shielding 
Tb.ere is no known shield against magnetism i.e., there is no material which does not allow 

magnetic flux to pass through it. In other words, there is no magnetic insulator. However, some 
materials have greater permeability than others. For example, 
iron allows magnetic flux to pass through more easily than air. 
This fact is made use of in protecting a certain object against 
the disturbing magnetic field of a nearby component. Suppose 
w e  want to protect or shield a meter from the unwanted mag 
netic field of  a neighbouring magnet or Earth's magnetic field. 
It can be done by surrounding the meter by a ring of soft iron 
or any other ferromagnetic material as shown in Fig. 7.3. The 
magnetic flux finds it easier to pass through th.e ring than air 
thereby causing no disturbance to th .e working of the meter. 
This action is called shielding. 

7.6. Magnetic Terms and Units 

Fig. 7:J 

Following terms are commonly used while discussing the subject of magnetism and 
electromagnetism. 

l. Magnetic Flux (�) 
The entire group of magnetic lines of force coming out of the N-pole of a magnet is called 

magnetic flux (Fig. 7.4). 
Unit. Unit of magnetic flux is weber 

(Wb). 
2. Flux Density (B) 
ll is given by the flux incident 

normally on a unit area . As shown in Fig. 
7.5, if a magnetic flux o f  (J> webers falls 
perpendicularly on an area of A m2, then flux 
density is given by 

B = -
A 

N s 

Fig. 7.4 

A 

<1>-- ---1 

<I> 
B=A 

Fig. 7.5 
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Unit. Obviously, the unit for flux density is weber/metre2 (Wblm2) which is also called Tesla 
(T). 

3. Magnetic Field Strength (H) 
It is also called intensity of magnetic field or (more commonly) magnetising force. As we 

know, each magnet has its own magnetic field consisting of lines of force which start from its N-pole, 
pass through the surrounding medium, re-enter the S-pole and complete their path from S to N-pole 
through the body of the magnet. When a magnetic material is placed in the magnetic field, it becomes 
magnetised whereas non-magnetic materials remain unaffected. 

The strength of a magnetic field at any 
point is measured by the force experienced by 
a N-pole of I Wb placed there. A uniform '. 
magnetic field is one whose strength remains 
the same everywhere (Fig. 7.7). It is repre- I 

--<-- H- --

sented by equally-spaced straight lines of flux. � Fig. 7.6 
Unit. The un.it of H is newton/weber ! . . 

(N/Wb). It is the same thing as an ampere/meter 
... _ ... . .  __ ... __ - . . 

(A/T) which is sometimes written as ampere-tum/meter (AT/m). 
4. Magnetising Force of a Solenoid 

I 

•• • • 

Fig. 7.7 
. ' . -· 

As shown in Fig. 7.7, if l is the length of the iron core, the value of magnetising force 
produced by the electromagnetic is 

5. Permeability 

NI H = - Alm or AT/m 
l 

I t  is the ability of a magnetic material to conduct magnetic flux through it. If it allows the flux 
to pass through more easily or readily, it is said to have greater permeability. The permeability of a 
substance is measured both in absolute terms and in relative terms with respect to vacuum (or 
approximately, air). 

(a) Absolute Permeability (µ) 
Suppose there is a uniform magnetic field of strength H established in air as shown in Fig. 7 .8. 

Further, suppose that a bar of a magnetic material, say, iron is placed in it as shown in Fig. 7.9. The 
iron bar gets magnetised by induction. Suppose, it develops a polarity of m weber. Then, induced flux 
developed by it is also m weber. The lines of induction flux emanate from its N-pole, go around and 
re-enter its S-pole and then continue from S -to N-pole within the magnet as shown in Fig. 7.9. 

Air 
Fig. 7.8 

.. --w ::::,,,, .. : ., .. 
: ;:tf- - -#i ':� 
: s <: -- _..>-

Fig. 7.9 Fig. 7.10 
• - • .. ---.-----··-·--;. ··- --·-.... ... •t 

These lines are seen to be in opposition to the lines of force of the main field H outside the 
magnet but in the same direction within it The resultant field is shown in Fig. 7.10. If <I> is the total 
flux• passing through the bar and A is its pole area, then flux density within the bar is 

<I> 2 B = - tesla or Wb/m 
A 

The absolute permeability of the bar is given by 
B flux density 

µ - - -- -H magnetising force 
• There are two fluxes : one due 10 H and the other due 10 induced magnetism. 
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Its unit is henry/metre (Him). 
Also, B = µ H tesla 
(b) Relative Permeability (µ,.) 

• 

The absolute permeabijjty of vacuum is denoted by � and has been allotted the value of 
41t x I o -7 Him .. Permeabilities of all other magnetic materials are expressed in terms of the absolute 
permeability of vacuum which has been selected (by mutual agreement) as the reference medium. 

Suppose a certain medium has an absolute permeability of µ. Then, its relative permeability 
(µ, ) i.e., perm.eability as compared to vacuum is given by 

µ absolute permeability of medium 

µ, = µ0 
= 

absolute permeability of vacuum 
Being a mere ratio of two similar quantities, it has no unit. 
Also µ = µoµ, 

As an example, suppose mild steel has a relative permeability µ, = 400. Then, its absolute 
penneability is given by 

µ = � µ, = 47t X 10-7 X 400 1-1/m 
= l61t x 10-5 Him 

It is universal practice to give relative permeabilities of various media since µ can always be 
found by multiplying µ, with � which is a universal constant. 

6. Retentivity 
II is the ability of a material to hold its magnetism after the magnetising force has been 

removed. Mate.rials having high retentivity make good permanent magnets. 
7. Hysteresis 
Suppose the exciting coil of an electromagnet is energised by a : 

source of alternating current (Fig. 7.11). As th.e current reverses its ! 
direction of flow through the coil, the flux also reverses its direction. 1 

Hence, the core also undergoes reversal of magnetisation. But it is 
f found that magnetisation of the core does not reverse as quickly as the 1 

reversal of flux i.e., the two are not in step with each other. This ! 
phenom.enon is called hysteresis and is due to the retentivity of the ! 

' • i 

-

' . 
a.c. source 
r--.. 
'-..;I 

Fig. 7.ll 
magnetic material of the core. ;,.. ......... ·--····-'"'"'--- ... _ �· . .  

on 
Hysteresis leads to net loss of energy which is called hysteresis loss. This loss depends directly 

(i) maximum flux density B,_ established in the core 
(it) frequency of reversal of magnetisation. 
8. Permeance 
It is the reciprocal of reluctance and resembles electrical conductance. Its unit is henry. 
9. Reluctivity 
It is specific reluctance and corresponds to electrical resistivity which is 'specific resistance'. 

7.7. Ohm's Law fOJ Magnetic Circuit 
In Fig. 7.12 (a) is shown a magnetic circuit having iron path only, whereas in Fig. 7.12 (b) 

there is a small air gap in the circuit. Like electric circuit, a magnetic circuit also has three quantities 
interconnected by a law similar to Ohm's law. 
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The three quantities are 
1. Magnetomotive force (MMF) 

It resembles voltage or electromotive force 
(EMF) in an electric circuit and is responsible for 
producing magnetic flux in a magnetic circuit. Its 
value is given by the product of current through 
the coil and its number of turns i.e., NJ. Its unit is 
ampere-tum*. 

2. Magnetic flux (Cl>) 

I 

,- I I I I Iron T I core I I _ _ _  I �--
flux 

L_. __ 
(a) 

I 

r - --I I I I I 
I I 
I I ---

Air Gap 
(b) 

Fig. 7.U -
It resembles current in an electric circuit. I t  consists of magnetic lines of force and its unit is 

weber. 
3. Reluctance (S) 

It resembles resistance in an electric circuit. It represents the opposition wbicb a core offers to 
the production of flux through it. Its value is 

• 

S = -1- =  l 
µA � µ,A 

Its unit is 'reciprocal' henry i.e., per henry. 
Ohm's law for magnetic circuit is 

mmf NI be flux = ---- = -we r 
re.luctance S 

NI weber = µ N Al weber = � µ, N A  1 weber - l Iµ A I I 
r , tplt . ,A n1ild-steel ring having a cross-sectional area of 5 cm2 and a 111ean circuniference 

of 40 c,11 has a coil of 200 run,s wound unifonnly around it. Calculate 
(I) rel11cta11ce of the ring 
(ii) current required ro produce a flux of 800 µ Wb in the ring. 
Take relative penneabiliry of 111ild-steel as 380. 

Solution. (i) l 
1 

0.4 
...,. = 1.675 x 106 henry-1 

µ0µ,A 4nx 10- x 380 x (5 x l0 ) 

(ii) Now, 

7 .8. Transformer 

� = !:f.!.. :. 800 X 10-6 = 20Q X / 
S l.675 X 106 

It is a static (or stationary) piece of apparatus that 
l. transfers el.ectric power from one circuit to another 

having mutual inductance with it. 
2. Does so without change of frequency. 
3. Does it by electromagneti.c induction. 
Constructionally, transformers may be eilher isolation 

transfo1IDers (with electrically-insulated primary and secondary 
windings) or autotransformers (with electrically-connected 
primary and secondary windings). The two are shown in Figs. 
7.13 and 7.14 respectively. 

• Strictly speaking, it should be ampere only because rum bas no units. 

:. 1 = 6.1 A 

Autotransformer. 
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The two-winding isolation trans
former may be further subdivided into 

( i) core type transformer ....... 
in which the windings surround a con
siderable part of the core ( Fig. 7.15). 

(i1) shell type transformer ....... . 
in which the core surrounds a consider
able part of the windings (Fig. 7.16). 

1/P 

Primary 

• . 

0/P 

Secondary 

Fig. 7.13 
. .  . . ' 

1/P � 

1 

Secondary 

Fig. 7.14 - . 

0/P 

As seen, core-type transformer is made up of a package of thin rectangular silicon steel 
laminations. Each lamination is coated with an insulating varnish and the total core pressed together. 
The primary and secondary windings are placed on each side of the common core (Fig. 7.15). 

' 
• 

• • . 
• ' 

•• •• 

Priai W;ftd.i� �, ng Secooc1ary 
Winding 

Core Type 
Fig. 7.15 
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-

� �lldai: 
JJldiog 

= 
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Shell Type 
Fig. 7.16 

• ... #" 

. 

. . ... - ·-··- .. 
The shell type construction also consists of similar laminations. The two windings are wound 

in layers and fit over the centre section of the core as shown in Fig. 7. 16. 
Functionally, the transformers used in electronic circuits can be classified according to the 

frequency range over wbi.ch they operate such as 
1. Audio Frequency (AF) Transformers 
They are designed to operate over the 

audio frequency (AF) range of20 Hz to 20 kHz, 
have laminated core and are usually smaller than 
power transformers. They are primarily used for """:,,,!.I 

impedance matching and, in some cases, for • 
.voltage amplification. Two such typical ----.::� 
transformers are shown in Fig. 7 .17. Such 

' 

(o'---
transformers are usually designated according to Fig. 7.17 

' 
-

1 11 � 

their applications as input or output transformer, ·· -
microphone transformer, modulation transformer and interstage transformer etc. Usually, they are 
rated by their primary and secondary impedances and current-carrying capability. 

2. Radio Freqoency (RF) Transformers 
They are designed to operate at high frequencies (above audio range) and are refe.rred to either 

as intermediate frequency (IF) transformers or radio frequency transformers. They may have air core 
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or ferrite core (mostly adjustable). Most o f  the RF transfonners have eith.er one or both of the windings 
tuned i.e., in conjunction with capacitor, they fonn a resonant circuit which works best at one particular 
frequency . 

• 

3. Power Transformers 

Fig. 7.18 . . 

Usually, they have laminated core and have one primary winding but several secondary windings 
insulated from each other ( Fig. 7.18). They are commonly used in the power supply of electronic 
equipment and provide various ac voltage necessary for the production of de voltages. Typical 
transformers of this type are shown in Fig. 7 .18. 

7. 9. Transformer Working ,, 
r Fl <I> tu --"- - - - -,,..... -- - -- -:-. I 1 I -

Ii 
Consider the core-type transformer shown in Pig. 

7 .19. It consists of two highly inductive coils which are ; v RL 
I 

I N, N2 : -
electrically separate but magnetically linked through an 

Pri ndary 
iron core of low reluctance. The two coils possess high ; mary I I I I Seco 

' - - - - - --!, - - - - - - -
mutual inductan.ce. If one coil is connected to source of Core 
alternating voltage, an alternating flux is set up in the Fig. 7.19 
laminated core most of which is linked with th.e other -· -�· ·----- -
coil. Hence, mutually-induced voltage is  produced in the second coil. If the second coil circuit is  
closed, a current flows in its and so electric energy is transferred (entirely magn.etically) from th.e first 
coil to the second coil. The first coil in which electric energy i s  fed is  called primary winding and the 
other from which energy is drawn out is called secondary winding. Whether secondary voltage V 2 is 
more or less than primary voltage VI depends on the tum ratio of the transformer. It is  found that 

V2 N2 - = -
v. N1 

If N2 > N
I
' then V

2 
> V

1 
and the transformer is called step-up transformer, since it steps up the 

input primary voltage. If N2 < N., then V2 < V
1 

and the transformer is called step-down transformer. 
Voltage transformation ratio (K) of a transformer is given by  V.jV

1• 

. . .  V2 N2 
K = - = -

V. N1 
or 

As seen, voltage transformation ratio equals the tum ratio. 
Assuming an ideal transformer and equal power factor for both windings, 

• . .  

input power = output power 
V/ 1 = V2 12 
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It is obviously from the above that a transformer which is step- up for vol.tage is srep-downfor 
current. If voltage is increased five times, current becomes one-fifth because output power has to 
equal the input power (in an ideal case). It means that current ratio is reciprocal of voltage ratio. 

Suppose, we have transformer with N
1 

= 100 andN
2 
=600. Let V1 

=200 V and /
1 
= 3 A. Then, 

N 600 
K = N� 

= 
JOO 

= 6; V
2

= KV
1

= 6 x 200 = 1200 V 

1
2 = I/K =3l6 = 0.5 A 

It is seen that secondary voltage is 6 times the primary voltage but, at the same time, secondary 
current is one-sixth of the primary current. 

P
i 

= 200 x 3 = 600 W; P
2 

= 1200 x 0.5 = 600 W 
As seen, the two powers are equal. 
It is worth noting that whatever the actual value of primary and secondary volts, the voltage/ 

tum is the same in both windings. In the above case 
Primary volts/tum = 200/100 = 2 V; Secondary volts/tum = 1200/600 = 2 V 
The two values are equal even though V1 and V

2 
are themselves unequal. 

7.10. Transformer Impedance 
Each transformer winding has its own resistance, inductive reactance and hence impedance. 
As shown in Fig. 7 .20, 

Primary impedance, Z1 = JR� + X � ; Secondary impedance, 2i = J Ri + X; 
Another very interesting thing about these impedances is that they assume different values 

when viewed.from the other winding. For 
example, when Z2 is viewed from 
primary winding, it assumes a value Zi' 
= 2i I /(l. But, when Z1 is viewed from v 
secondary, it appears to have a value of 
Z1' = /(lz1• This fact is made use of in the 
working of an impedance-matching 
transformer (Art. 7.14). 

I 

, 1, .. ' .. • . 
R, x, 

Primary 

Core 
' •2 
.. .... " . .. - - Xi - - R2 - -- -

Secondary 

Fig. 7.20 

Example 7.2. A power transformer has JOO primary turns and 600 secondary turns. If • 
primary voltage is 120 V andfull-load primary current is 12 A. find secondary 

(i) voltage V2 and (ii) current 12
• 

Solution. Here K = N/N
1 

= 600/100 = 6 
(i) V2 =KV1 = 6 x  120= 720V; (ii) 12 = 1/K= 12/6 = 2 A  
Example 7:J. A low-voltage soldering rod taking 40 A at 12 V is to be operated from the 

secondary of a 240 V transformer. Calculate 
(i} tum ratio of the transformer and (i1) primary current. 

. V. 12 I Solution. (I) ..1. = - = -
\1i 240 20 

. . . 

Obviously, it is a step-down transformer having K = 1no 

(ir) I 
. 

1, = Kl2 
= - x 40 = 2A 

20 
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7 . 1 1 . Con a Transformer Operate on DC ? 

A transformer cannot operate on a steady or unchanging de voltage such as that of a battery. It 
requires a voltage which rises and falls. Since an ac voltage not only changes its magnitude but its 
direction as weU (Fig. 7.21), it is used to operate the transformers. 

However, a transformer will operate from de voltage if this voltage also undergoes changes. 
Transformers used for audio amplifiers 
work on pulsating de voltage (Fig. 7.22). 
Mai.n thing which causes the transformer + 
to work is the change in voltage. rt is 
immate.rial whether the voltage changes o ,__-+- - +- - -+- - -.  
from positive to negative values as in 
Fig. 7.21 or from positive to zero values 
as in Fig. 7 .22 (it could, in fact, be from 
minus to zero values as well). 

7. 12. RF Shielding 

• 

Fig. 7.21 . .. .. . .. •- ,;- - Fig. 7.22 

Coils are often encased in a metal cover, usually of copper or aluminium, i.n order to protect 
them from external varying flux of RF currents. Otherwise, unwanted eddy currents would be 
induced in them. Purpose of RF shielding is different from magnetic shielding (Art. 7 .5) which 
protects against steady flux only. The shield cover not only isolates the coil from external varying 
magnetic fields but also minimizes the effect of coiJ's own RF currents on other external circuits. 

7.13. Autotransformer 

It is a transformer with one winding only, part of it being common to both primary and secondary. 
Here, primary and secondary are not electrically isolated from each other as is the case in a 2 -
winding transformer. However, its theory and operation are similar to that of a 2-winding transformer. 
Because of one winding, it is compact, efficient and cheaper . 
• •• 

•• V2 
v. 

Load 
-::i -

v, ' 
,t: 

'• I I 

(a) 
Fig. 7.23 . . � . ·'·--·· -- ... ......... 

-::i '1 -• 
,t: 

'1 

(b) 

-. - ---.. -.. 

T 
V2 

l 

. ,. . . ..... 
Fig. 7 .23 (a) shows a step-up a utotransformer whereas Fig. 7 .23 (b) shows a step-down type. 

As with other transformers, this step-up or step-down ratio depends on the tum ratio between the 
primary and secondary. Fig. 7 .24 shows an audio output stage of an automobtle radio that uses a step
down a utotransformer. 

Such a transformer is also used as an adjustable transformer for both stepping up or stepping 
down the input voltage (Fig. 7.25). It is often used for a light dimmer or for adjusting power to a radio 
transmitter. 
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r 
+ � Speaker 

Fig.7.24 .. 
Example 7.4. 

3 00 V  

240 V 

180 V 

220V 120 V Input 

60V 

o v  

Fig. 7.25 . 
High-voltage 

transmission line 

0-300 V 
Output 

The primary and sec
ondary voltages of an 
autotransformer are 
500 V and 400V 
respectively. Show on 
a diagram, the current 
distribution in the 
transformer if second
ary current is 100 A. 

Power 
plant 

Step-up 
transformer 

Step-<lown 
transformer 

12 000 V 240 000 V 8 000 V 240 V 
TronsfOfmers ploy on Important role In the transmission ot electrtc power. 

Solution. K = V/V
t 

400/500 = 0.8 0- -
80

._
A _ _ -

, 
Here, 100 A -given 

Kl2 
0.8 x LOO = 80 A 

As seen, current in the common portion of the 
winding i s  20 A. Circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 7.26. 

7.14. Impedance Matching 

500V 

80 A  

IOOA 

IOOA For maximum transfer of power from one circuit 
to another the two should have equal impedances (Art. 
4.9). If they do not have equal impedances, a transformer 
with suitable turn ratio can be used to achieve this 

Fig. 7.26 " --.. . . 

f 
400 V 

! 

impedance match. In electronic circuitry, it often becomes necessary to connect a circuit of high 
output impedance to one of low input impedance*. What it really means is that a certain circuit 
working at a high voltage but low cwrent (hence high impedance) has sometime to be coupled to 
another circuit which requires lower voltages but higher current (hence low impedance). If two such 
circuits are coupled directly, energy transfer will not be maximum. In such cases, a transformer is 
used as an impedance-matching device because it can do the job of increasing or decreasini th.e 
voltages and currents very efficiently. 

Suppose a circuit of output impedance 300 n is to be coupled to a circuit of input impedance 
3 n. The tum-ratio (N/N1) of the transformer should be such that when 3 n impedance in its secondary 

• Usually. a higher-voltage low-cwrent circuit is called a high impedance circuit. while a low-voltage higher-current 
one is referred to as low-impedance circuit 
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is viewed by its primary, it should appear as 300 n. Now, when viewed from primary side, a 3 n 

resistance is seen as equal to 3/ KC2 (Art. 7 .9). 

Hence, for equal matching ..2- = 300 
Kl 

K = JttlQO = 1110 N2 I .·. - = -
Ni 10 

It m.eans that secondary turns should be one-tenth the primary turns. Often, autotransformers 
are also used for impedance matching purpose. 

Example 7.5. A transformer is required 1-0 match the 400 n output impedance of a transistor 
power a,nplifier to a 4 n speaker coil. What should be the rum ratio? 

Solution. Obviously, the transformer primary would be fed from the amplifier whereas the 
secondary would be connected to the speaker. 

K = .JZ2 /Z1 = J4/400 = 1/10 :. N2 /N1 = 1/10 

CONVENTIONAL PROBLEMS . --.- ._ . - ,. -as., -.. _,..,_.....,..._.....,.�-.. - ...... 
J. A coil of 500 turns and resistance 20 n is wound uniformly on an iron ring of mean circumference 50 cm and cross-sectional area 4 cm2

• It is connected to a 24 V de supply. Under these conditions, the relative permeability of iron is 800. Calculate the values of 
(a) mmf of the coil (b) magnetising force 
(c) total flux in iron core (d) reluctance of the iron ring 

[(a) 6000 AT (b) 1200 ftJ/m (c) 0.483 mWb (d) 1.24 x lo' H·1] 

2. A magnetic circuit consists of an iron ring of mean circumference 80 cm with cross-sectional area 12 cm2 throughout. A current of 2 A in the magnetising coil of 200 turns produces a total flux of 1.2 mWb in the iron. Calculate 
(1) flux density in iron 
(i1) absolute and relative permeability of i.ron 

(iii) reluctance of the circuit [(a) l. Tor Wb/m1 (b) 0.002, 1590 (c) 3.33 x lOS henry-1] 
3. A step-down transformer with a voltage step-down ratio of 20 has 6 V across 0.3 n secondary. Calculate (1) secondary current and (ii) primary current [(i) 20 A {ii) l A) 
4. A step-down transformer with IO : I tum ratio is connected to 220 V, 50 Hz ac supply mains 

(a) What is the frequency of secondary voltage ? 
(b) How much is secondary voltage ? 
(c) If secondary load is 100 a, what is the secondary current and primary current ? Assun1c 100 per cent efficien�y. [(a) SO lb (b) 22 V (c) 0.22 A ; 0.022 A] 

SELF EXAMINATION QUESTIONS --�--··--- -�- - �-- . I ; • 

A. Fill in the blanks with most appropriate 
word (s) or numerical value (s). 

1. Even though wood is a non-magnetic material, ii allows magnetic ......... to pass through. 
2. Ferromagnetic malerials/bave high value of relative ............ . 
3. Alnico is used for making permanent magnets because it bas high ............ . 
4. Ceramic maierial which bas ferromagnetic properties of iron is called .......... 

s. Unit of magnetic flux density is ............. . 
6. Ratio of B and H is called .................. perme-ability. 
7. UnJt of magneto-motive force is ......... . 
8. .. ........... is reciprocal of reluctance. 
9. An autotransformer bas only ................... .. winding. 

10. An impedance-matching transformer couples two circ.uits of unequal ...... .. ... . 
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B. Answer True or False 

1. Cobalt is a ferromagnetic material. 
2. Gold is diamagnetic whereas si Iver is paramagnetic. 
3. Ferrites have permeability of less than one. 
4. Cobalt steel is ideal for making electromagnets. 
5. Demagnetising means the same thing as degaussing. 
6. All transformers work on the principle of muwal inductance. 
7. In autotransformers, electric energy is tran�ferred to secondary only by induction. 
8. Transformers can be used for coupling a highoutpu I impedance circuit to a tow-input impedance circuil but not vice-versa. 

C. Multiple Choice Items 
I. A permanenl magnet will not attracl 

(a) stee.l (b) nickel 
(c) alum.inium (d) copper 

2. Magnets made of low-retentivity but high permeability iron are called 
(a) electromagnets 
(b) permanent magnelS 
(c) weak magneis 
(d ) one-pole magnets 

3. The unit of magnetising force is 
(a) ampere/metre (b) newton 
(c) testa (d) ampere 

4. Working of a transformer essentially depends on 
(a) self-inductance 
(b) mutual inductance 
(c) magnetic circui1 (d) magnetic flux 

5. Radio frequency transformers often employ aircore coils in order to 
(a) elimina1e core loss 
(b) reduce coil weight 

ANSWERS-·---= -· ··-

A. Fill In the blanks 

.. -

(c) cut initial cost 
(d) eliminate winding labour 

6. A transformer bas 1000 primary Wms and 500 secondary turns. If primary voliage is 200 V, secondary voltage would be ......... volt. (a) 400 (b) LOO 
(c) 800 (d) 50 

7. If a 5 : I step-down audio transformer has a primary cu.rrent of20 mA, the secondary currem would be .............. mA. 
(a) 4 
(c) 100 

(b) 500 
(d) 0.8 

8. Basic requirement for the operation of a transformer is that ilS input primary voltage must be (a) alternating (b) sinuso.idal 
(c) changing (d) pulsating 

9. If a circuit of output impedance 400 n is to be coupled to a circuit of input impedance 4 n, its primary to secondary wm ratio should be 
(a) 1/10 (b) 10 
(c) I 00 (d) 1/100 

10. RF shielding of a coil is primarily meant to protect it from external 
(a) electric fields· (b) magnetic fie.Ids (c) varying magnetic fields 
(d) dust and heat 

Ll. An autotransformer consists of 200-turn winding connected to 200 V ac supply mains. Forgetting 24 V output, the winding should be tapped at tum number 
(a) 24 
(c) 100 

(b) 12 
(d) 72 

12. The main purpose of laminating a transformer core is to decrease its 
(a) electrical resistance 
(b) reluctance 
(c) eddy current loss 
(d) hysteresis loss 
- �--

1. flux 2. permeability 3. retentivity 4. ferrite 5. tesla 
6. absolute 7. ampere 8. permeance 9. one 10. impedances 

B. True or False 1. T 2. F 3. F 4. F 5. T 6. T 7. F 8. F 
C. Multlple Choice Items 1. d 2. a 3. a 4. b 5. a 6. b 7. C 8. C 9. b 10. C 

11. a 12. C 



A.C. 

Fundamentals 

8.1 . Introduction 

S 
o far we have considered direct current (de) which is 
produced by a voltage source whose terminals have 
fixed polarity i.e., whose poles do not change their 

polarity with time. Hence, they provide a current whose 
direction flow does not change with time. However, this direct 
current may be steady (constant in value as in Fig. 8.1 (a) or 
fluctuating (pulsating as in Fig. 8.1 (b) or may be interrupted 
into short pulses as shown in Fig. 8.1 (c). Main point is that its 
direction of flow remains the same i.e., from the positive 
terminal of the voltage source to its negative terminal. 
Examples of voltage sources are : elecbic cell, battery and 
d.c. generators etc. 

Alternating current (a.c.) is produced by a voltage 
source whose terminal polarity keeps alternating (or reversing) 
with time. What was the positive terminal at one instant 
[Fig. 8.2 (a)) becomes negative terminal some time later and 
what was negative terminal at one instant [Fig. 8.2 (b)) becomes 
positive te.rminal at some other instant? 

As a result of constantly-reversing polarity of voltage 
source, the direction of current flow in the circuit also keeps 
reversing as shown in Fig. 8.2. In addition to  reversing its 
direction, current keeps changing in  value with time-from 
zero to maximum in one direction and back to zero and then 
from zero to  maximum in the opposite direction and again 

l .  Introduction 
2. Types of Alternating 

Waveforms 
3. The Basic AC 

Generator 
4. Some Definitions 
5. Characteristics of a 

Sine Wave 
6. Audio and Radio 

Frequencies 
7. Different Values of 

Sinusoidal Voltage and 
Current 

8. Phase of on AC 
9. Phase Difference 
10. Vector Representation 

of an Alternating 
Quantity 

1 1 .  AC through Pure 
Resistance Only 

12. AC through Pure 
Inductance Only 

13. AC through Pure 
Capacitance Only 

14. Non-Sinusoidal Wave
forms 

15. Harmonics 
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1 101-- - - - -- - - -

back to zero. It is obvious that an alternating voltage source 
will cause an alternating current. 

: t 
: � s 

o.__ _ _  _.__ _ __._ _ _  ___. _  
5 10 15 ms 
- +• Tune 

(a) 

It may be noted in passing that 'a.c. • electricity is 
not 'better' than 'd.c.' electricity as some people feel. 
Alternating voltages and currents have their own fields of 
application which d.c. does not have and vice-versa. Any 
way, it is important lo keep in mind that a.c. does not replace 
d.c. A.C. is commonly used in electronic circuits most of 
which are, however, controlled by d.c. voltages. 

, '  
I! 
&. 
� 

The most common source of alternating voltage is 
the alternator or a.c. generator. 

f 

0 ' 

J 
" 

I! 

J 
i s  ... 

• ' 
; 0 ' • 

-+� Time ms 
(b) 

ms 

AC 
Voltage 
Source 

, ........... -

+ 

-

" . ... : 

I I 

+ R _,,..., t + 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 8.2 . . .... , .  ·••11-· - ·- - � . 

j cc> 8.2. Types of Alternating Waveforms 

R 

I --� . . . -
�ig. __ 8·� . . The alternating voltages and currents can have 

different waveforms or wave-shapes as shown in Fig. 8.3. These waveforms are obtained by plotting 
the instant aneous values of voltage or current as , 
ordinate against time as abscissa. , + v 

Pig. 8.3 (a) shows a sine wave because it is 
obtained by plotting a sine function. Fig. 8.3 (b) 
depicts a triangular waveform whereas Fig. 8.3 (c) 
shows a square waveform and Fig. 8.3 (d) illustrates 
a complex waveform. Another point worth noting is 
that alternating quantities may or may not be 
symmetrical i.e., their positive and negative, halves 
may or may not be identical. AU the waveforms 
shown in Fig. 8.3 represent different types of . 
alternating voltages which are symmeoical. 

Since sinusoidal a.c. i.e., an a.c. 
having sine waveform is most important, 
we will discuss it in some detail. But it 
should be noted that a waveform may be 
sinusoidal but not symmetrical and vice
versa. Fig. 8.3 (a) - shows a waveform 
which is  both sinusoidal and 
symmetrical. However, the waveforms 

i 
t 

. 
0 

.- V 

J 
I +V 

0 
- V  

- 1 

(a) 

-1 
(c) 

� • 

+V 
0 

- V  

(b) 

+V 
0 

-t 
- V  

(d) 

Fig. 8.3 ···"· .. ,• .,., 

i 
t 

shown in Fig. 8.4 are sinusoidal but non- (a) Fig. 8.4 (b) 
symmeoical. In Fig. 8.4 (a), negative half -· .. .. •. , • . • 
is different from the positive half and in Fig. 8.4 (b), the negative half has been completely suppressed. 
Such an a.c. is  called half-wave rec-tified a.c. (Art. 16.6). 
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8.3. The Basic AC Generator 
Such a rotary generator is schematically shown in Fig. 8.5. It consists of a pivoted loop arma

ture having two coil sides A -Band C-D which rotate with uniform velocity through a uniform station
ary magnetic field o f  
horse-shoe magnet. As the 
armature coils cut the 
magnetic  flux, an al
ternating voltage is in
duced in them according 
to Faraday's Laws of Elec
tromagnetic Induction. 
The magnitude of this 
voltage depends (among 
other factor) on the rate at 
which flux is cut by the 
coil sides. This a.c. voltage 
is taken out from the 
armature coil via sliprings 
and brushes (not shown in 

(a) 

N 

s 

a =  0° 

v = O  

0 

the figure) for driving current through an external load. 

A 

0 
s 

9 = 90° 

(b) 
v = V

mu 

Fig. 8.S 

The coil has been assumed to rotate in the anticlockwise direction in Fig. 8.5. 

Magnet 

Carbon 
brushes 

I .  When the armature coil lies in the 
horizontal plane, maximum flux with it but 
its rate of flu,c. cutting (i.e., d¢>/dt) is zero. It 
is so because as the two sides A-B and C-D 
just start moving upwards and downwards 
respectively, they slide along or move paral
lel to the flux Lines. They, in fact, just rub 
along the lines of flux without cutting them. 
Hence, induced voltage v at that instant is 
zero. We will take this horizontal position of 
the coil as the 8 = 0 position [Fig. 8.5 (a)]. 

A basic AC generator. 2. As the coil rotates further up, rate 
of flux cutting increases till it becomes maxi 

mum when 8 = 90° as shown in Fig. 8.5 (b). Hence, the induced voltage at 8 = 90° bas 
maximum value of V max· 

3. As the coil rotates further, v starts decreasing sinusoidally till it again becomes zero when 
8 = 180°. At this stage, coil has turned through half the circle and the induced voltage has 
gone through half the cycle. 

4. As the coil turns through the remaining half circle i.e., from 180° to 360°, the induced 
voltages undergoes similar changes in magnitude except that its polarity is reversed. The 
voltage v has a maximum value of V nuu at 270° and zero at 360°. In this way, the coil 
completes one full tum which corresponds to 360° of rotation and is the equivalent of one 
cycle of the output voltage. 

The process of voltage generation is more clearly shown in Fig. 8.6. Since voltage generated 
in the two sides of the coil are equal (though opposite in polarity), we may consider only one coil side 
say, A-B, to explain the above process. lnitiaJJy, coil side A-B is assumed to be positioned at point E. 
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(ii) I,. = 141.4 A . .. I - Im - 141.4 - 100 A - Ji - Ji -
(iii) 1

0
, = 0.637 Im = 0.637 X 141.4 = 90 A 

8. 1 O. Vector Representation of an Alternating Quantity 
A sinusoidally alternating voltage or current can be graphically represe.nted by counter-clock

wise rotating vector provided it satisfies tbe following conditions : 
I. its length is equal to the peak value (even rms value will do) of the alternating quantity, 
2. it is in the horizontal position at tbe same instant when tbe alternating quantity is zero and 

is increasing positively, 
3. its angular velocity is such that it completes one revolution in the same time as ta.ken by 

the alternating quantity to complete one cycle. 
In Fig. 8. 16 {a) is shown a sinusoidal current wave Lagging behind tb.e alternating voltage wave 

V 

I 
I 

o ----��� 
I 

I 
I 

/ 

(a) 

I 
\ 
\ 

Fig. 8.16 

o.-.------+v) 900 

I 

(b) 

by 90°. The same fact has been shown 
vectorially in Fig. 8.16 (b). Here, vector 
OV represents nns value of the voltage 
which is ta.ken as the reference quantity. 
Similarly, vector OJ represents rms. value 
of the alternating current which lags behind 
the voltage by 90°. Both vectors are sup
posed to be rotating in th.e counter-clock
wise direction at the same angular velocity 
co as that of the two alternating quantities. 

8. 1 1 . AC through Pure Resistance Only 

_ , 
I> V 

' ' R 
0 

I 

ll i.s found that when a sinusoidal 
voltage is applied across a pure ohmic 
resistance, it produces a sinusoidal current 

(1) which is in phase with the volt
age as shown in Fig. 8.17, both 
graphically and vectorially; 

(ii) whose rms value is given by/ 
= VIR. v=V m sin 9 

lf f 1 (a) Fig. 8.17 the equation o the applied vo t- .. •. -
age is v = V'" sin 8, then equation of the current is i = I

,. 
sin 8. 

The power wasted in the circuit in the form of heat is P = PR 
where / is the r.m.s. value of the current 

V 

I ,, 
-+ 9 

(b) 

In general, it should be noted that potential drop 11 (1) across a resistor R is direclly proportional 
to the current i (1) in it Hence, as shown in Pig. 8.18, 

V (1) = R .  i (1) :. i(I) = v(t) 
R 

and power p (t) = v (t).i (t} 
Here, 11 (1) and i (1) indicate the instantaneous values of time-varying 

voltage and current respectively which may have any wave form. 

8. 12. AC through Pure Inductance Only 
When a sinusoidally alternating voltage is appli.ed across a pure induc

tive coil of inductance L, it produces a sinusoidal current 

j--v(t)-+j 
+ R 

i(t) 

Fig. 8.18 ·-
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(i) whose nru value is 
V V 

I = - = -- -
XL 2rr. f L 

(ii) which lags behind the appli.ed voltage by 90° as shown in Fig. 8. 19. 
If V = Vm Sin 8 
then i = Im sin (8-rr./ 2) 
It is found that power absorbed by this 

�v 
1 ! W/ 

L 

V 

' coil is zero. It may be noted that when current 
in a coil changes, the magnetic flux linked with 
it also changes thereby producing an induced 
voltage v (t) in it (Fig. 8.20). This voltage is 
proportional to the rate of change of current if 
permeability of the coil core is constanL The 
constant of proportionality is called the 
inductance of the coil 

I O '--+-.-'i-"'80>"4=2.:.:700
c.....

3(,()o.,,.,.. 

'----l'"\.,1-----' 

Fig. 8.19 

8. 13. AC through Pure Capacitance Only 
When a sinusoidal voltage is applied across a pure capacitor,it 

produces a sinusoidal current 
(I) whose magnitude is given by 

V V 
I =  - =- - = roVC 

\ 

--+ 8 

(b) 

L 

i(I) 

Xe 1/roC 
(ii) which leads the applied voltage by 90° as shown in Fig. 8.21. Fig. 8.20 

Hence, if v = V m sin 8, then current is 
given by 

zero. 

i = Im sin (8 + 7t/2) 
Power absorbed by such a capacitor is 

It may be noted that potential difference 
v between the terminals of a capacitor is 
directly proportional to the charge q on iL The 
constant of proportionality is the capacitance 
of the capacitor. As seen from Fig. 8.22, 

. . . 

dq dv 
q (t) = C. v(t) ; i (t) = dt 

= C di 

C 

v=Vm sin 8 
(a) 

y 

0 900 

\ 
\ 

I 
I 

--+ 8 

Fig. 8.21 (b) 

i,,. 
I 

I 

2n 

v(t) = � Ji .dt; p(t) = vi = Cv � 
dt 

Example 8.4. 1wo capacitors of 60 µF and 30 µFare connected in 
series. Find the circuit current when this combination is connected across 
50 Hz. 200 V supply mains. 

j- v(l) ---+j 

Solution. The equivalent capacitance of the combination is 

C = 
C1 x C2 = 

30 x 60 = 20 µF 
C1 + �  30 + 60  

X = I = I = 159 n c 2 7t f C 21t X 50 X 20 X I 0-6 

+ �- --� 
C 

i(t) 

Fig. 8.22 
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. . . I = 200 / I 59 = 1.26 A 
Example 8.S.A voltage given by v(t) = JOO sin OOl is applied across a resistoro/20 0. Find (a) 

current i(t) (b) power p(t) and (c) average power. Draw the sketches. 
Solution 

(a) 
. ( )  v(t) 100 si.n O>t 5 • 
I t = - = ---- = SID cot 

R 20 
(b) instantaneous power is given by 

p (t) = v (t ).i (t) = (100 sin 0> t) (5 sin 0> t) = 500 sin2 mt 

(c) The average power is = 500(2 = 250 W. 
The sketches are shown in Fig. 8.23. 
Example 8.6. A sinusoidal voltage v (t) = 200 sin 1 ()()() t is applied across a pure inductive 

coil of inductance L = 0.02 H. Detennine current i(t) (b) instant power p(t) and (c) average power 
consumed by the coil. Also draw their waveforms. 

Solution. 

(a) i (t) = ..!. Jv dJ = 1 J200 sin 1000 r dt 
L 0.02 

100 V 

t 
V 

-IOOV 

S A  

t 
V 0 

- S A  

SOOW 

t 
p 

0 11/2 

= 
200 

(- cos 1000 1 )= _ lOcos 1000 t 
0.02 1000 

200V 

-200 V 

IOA 

(b) t 0 
V 

2,, 
.. (I)! 

-IOA 

IOOOW 

(c) t 
p 0 

-1000 W 
I " 311/2 1t 

Fig. 8.23 Fig. 8.24 

(I)! 

1t 
rot 
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Its wave form is shown in Fig. 8.24 (b). 
(b) p (t) = V (I). i (I) 

= (200 Sin 1()()() I )  X (- 10 COS 1000 I) 
= - 200 sin 1000 I.COS 1000 t 

I 
= - 2000 x 

2 
sin 2000 t = - 1000 sin 2000 t 

As seen from Fig. 8.24 (c), average power is zero. 
Note. sin x cos x = l /2 sin 2x. 

Example 8.7. A sinusoidal voltage v(t) = 200 sin JOO() tis applied across a pure capacitor of 
100 µF. Find (a) current i (z) (b) charge q (t) and (c) power p(t). Draw their sketches. 

Solution. 

(a) i (t) = C dv = C !!._ (200 sin 1000 t) 
dt dt 

= 100 x lo-6 (200 x 1000 cos 1000 I)= 20 cos 1000 t amperes 
The sketch is shown in Fig. 8.25 (b ). 
(b) q (t) = C.v (t)  = 100 x lo-6 x 200 sin 10001 = 0.02 sin 1000 t coulomb. 
It is sketched in Fig. 8.25 (c). 

(c) p (t) =vi= 200 sin 1000 t x 20 cos 1000 t 

= 200 x 20 x .!. sin 2000 t = 2000 sin 20001 watt. 
2 

It is shown in Fig. 8.25 (d). l1 is obvious that net powe.r consumed by the capacitor over one 
cycle is zero. 

V 

200 V 

- 200V 

q 
0.02 C 

--0.02 C 

.. 

(a) 

(C) 
Fig. 8.25 

20 A  

-20 A 

p 
2000W 

rot 

(b) 

21t 01--1--1---1--.....;;.;.;.._-
Jt rot 

- 2 000  W 

(d) 
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8. 14. Non-Sinusoidal Waveforms 
The sine wave is considered the basic waveform because it is the one produced by alternators and 

electronic oscillators. Moreover, it is the only waveform which will produce a single frequency current 
from a single-frequency voltage when applied to res.istive, inductive or capacitive load. The waves 
deviating from the standard sine or cosine W?Ve are treated as distorted waves, they are called non
sinusoidal waveforms like the triangular and square waveforms shown in Fig. 8.3 (b) and (c) respec
tively and find many applications in electronic circuits. In the case of non- sinusoidal waveforms, 

I. it is common practice to designate peak-to-peak value instead of peak value only because 
they generally have unsymm.etrical peaks; 

2. usually no angles are shown along the horizontal axis as is usually done in the case of sine 
waves. Instead, only time period is indicated; 

3. the two half cycles may be non-symmetrical either in amplitude or time or both. 
Non-sinusoidal waveforms are also called complex waveforms. A non-sinusoidal voltage may 

produce a current waveform similar to its own when load is resistive but i t  will not do so if load is 
either capacitive or inductive. 

Example 8.8. A non-sinusoidal currenz having the wavefonn shown in Fig. 8.26 is passed 
through a pure inductance of 5 m.H. Sketch the voltage wavefonn v(t). 

12  A 30V 

2 
0 

2 4 6 8 

-12A - 3 0 V  -

(a) (b) 

Fig. 8.26 
Solution. For finding values of v(I) at different instants, we will use the equation 

di v(I) = L -
dt 

Let us first find the average value of dildt during different time intervals. 
(a) Between O and 2 ms 

di 12 - 0  
= 6 x  103 A/s average 

dt _ 3 

(b) Between 2 and 4 ms 
2 x  10-

di O = O average di - 2 X I 0 -J 
(c) Between 4 and 6 ms 

di average 
dt 

(d) Between 6 and 8 ms 
di average - = O 
di 

(e) Between 8 and JO ms 
di average -
dt 

- 1 2  - <12> = - 12x  t<>3 A/s - 2 X 10- J  

O - (- 12) = 6 X 103 A/s - 2 x 10 -3 

10 ms t 
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5. lwo alternating currents are given by 
i1 = 50sin( 314t + : )  
,2 = 20sin (3 14 1 - :) 

Find their phase difference. Which of the two currents leads the other ? 
SELF EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
A. Fill in the blanks by most appropriate word (s) 

or numerical value (s). 
I. A train of sine waves which contains 50 positive peaks and 50 negative peaks per second has a frequency of ......... Hz. 2. The polarity of an ac waveform reverses every ....... cycle. 3. Tbetimeperiodofasinewaveofl kHz is ......... . millisecond. 4. For a sinusoidal ac voltage of peak value 100 V, the rms value is ............ V. 5. For a sinusoidal ac voltage of rms value 70.7 V. the p-p value is ............. V. 6. The ac current drawn by a capacitor ........... the applied voltage by 90°. 7. Higher the frequency of the ac current ........... . the reactance offered by a capacitor. 8. Complex waveforms can be formed by adding ......... 10 the fundamental frequency. 
9. Frequencies which are .......... multiple of the fundamcncal frequency are called harmonics. 10. Net power consumed by a pure inductive coil or pure capacitor is .............. . B. Answer True or False I. Sine wave has been adopted universally as a standard waveform because it is easy 10 produce. 2. A waveform can be sinusoidal but nonsymmetrical and vice-versa. 3. One complete cycle of a waveform contains two alternations which may not be identical. 
4. A frequency of 15 kHz lies in the audiofrequency range. 5. Average value of a sinusoidal ac is slightly greater than its rms value. 6. Greater the capacitance of a capacitor, 

ANSWERS ----: -. • -.ai • • .... 

A. FIii In the blanks 
1. 50 2. half 7. greater 8. harmonics 

B. True or False 
1. F 2. T 3. T 

c. Multiple Choice Items 
1. a,f 2.b 3. a 

3.one 9. integral 
4. T 5.F 

4.a 5. d. 

higher the rcactance it offers to an alternating voltage. 
7. A non-sinusoidal waveform consists of a fundamental frequency plus its harmonics. 8. A square waveform can be built up from sinusoidal waveforms of different frequencies. 9. Only sinusoidal voltage produces a sinusoidal current in any type of load. 10. When hannonics of a fundamental sine wave are added to it, we get a complex wave. C. Multiple Choice I terns I. An ac current given by i = 14.14 sin (ro / + 71'/6) has an rms value of ............ amperes (a) 10 (b) 14.14 (c) 1.96 (d) 7.07 and a phase .of ............. degrees. (e) 180 (/) 30 

(g) - 3 0  (h) 210 2. The rms value of a sinusoidal ac current is equal to its value at an angle of .............. degrees. 
(a) 60 (b) 45 (c) 30 (d) 90 3. Two sinusoidal currents are given by the equa
l ions : i 1 = IO sin (ror + n/3) and i2 

= 15 sin (ro, - Jr/4). The phase difference between 
them is ......... degrees. 
(a) 105 (b) 75 (c) 15 (d) 60 4. An ac current is given by i = 100 sin 100 1t 1. It will achieve a value of 50 A after .............. .. second. 
(a) 1/600 
(c) 1/1800 (b) 1/300 

(d) J/900 5. The average value of an ac current wave given by i = I 00 sin I 00 1t t is .......................... .. amperes. 
(a) 70.7 (b) 141.4 (c) 157 (d) 63.7 

- �  

4. 70.7 10. zero 
6.F 7. T 

. .  � 

s. 200 

8. T 

• • , .  -

6. leads 

9. T 10. T 

• 
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9. 1 . R-L Circuit 

S 
uppose a pure coil of inductance Lis connected in se.ries 
with a pure resistance R* and is energised by a 
sinusoidal voltage of r.m.s. value V** as shown in Fig. 

9.1 (a). If we take the current as the reference quantity, then it 
will give rise to a sinusoidal voltage drop v

R 
across R which 

will be in phase with it as shown in Fig. 9.1 (c). The voltage 
drop v l across the coil will lead the current by 90° as shown 
in Fig. 9.1 (d ). la other words, current thtough a coil lags 
behind the voltage across it. The resultant voltage is the vector 
(or phasor) sun1 of v

R 
and v

i 
and as shown in Fig. 9.1 (e), 

leads current by some angle $. ln other words, circuit current 
lags behind the applied voltage by an angle$. 

These facts have been shown in the phasor diagram of 
Fig. 9.2 (a) which is called voltage triangle. Here 

V = r.m.s. value of applied voltage 
I = r.m.s. value of circuit current 
V = JR 

= r.m.s. voltage drop across R (in phase with /) 
V = /X

i 

= r.n1.s. voltage drop across L 
(at right angles to /) 

This R could also be the internal resistance of an actual coil irself. 
•• The equation of the alternating voltage would be v = V2 V sin Clll • 

Series A.C. 
Circuits 

l. R-L Circuit 
2. Q Factor of a Coll 
3. Ski n Effect 
4. R.C. Circuit 
5. Coupling Capacitor 
6. R-L-C Circuit 
7. Resonance in an R -L-C 

Circuit 
8. Resonance Curve 
9. Main Characteristics of 

Series Resonance 
10. Bandwidth of a Tuned 

Clrcu� 
l 1 . Sharpness of Reso-

nance 
12. Tuning 
13. Tuning Ratio 
14. Radio Tuning Dial 
15. Parallel Resonance 



I R 
·' 

VR I 
(a) 

• 

-, .. 
V 

XL 

VL 
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Since in a series combination, same current flows through 
the two components, it has been taken as the reference quantity. 
That is why current vector has been taken along the horizontal or 
reference axis. As seen from Fig. 9.2 (a). 

V - Jv; + vt = J<IR)2 
+ (TX l)

2 

; j' 
=/ JR2 

+ xl = rz or / = � 
f 

½ 
• (b) 0 1--...... -�--�-+i The quantity (R2 + Xi) 2 is called i111peda11ce (Z) of the 

. • 
' ' • 

. . 

' 
. • 

(c) 

. (d) 

' 
. 
i (e) 

VR 

i 
0 

90' 
I 
I 
I 

1 360" circuit and is shown separately in Fig. 9.2 (b). Obviously, Z is the 
I vector sum of R and XL as shown in  the .impedance triangle of Fig. 
I 9.2 (b). I 
I It is also seen that current / lags behind the applied voltage 
I V by angle $ such that 

1---4-- - -- -l--- 1 tan$ = XJR 
90" · Since pure inductive coil consumes no power, the power 
: drawn by the ci.rcuit is the same as dissipated by R. 
I :. P - f1. R 
I 
I 

V I.I . R = I. - . R  
R 

0 t---t- -;----+ --t--- l 90' 
I 

R 

V 

i 
I 
I 
I 

Fig. 9.1 

cuit. 

VI - = VI cos$ -Pig. 10.2 
z 

The terms ·cos $' is called the power factor of the R-L cir-

B 

VL 
I XL I 

0 VR A 0 R A 

(a) 
Fig. 9.2 

(b) 

.. . . ....... .. 
Example 9.1. A coil having L = 0. 14 H and R = 9.43 n is connected across a 50 Hz. 135V 

supply. Compute 
(i) XL (ii) Z (iii) 1 (iv) Rv (v) V (vi) $ (vil) power factor and (viii) power absorbed. 

Solution. (i) XL = 2rc/ L = 2rc x 50 x 0.14 = 44 0 

(ii) Z= JR2 
+ xl = J9.432 

+ 442 = 45 n 

V 135 
(iii) I = - = - = 3A 

Z 45 
(iv) VR = IR= 3 x 9.43 = 28.3 V 
(v) VL = I XL= 3 x 44 = 132 V 
(vi) cos$ = RIZ = 9.43/45 = 0.21 
(vii) $ = cos·• (0.21) = 77.6° (lag) 

I t  means that current lags behind the applied voltage by 77 .6°. 
(viii) Power absorbed= VI cos $ =  135 x 3 x 0.21 = 85 watt 
or P = P.R = 32 x 9.43 = 85 W 
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9 .2. Q Factor of a Coil 
The quality factor Q of a coil is given by 

X
L 

WL 21tf L 
Q = - = - = -'--R R R 

where L is the inductance of the coil and R its resistance. 
The Q-value of a coil may vary from less than 10 to about 1000. The radio-frequency (RF) 

coils usually have a Q of about 30 to 500. At low frequencies, R is just equal to the d.c. resistance of 
the coil but at radio-frequencies, i t  represents the a.c. effective resistance R, of the coil which is much 
greater than R .  The factors which make R, greater than R are (i) skin effect (ir) eddy currents and 
(iii) hysteresis loss. Hence, Q of the coil is decreased at high frequencies because it is given by 

X
L 

Q = -;-• 
The Q of a coil can be measured with the help of a Q-meter. 

9.3. Skin Effect 
For d.c. and low frequency a.c., current through a conductor flows uniformly over its entire 

cross-section as shown in Fig. 9.3 (a). As th.e 
frequency is increased, current tends to flow 
towards the outer parts of the conductor [Fig. 
9.3 (b)]. At radio-frequencies, the current is 
practically confined to the outer surface of 
the conductor as shown in Fig. 9.3 (c). The 
gradual shift of current flows from centre to 
the surface of the conductor is known as skin 
effect. It results in the conductor offering 
greater resistance at higher frequencies. • 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 9.3 

0 0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 0 

(c) 

The skin effect is due to the fact that current encounters more inductance at the centre of the 
conductor than near its surface.  It is so because magnetic flux is more concentrated at the centre than 
near the edges of the conductor where part of the flux passes through air. That is why conductors for 
very high frequency (VHF) currents are made of hollow tubing. 

Skin effect can be minimised by forming th.e conductor from a large number of interwoven 
wires connected in parallel a t  their ends but insulated from each other throughout the rest of their 
length. In this way, each conductor is I.inked with the same amount of magnetic flux and carries equal 
current thereby greatly increasing the useful cross-section of the conductor. Such a stranded conduc
tor is called a Litz conductor. 

Example 9.2. A /00 µH coil has a Q-value of 500 at 5 MH1..- What is its effective resista11ce? 

. 2n/l _ 2nx5xJ06 x JOO x l0-6 

_ 6 2 n Solution. R, = 
Q - 500 - · 

9.4. R.C. Circuit 
Such a series combination connected across an a.c. voltage of rms value Vis  shown in  

Fig. 9.4. Here 
VR = IR =  drop across R ( in phase with /) 
V c = IX c = drop across C (lagging / by 90°) 

Since capacitive reactance Xe is taken negative, V c is drawn along negative Y-axis as shown in 
Fig. 9.4 (b). 
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. 
'. • 

. . . 

. • • 

R 
VR 

I 

C 
0 VR A R A I 0 

.. ,4 Ve - Ve - Xe 

B B V 
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 9.4 
., �� .. ·-· .... --� .. . . . • 

V = �Vi + Vi = J(/R)2 
+ ( - /Xc )2 = /�R2 

+ x� = IZ 
V 

I - -
z 

It is seen that current leads the applied voltage by an angle cp such that 
-Xe tan cp = - -"-

R -Fig. I 0.4 (b) 

Since a pure capacitor consumes no power, the entire circuit power consumption is due to 
resistor only. 

:. P = P. R = VT cos cp -as in an RL circuit 
Example 9.3. A capaciJor having a capacitance of JO µF is connected in series with a pure 

resistance of 120 0 across a JOO V, 50 Hz supply. Calculate 
(a) current (b) phase angle, cp (c) power consun1ed. 

I I 106 
= 31 8 0  Solution. Xe - 2rcf C - 21t x 50 x 10 x 10-6 

- 100 7t 

z = �1202 + 3182 = 340 n 

V 100 
(a) I = - = -= 0.294 A 

Z 340 
(b) tan cp = 318/100 = 3.18 :. cp = tan-1 (3. 18) = 69.3° 

(c) p = 0.2942 X 120 = 10.4 W 

9.5. Coupling Capacitor 
An R-C circuit is often used in electronic circuits for passing on a 

high-frequency signal from one circuit to another. The capacitor used in 
the circuit is called coupling capacitor because it couples or joins the two 
circuits so far as a.c. signal is concerned but, by blocking d.c. keeps them 
isolated from each other. The low reactance Cc of the coupling capacitor 
(Fig. 9.5) allows practically all th.e a.c. signal to be dropped across R 

• 

Xc;=IO K 
�- - H- -�- 0/P 

100 K R 

Fig. 9.5 

which passes it on to the next circuit. Very little signal is developed across Cc itself. 
Usually, reactance of Cc is about one-tenth of R. Suppose, an a.c. signal of l l m V is to be 

coupled from the signal source in Fig. 9 .5 to a circuit on the right, say, the next stage of an audio 
amplifier. 

Drop across 

Drop across 

Cc = l l x  IO = l mV 
(10 + 100) 

R = l l x lOO = 10 mV 
I 10 

It is seen that practically 91 per cent of the input signal appears across R and can be passed on 
to the next amplifier stage. 
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9.6. R-L-C Circuit 

As shown in Fig. 9.6, the series combination is connected across a sinusoidal voltage of nns 
value V. 

Let VR - TR -in phase with / 
VL - rxL -leading / by 90° 

Ve - !Xe - lagging / by 90° 

Since V L is ahead of / by 90° and Ve is behind it by 

R 

t 

90°. the phase difference between the two is 180° i.e., they v 
are in direct opposition to each other as shown in Fig. 9.7 (a). '------..,.·�- -- --' 

In the voltage triangle of Fig. 9.7 (a), VL has been 
__ 

Fig. 9.6 
assun1ed greater than Ve which makes / lag behind V. lf - --
Ve > Vv then / leads V. Subtracting AC from AB= BD, we get the net reactive drop 

AD= VL - Ve = l(X1., - Xe) =  IX 

From the voltage triangle OAD of Fig. 9.7 (a), we have 

OD = JoA2 + AD2 

= 1JR2 + (XL - Xc)2 

= I JR2 + X2 = IZ 
V applied voltage 

:. 1 = Z 
= 

impedance 
• 
\ 

I 

VR 

B 

O T 
(VL -Vc) 

I 
A j_ 

Ve 

C 
(a) 

0 R 

Fig. 9.7 

·-·--

B 

O T 
(XL-Xe) 

I 
A .i. 

-Xe 

C 
(b) 

The phase angle $ is given by tan $ 
=XIR -·- - . ---. ......... ___ _ .,. & •• ., .... ____ -·-- ··· ---

where Xis the net reactance and is inductive in the present case. Cf V c would have been greater 
than V1.,, then X would have been capacitive. If XL = Xe, then X = 0 and the circuit is said to be in 
electrical resonance. 

9.7. Resonance In an R-L-C Circuit 

lf a sinusoidal voltage of variable frequency is applied across an R-L-C circuit., it encounters 
different impedance at different frequencies. As frequency is increased, XL is inc.reased but Xe is 
decreased. There is a certain frequency of the applied a.c. voltage for which XL = Xe It is called 
resonance. Obviously, the only impedance offered by the circuit is R and is the lowest it can offer. 
Hence, under resonant condition, circuit cucrent is maximum and is given by 

/111 = VIR 
Moreover, this current is in phase with the applied voltage. Hence, the circuit behaves like a 

purely resistive circuit with a power factor of unity. The resonant frequency can be found from the 
condition 

or 

I 0.159 0.16 
:. lo = 21t!iE 

= 
� = ,fiE 

I 
2rt/0L = --

27CfoC 

If Lis in henrys and C in farads, thenfo is in hertz. Obviously,/0 can be changed by changing 
either Lor C. It should be noted that resistance R plays no part in derem1i11ing the reso11a11tfreque11cy 

• 
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although it does limit the current at resonance and also affects the off-resonance behaviour of the 
circuit. 

9.8. Resonance Curve 
It is the curve which shows variation in circuit cur-

rent with change in the frequency of the applied voltage. I c 
The shape of such a curve for various values of R is shown ; § 

' u in Fig. 9.8. For smaller values of R, the resonance curve is 
not only sharply-peaked but also has very steep sides. For 
large values of R, the curve is flat and broad-sided. 

It should be particularly noted that the value of R \ 0L_ _ ___:::_ �!-- ...:::.... - --
not only affects the value of circuit current /, it also affects , Freq�ency 
the �hape of the resonance curve i™:Lf. For low values of 

I Fig. 9.8 
R, sides of the curve are very steep which means that current · 
falls off very rapidly as the frequency changes from resonance to off-resonance value. For large 
values of R, curve is broad-sided which means limited change in current for resonan.ce and off
resonance conditions. 

As seen from above, smaller the R, steeper the sides of the resonance curve and consequently 
sharper the tuning of the circuit. 

9.9. Main Characteristics of Series Resonance 
Following main points about series resonance are worth noting 
I. The circuit current is maximum and is given by /111 =VIR. 
2. The circuit offers minimum impedance Zmin = R. 
3. The circuit behaves like a pure resistive circuit and has a power factor of unity. 
4. Voltage drops Vl and Ve are maximum and equal in magnitude but cancel out sin.cc they are 

180° out of phase with each other. 
5. Resonant frequency is given by 

0.159 0.16 
lo = .fie = JLC 

9.10. Bandwidth of a Tuned Circuit 
Bandwidth of a tuned circuit is given by the band of 

frequencies which lie between two points on either side of � 
its resonance curve whe.re current is 1/ fi. or 0.707 of its i 
max.imum value at resonance. As shown in  Fig. 9.9, • 

I bandwidth or passband is given by , 
BW = 6.f =12 -Ii 
It can be shown that 

R J; BW = J;_ - 11 = - - or BW = _Q_ -bow ? 
21tL Q 

' 

It can also be proved that edge frequencies are given by 

/
1 

- lo -
6
{ = lo - a; = lo - 4:L 

6/ BW R Similarly, /2 - fo + - = lo + - = lo + - -
2 2 4nL 

-

'· - - - -
I 
I 

A M 
I 
I 
I 
I 

r, fo f2 
I 

Fig. 9.9 - - .. 
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It may be noted that points A and Bin Fig. 9.9 are also called half-power points because power 
developed at each of these points is half the power developed at resonance. Hence, edge frequencies 

/1 and/2 are known as lower half-power frequency and upper half-power frequency respectively. All 
the frequencies lying between /1 and J; are called useful frequencies because they produce currents 
which wben passed tbrougb beadpbones produce a sound that is not mucb weaker than that produced 
by maximum current Im at resonance. Hence, bandwidth of a resonant circuit, in fact, represents the 
range of its useful frequencies. 

9. 1 1 .  Sharpness of Resonance 

It is defined as the ratio of the bandwidth of the circuit to its resonance frequency. 

f - Ji t. f BW I 
Sharpness of resonance = 2 1 = - = - - = -

fo fo fo Oo 
It shows that as value of Q0 increases, bandwidth decreases. As bandwidth decreases, selectivity 

of the circuit increases. 
Fig. 9.10 (a) shows the resonance curve of a circuit having comparatively large value of R. The 

passband of the circuit is from 980 kHz to 1020 kHz. Its bandwidth is 40 kHz so that its sharpness of 
resonance is 40/1000 = 0.04. Similar value for .the circuit of Fig. 9.10 (b) is 20/1000 = 0.02. This 
circuit has a selectivity of 20 kHz as compared to 40 kHz of the first circuit. The circu.it shown in Fig. 
9.10 (a) has poorer selectivity because it does not rejectfrequencies close 10 its resonance frequency. 

I..Jlrgc R 

I 
I 

0.707 lo _ .J  _ _  - I 
C 

� 
I 
I u I 

0 0 
00 § s 
Frequency-

(a) 

9. 12. Tuning 

lo SmallR 

I 
I 
I 0.707 lo -----

7 -- I I C 

s I I 
I I 
I 

kHz 0 § 0 
00 -"' 0 

Frequency-
(b) 

Fig. 9.10 
.. -- ,,. • _...,..__ ,# --- � . ...... -· - -· 

kHz 

. . 

It means obtaining resonance at different frequencies by changing either Lor (more often) C of 
an LC circuit. As shown in Fig. 9.1 I (a), the variable capacitor C can be adjusted to tune the R-L-C 

R L 
,----W,/\r-----'lrrJl\-,--.> A 

20 25µH 

C 
4 1040µF 

B 
0 

(n) 

Fig. 9.11 .. 

s 10 
Frequency 

(b) 

IS kHz 

' . .. 
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circuit to resonance at any one of the three different frequencies produced by the three signal genera
tors VI' V2 and V3• Which of these frequencies will be selected for maximum output depends upon 
the resonance frequency of the LC circuit ? When C is adjusted to 40 µF, its resonance frequency 
becomes 

1 
/0 = --======= = 5000 Hz= 5 kHz 

21tJ25 X 10-6 X 40 X 10-6 

Hence, out of the three input voltage, only V1 having a frequency of 5 kHz is selected to 
produce a resonant rise of current which results in maximum output voltage across C. Of course, 
some current from V

2 
and V3 will also be produced but it would insignificant. 

Suppose, we now adjust C = 10 µF, then circuit resonant frequency becomes 

J. _ 0.159 = 10 kHz 0 - J25 x l0-6 x l0 x l0-6 

Now, the circuit will offer minimum impedance to V2 
so 

that input signal of 10 kHz will produce maximum current and 
hence maximum output voltage V c Other signals being too off
resonance will be practica1ly suppressed. In a s.imilar way, by 
adjusting value of C to 4.44 µF, V3 can be tuned in. Though we 
have considered three frequencies only, the LC circuit can be tuned 
to select any desired frequency. 

Tuning in radio, radar and TV receivers are all examples 
of resonance phenomenon. Instruments liJce wavemeter etc., uti
lize the tuning properties of an LC circuit. In fact, resonant cir
cuits are widely used in both radio transmitting and radio receiv
ing circuits. 

9.13. Tuning Ratio 

For a given value of L, the resonant frequency is inversely 
proportional to the square root of C as seen from the relation 

An inductor plays the same role in 
an L-C circuit lhat a spring like this 
does when connected to a mass. 
It provides a restoring force that 
always tries to return lhe system 
to equilibrium. 

lo 
I -

2rc./Lc 

• h. J% . .  
lo' 

or 

or 

I 
fo oc Jc 

Jo' - �  - - -, C' fo 
It means that if C is reduced to one-fourth of its previous value, frequency becomes double. In 

the example considered in Art. 9.12, when C changes from 40 µF to 10 µF, resonant frequency 
increases from 5 kHz to 10 kHz i.e., it is doubled. Suppose, we want to tune through the whole 
frequency range of 5 to 15 kHz which represents 
a tuning ratio of 3 : I from the highest to the 1· c = 360 pP 

lowest frequency. Then capacitance must be 
varied from 40 µF to 4.44 µF- a  9 : I l 
capacitance ratio. 

9 .14. Radio Tuning Dial 

• 
• ' 
I 
I 

In Fig. 9.12 is shown how resonant 
circuits can be used in tuning a radio receiver to '. 
the carrier frequency of a broadcasting station , 
in the medium band (550 to 1650 kHz). The 

C 
40--360 pP 

Fig. 9.lZ ·--·· . . ... , .. . 

1650 kHz 
C = 40 pP 

. . ... ..... .  -
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tuning is done with the help of a variable capacitor C whose capacitance can be varied from 360 µF 
when plates are completely in mesh to 40 µF when they are out of mesh. 

It will be seen that lowest frequency is tuned with highest capacitance and vice-versa. Since 
frequency tuning ratio is 3 : 1, the capacitance ratio is 9 : I. 

Example 9.4. A11 RLC circuit consists of a capacitor of reactance 120 n and a coil having a 
resistance of 60 n and inductive reactance of /80 n. The combination is connected across a 200 V. 
50 Hz source. Compute (i) current (ii) p.f and (iii) pawer taken by tile circuit. 

Solution. XL = 180 il, Xe= - 120 il 
net reactance X - l 80 - 120 = 60 n (inductive) 

Z - JR2 + X2 = J6o2 + 602 = 84.8il 

(I) / - VIZ= 200/84.8 = 2.36 A 
(ii) cos q> = R I  Z = 60/84.8 = 0.707 (lag) ·: X,_ > Xe 
(iir) P = VI cos 4> = 200 x 2.36 x 0.707 = 333 kW 

or P = f2R = 2.362 x 60 = 333 kW 

Example 9.5. A circuit consists of a capacitor of 100 pF connected in series with a coil of 
resistance 5 n and inductance 100 µH. Calculate (i) resonance frequency (ii) Q -facror (iii) band
width. 

Solution. (,) 

(ii) 

I 0.159 0.159 
lo - 2rt..fLC 

= 
../LC 

= 
J100 X 10-6 X 100 X 10-12 

= O.l59 = 1.59 x 106 = 1.59 MHz 
10-1 

Qo 
_ 2rt

:oL = 2rt x 1.59 x 10
; 

x 100 x 10-6 
= 200 

fo - 1.59 X 106 - 7 95 kHz (iii) bandwidth, /;,/ = Qo - 200 - • 
Incidentally, f1 = 1590- 7.95 = 1582.05 kHz 

f2 = 1590 + 7.95 = 1597.95 kHz 
Example 9.6. An R LC resonant circuit has a resonant frequency of 2 MHz and a Q{actor of 

JOO. Calculate (i) the bandwidth of the circuit (ii) lower and upper half-power frequencies (iii) 
selectivity and (iv) sharpness of resonance. 

Solution. (i) 
fo 2000 kHz BW = /;,/ = 
Qa 

= 
100 

= 20 kHz 

(ii) Ji = fo - 6
{ = 2000 - 10 = 1990 kHz 

f2 = lo + 
6
{ = 2000 + 10 = 2010 kHz 

(iii) Selectivity = BW = 20 kHz 

c.f 20 1 (iv) Sharpness of resonance = 
fo 

= 
2000 

= 
100 

9.15. Parallel Resonance 

In Fig. 9 .13 (a) is shown a circuit consisting of a capacitor in parallel with a coil of negligible 
small resistance. When fed from an a.c. voltage source, the capacitor draws a leading current whereas 
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coi l  draws a lagging , 
current.* This circuit f 
resonates to a frequency ) • 
which makes XL= Xe so I ' that the two branch currents 

Coil 
IL l - - - - - 7  

R L I l - - - - - -

le C 
I-- -- --'  

- - - -71' 
I I \ 

/ I I 
/ I I 

I 

\ 
are equaJ but opposite. j 
Hence, they cancel out with t 
the result that current drawn I 1 

from the supply is zero. In 

I 
I 

/ 

I 
I 
I \ 

, z -
V ____ ...,...,,, 

practice, however, li.ne I L-- - --f"'-'
l
>--- -- .J r0 current drawn is not zero t (a} Cb) 

0 

but has minimum value due L---------�-_ !!g. 9��- .. _ - ·- .. _ ·-·- -�· . 
to small resistance R of the coil. 

.__ 

f 

Since current drawn by the circuit is minimum, it means it offers maximum impedance to the 
applied voltage under resona n.ce condition. 

lf R is neglected, then 

I 
lo - 2nJ'Lc 

V 

LICR I . = mm 

- as for series circuit 

and 

As seen from Fig. 9. 13 (b), current is minimum at/0 but increases for off-resonance frequen
cies due to decrease in the circuit impedance. 

Main application of a parallel resonant circuit is to act as a load in the output circuit of an R F  
amplifier. Sin.ce impedance is maximum atfo, amplifier gain is also maximum at/

0
• The advantages of 

using such a circuit as load are that 
I I 

(1) it offers maximum impedance onJy to the ac. z.,.. ____ ?", 
signal which is required to be amplified, I 

I (i1) since coil resistance is almost negligible, there 1 
i s  practically no d.c. voltage drop across it. l Z..... 

- -I- -
The Q-factor of the parallel circuit is essentially the 

1 
/2 I 

same as that of th.e coil and is given by i B�d 
2n 10L I Widlh 

Q = 
R 

when R is coil resistance. J 
o'-_ ___ ..__..,_ __ ., 

r1 f0 f2 
J 

In the case of a resonant parallel circuit, the band- L__ Fig. 9.14 _ 
width is defined by the two points on either side of the resonant frequency where value of impedance 
drops to 0.707 or 1/ ..fi. of its maximum value at resonance (Fig. 9. 14). 

BW = !if = /1 - /
1 = fo 

Oo 
Example 9.7. A parallel circuit consisti11g of a 200 pF capacitor and a coil of inductance 

200 µH and resistance 5 0 is co11nected across a 0.2 V. 800 kH, signal source. Detennine for the 
circuit (i) resonant frequency (ii) Q-value (iii) impedance offered (iv) current drawn and (v) band
width of the circuit. 

• The two branch curren1.1 are shown flowing in opposite directions in Fig. 9.13 (a). Lt is so because when coil 
draws in lhe current, lhc capacitor discharges out at lhe same lime and vice-versa. 

I 
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Solution. The circuit is diagrammed in Fig. 9.15. I 
l 

(1) I, 
_ 0.159 _ 0.159 

O - JLC - �200 X 10-6 X 200 X 1 0 -12 

= 800 kHz 
0.2V 200 

pP 
R sn 

C 
Obviously, the circuit is in resonance with the input signal. 

21tfo L _ 2rt X 800 X 1()3 X 200 X 10-6 (ii) 0o = R 5 I 
I 

800kHz L 200 µH 

(iii) 

(iv) 

= 1000 = 200 5 
z = i=_ = 200 X 10-6 

= 20(),000 Q max CR 200 X 10-12  X 5 
0.2 = l µA  

200,000 

Fig. 9.15 ....... .,. ... . -- · ·---

(v) BW = .&_ = 800 = 4 kHz 
� 200 

CONVENTIONAL PROBLEMS --.----------------.-. 

J .  A 30 n resistor and a pure 40 n inductor are connected in series across a 200 V supply. Determine 
(i) Z (ii) I (iii) VR (iv) VL (v) phase angle + (vr) power absorbed. 

l(i) 50 n (ii') 4 A (iii) 120 V (iv) 160 V (v) 53° (vi) 480 W] 
2. An RF coil has an inductive reactance of 600 n at a certain frequency and an a.c. resistance of IO 0. Calculate its Q-factor. [60) 
3. A smoothing choke used in a radio receiver circuit has l = 20 H and R = 300 n. What impedance 

will it offer at the ripple frequency of 100 Hz 7 [12,560 il] 
4. Al what frequency does a 1 ill resistor in series with a 2 H choke coil offer an impedance of I 1810? [50 Hz] 
5. In tone control circuit of a receiver, a 1 kil resistor is joined in series with a 0 . 1  µF capacitor. Calculate the impedance of the combination at 2 kHz and 10 kHz. [1261 n, 1012 OJ 
6. A 100 n resistor and a 2 µFcapacitor are connected in series across a 16 V, I kHz source. Determine (i) Xe (ii) Z (iii) I (iv) VR (v) V c (vi) p.f. and (vii) power absorbed. 

[(r) 80 n (ii) 128 n (iir) 0.125 A (iv) 12.5 V (v) 10 V (vi) 0.78 (lead) (vii) 1.56 W] 
7. A series R-L-C circuit has R = 5 n. L = 200 µH and C = 0.4 µF. If it is connected across an a.c. voltage sou.rce of LO V at O> = IO' radian/second, determine (i) current (ii) p.f. and (iii) power absorbed. [(i) 1.414 A (ii) 0.707 (lead) (iir) 10 W] 
8. What is the resonance frequency of a series L-C circuit if l = 200 µH and C = 200 pF ? 

(800 kHz] 
9. A series R-L-C circuit consists of a capacitor of capacitance 200 µF and a coil of resistance 1 On and inductance 200 µF. Calculate 

(I) resonance frequency 
(iii) bandwid!h 

(ii) Q-factor 
(iv) lower and upper half-power frequencies. 

[(r) 800 kHz (ir) 100 (iii) 8 kHz (iv) 792 kH1-, 808 kHz] 
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SELF EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
A. Fill in the blanks by the most appropriate word(s) or numerical value (s). 

I. In a series R-L circuit, voltage ........... the current. 
2. Impedance of an R-L circuit is given by the ............... sum of resistance and reactance. 
3. Skin effect increases the resistance of a con-ductor at ............... frequencies. 
4. Skin effect rnay be minimised by using .. ........ . conductor. 
S. lf in an R -L circuit, VR == 30 V and VL. 

== 40 V, then applied voltage must be .............. V. 
6. A pure inductor or capacitor dissipates 

............ power. 
7. Power factor is given by the ratio of circuit resistance and .. ... .. . .... .. .. . 
8. The power factor of an R-Lcircuit lies between 

. .. . ......... and ..... ... . ........ ...... . 
9. A series circuit becomes resonant when algebraic sum of XL. and Xe equals ............... . 

10. Resonance curve shows vari.ation of circuit current with ................. . 
1 1. Higher the Q -factor of a circuit, .............. its bandwidth. U. Lower the resistance of a resonant circuit, ............... its selectivity. 
13. At half-power frequencies, the current in a series R-L,.C resonant circuit is ........... times the maximum value of current. B. Answer True or False 

1. The impedance of a series R-L circuit is given by the algebraic sum of R and XL
. 

2. The power factor of an a.c. circuit can lie between - 1 and + I. 
3. Skin effect at high frequencies can be neutralized by using conductors made of hollow rubes. 
4. Out of the input signals having different frequencies, a series resonant circuit allows that one 10 pass through whose frequency equals its own lies close to it. 
S. A parallel resonant circuit rejects the signal having same frequency as its own resonance frequency. 
6. For sharper tuning, series resistance should be decreased. 7. Bandwidth of a circuit can be increased by decreasing inductance but increasing resistance. 
8. Greater the bandwidth, higher the selectivity. 

C. Multiple Choice Items 
I. The power in an a.c. circuit is given by 

(a) VI cos$ (b) VT sin$ (c) fZZ (d) fZX1. 2. In a series R-L,.C circuit, R == 100 n, XL == 300 
n , and Xe == 200 n . The phase angle $ of the circuit is ........... degrees. 
(a) 0 (b) 90 
(c) 45 (d) 60 

3. In a series circuit with R == 10 n, XL == 25 n and X
e

== 35 n and carrying effective current of 
5 A, the power dissipated is .................. wan. 
(a) 2so.fi. (b) 50 
(c) I 00 (d} 250 4. A resonance curve for a series circuit is a plot of frequency versus . .. ....... ... .. . 
(a) voltage (b) impedance 
(c) current (d) reactance 

S. The power factor of a resonant series circuit is 
(a) I (b) 0 
(c) - I (d) 0.5 

6. At half-power points of a resonance curve, the current is ................. times the maximum current . 
(a) 2 
(c) I/ .fi. 

(b) .fi. 
(d) 1/ 2 

7. Higher the Q of a series circuit, 
(a) greater its bandwidth 
(b) sharper its resonance curve 
(c) broader its resonance curve 
(d) narrower its passband 8. The seleclivity of a series circuit can be increased by 
(a) reducing its resonance frequency 
(b) increasing its Q -value 
(c) increasing its resistance 
(d) increasing its bandwidth 

9. The resonance frequency of a series resonant circuit is given by 
(a) lo = .JcR 
Cb) 10 = 21tM 
(c) lo = 121tJ'ic 
(d) lo = 21t/ Ji:c 
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10. Out of the many input signals of different frequencies. a series resona.nt circuit will accept one which has 
(a) the highest frequency 
(b) lowest frequency 

ANSWERS 
A. Fill in the blanks 

1. leads 2. vector 
6. no 7. impedance 

3. high 
8. 0; I 

ll. narrower l2. better l3. 0.707 
B. True or False 

l. p 2. F 3. F 4. T S. T 6. T 
C. Multiple Choice Items 

1. a 2. C 3. d 4. C S. a 6. C 

(c) frequency farthest from its resonance frequency 
(d) frequency closest 10 its resonance frequency. 

4. Litz s. 50 
9. zero 10. frequency 

7. T 8. F 
7. d 8. b 9. C LO. d 



Time Constant 

10. 1 . Rise and Fall of Current in 
Pure Resistance 

N
pure resistor is defined as one which possesses ohmic 
esistance only and has neither inductance nor 
apacitance*. Such a resistor of R = 6 ohm is shown 

connected across a 12 V battery via a switch S in Fig. I 0.1 (a). 
When Sis  closed, a current of 2 A (as given by Ohm's law) is 
set up in the circuit instantly i.e., current changes from O to 2 
A in no time as shown in Fig. LO.I (b). Similarly, it is found 
that if S is opened, current drops to zero instantly. It is obvious 
from the above that a pure resistor offers only opposition to 
the flow of current but no reaction to its change. The reason 
for this is that (unlike an inductor) R has no concentrated 

6 0  

I 

12 V 

L...........o,,,s ·-- --11 111---- --' 
(a) 

Fig. 10.1 

Tune 
(b) 

• Actually. it is impossible to get such an ideal resistor. 

1. Rise and Foll of Cur
rent in Pure Resistance 

2. Time Constant of on 
R-L Circuit 

3. Circuit Conditions 
4. Inductive Kick 
5. nme Constant of on 

RC Circuit 
6. Charging and 

Discharging of a 
Capacitor 

7. Decreasing Time 
Constant 

8. Flasher 
9. Pulse Response of an 

RC Circuit 
l 0. Effect of Long and 

Short Time Constants 
1 1 .  Square Voltage Wove 

Applied to Short A RC 
Circuit 

12. Square Voltage Wave 
Applied to Long l RC 
Circuit 
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magnetic field to oppose any changes in current and also (unlike a capacitor), it does not store any 
charge which opposes any change in voltage. 

10.2. Time Constant of an R-L Circuit 
Consider the circuit of Fig. J 0.2 where L is in series with R (which may be either the coil 

resistance, external resistance or both). When switch S is closed, current starts increasing exponen
tially from O to its final steady value of l A as given by Ohm's Law [Fig. 10.2 (b)]. However, this 
Ohm's Law value of the current is 10 n I H 
001 achieved insta111ly but after lapse I 

R L of some time (theoretically, infinite I I A  - - - - ::;:.;::..---
time) determined by the values of R 1 and L. The reason is that during the I 
exponential build-up of the current , s 
from Oto I A. every change of cur- � '--..-- ... ----i ___ ..., 

rent is opposed by the induced emf I 10 v 
in the coil. This transient response ! (a) 

0 0. 1 

Fig. 10.2 

0.3 
Tune 

(b) 

0.5 s 

of the circuit lasts till steady-state i 
current of IA is reached after some -· - ·• .. , ..• -· •• ----------------
time. 

Similarly, when S is opened, current does not drop to zero instantly but talces certain definite 
amount of time. This, again, is due to the fact that every change in current is opposed by the induced 
or counter-emf, thereby delaying its decay to ultimate value of zero. 

This delay in both rise and decay of current in an inductive circuit is dependent on its time 
constant (A) which is given by the ratio UR 

L 
Tune constant, A. = - second 

R 
Here, Lis in henrys and R in ohms. With reference to Fig. 10.2 (b), i t  is seen that 

1 =  1/10 =0.l second 
Tune period (A) may be defined as the time taken by the current to rise to 63.2% (or approxi

mately, 63%) of its final (or maximum or steady) value. 
The maximum (or Ohm's Law) value of the circuit current is 1 A. Hen.ce, when S is  closed, 

current will rise to a value of 0.63 A in 0.1 second. 
Tune constant of an  R-L circuit may also be defined as the time during which current falls to 

37% or 0.37% or 0.37 of its maximum value 
while decaying. I A  - - - - - - Switch 

1n the present case, it means that when 
S in Fig. l 0.2 (a) is opened, current will fall 
from its initial value of l A to 0.37 A in 0.1 

I 
a 

second. These facts have been shown in  Fig. � 0.63 A --1 
10.3. However, it is generally accepted that the , 
circuit current, while rising, achieves its final 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

0.37 A 

opened 

maximum value after a period equal to FIVE 
time constants i.e., = 51,. seconds. Similarly, 
current practically decays to zero after a time 
interval equal to five tim.e-constants of the 

Swilcll r._.1..... ........ _._--1...l!JO L.......i.............__.__..=-..,._ 
closed O 0.1 0.3 o�_...,0.1 

�;to! rA, 

circuit. l , 
I t  may be noted that A becomes longer • - ·-·- - ·--· · 

with larger values of L but short.er with larger values of R. 

Fig. 10.3 

0.3 0.5 s 

. -· 
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10.3. Circuit Conditions 

In Fig. 10.4, the R-L combination becomes connected to battery of V volts when switch Sis in 
position l and is short-circuited when S is in position 2. 

When S is in position I, foUowing circuit conditions exist : 
I. At the initial instant of switching on, circuit current is zero i.e., i = 0. Hence, vR = 0. 
2. Initially, the rate of increase of current is maximum i.e., di/di is maximum (= VJ L amperes 

second) when i = 0. Hence, vl has maximum value almost equal to V. 

3. Thereafter, current rises in lhe circuit at progressively diminishing rate of increase. Hence, 
vR increases but vl correspondingly decreases because at all times 

V = vR + vl 

4. When after sometime ( = 5 11.). current reaches : 
its maxin1um steady value, v L = 0 and hence v R becom.es i 
��rov I 

5. Under the steady or �uilibrium conditions, the I 
circuit appears as only a resistor. The effect of induc- 1 
tance has disappeared. 

6. However, maximum magnetic flux exists in 
L and so maximum energy (=1/2 LP) is stored in the 

Rise 

R L 

I 

2 
Decay 

Fig. 10.4 inductor. •. _ • · , .. 
Now, when S is shifted to position 2, the circuit is short-circuited and following conditions 

exist : 
I. Initial rate of current decay is most rapid ( = VIL ampere/second). Hence, maximum voltage 

of opposite polarity is induced in L which would try to prolong the current decay. 
2. As current decays at a progressively diminishing rate, vR also decays to zero. 
3. Voltage v L will also decay towards zero though the rate of current decay would become 

progressively Jess. 
The mathematical expression for curren.t rise through such an inductive circuit is 

i = Tm (I -e-<1/,, ) 
Similar expression for current decay is 

i =I e-,1/,, m 

Example 10.t. A coil having R =120D. andL = 24 His connected across a 12 V battery. Find 
(I) time constant of the circuit (i1) current after 0.2 second 

(iii) curre11t after 1 second (iv) current after 0.4 second 

Solution. (1) 
L 24 ;i., =- = - = 0.2 second 
R 120 

(ii) Now, the given time of 0.2 second represents the tim.e constant of the circuit. Hence, 
circuit current would be 0.63 11114,. 

Now, Ima., = 12/120 = 0.1 A =  JOO mA 
:. Current after 0.2 s = 0.63 x 100 = 63 mA 

(iii) Now, the given time of 1 s = 5 A. Hence, during this time, current would rise to its 
maximum value of 100 mA. 

(iv) The given time of 0.4 s is twice the time constant of the circuit. In the first time constant 
i.e., first 0.2 s, current would become 63 mA. The balance of current left would be =  (100 - 63) = 
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37 mA. In the nex.t 0.2 s, the current will increase by 63% of 37 mA i.e., by 0.63 x 37 = 23.3 mA. 
Hence, current after 0.4 second or after 2 time constants would be 

= 63 + 23.3 = 86.3 mA 

10.4. Inductive Kick 
When a current-carrying R-L circuit is opened, the time constant UR for current decay be

comes very short because of the extren,ely high resistance of the open circuit. Consequently rate of 
fall of current is much faster than its rate of rise when switch is closed. As a result, very high voltage 
(much greater than the applied voltage) is induced in the coil on opening the circuit. However, dura
tion of this high voltage peak is proportionately smaller because there is no gain in the energy stored 
in the magnetic field of the coil. 

The above fact can be demonstrated with the help of a neon glow bulb N shown connected 
across the coil in Fig. l 0.5. The bulb presents a very high resistance until a firing voltage of about 90 
is applied to its terminals after which it starts glowing. Obviously, the l O V source by itself is not 
capable of lighting it. When switch S is closed, current rises to 
its maximum steady value of 10/100 = 0.1 A in S time con-
slants. 

1000 ........ 

Time constant = 4/ I 00 = 0.04 s. Hence, current achieves 
Ohm's Law value in S x 0.04 = 0.2 second. At that time, vR = 
IO V, vL = O andlm =O.I A. 

- ..!:- IOV 

Now, when S is opened, battery is cut off bat the self
induced emf in the coil tends to maintain the circuit current of L_L s 

0. l A. However, due to high resistance of the neon bulb (about 
50 K), time constant becomes very small and, consequently, ' 
rate of fall of current becomes exceedingly rapid. 

Now, A = L = 4 = 8x10-5 second 
R 50x llr 

A 

4 H  

B 
Fig. 10.5 

N 
--

During this time, current will fall by 63% of its initial maximum value of 0.1 A i.e., it will 
decrease by 0.J x 0.63 = 0.063 A. Hence, di= 0.063 A and dt = 8 x J0-5 second. 

. . .  di 0.063 
eL = L - = 4 x- -- = 3150V 

dt 8 X 10-s 
This voltage, is high enough to flash the neon bulb. 
In general, whenever an inductive circuit is interrupted or opened abruptly, the high induced 

voltage causes 
1. arcing and burning of switch contacts, 
2. large beat dissipation which is likely to break down coil insulation, 
3. possible danger to the persons handling the equipment. 
Hence, sufficient care must be taken while opening an inductive circuit because of the 'induc

tive kick' i.e., high induced voltage. However, this inductive kick has been usefully employed in the 
ignition system of an automobile. In this system, a battery circuit in series with a highly-inductive 
spark coil is opened by the breaker points of the distributor to  produce high voltage ( l S to 20 kV) to 
fire the spark plugs. Another application of this 'inductive kick' is the production of high voltage of 
JO to 25 kV for the anode of the picture tube in a TV receiver. 

10.5. Time Constant of an RC Circuit 

In this case, the time constant indicates the rate of charge or discharge of the capacitor. lt is 
given by 
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;l.. = RC seconds 
where R is in ohms and C in farads. If R is in Mn and C in µF, then, again, RC is i.n seconds. 

I t  is seen from above that time constant depends both on R and C. More C means that the 
capacitor can store more charge and hence takes longer time to get this charge. Similarly, more resis
tance means reduced rate of charging thus tiling longer to charge the capacitor. 

It may also be noted that RC merely specifies the rate of charge. The actual voltage across the 
capacitor depends both on the applied voltage and the RC time. 

In this circuit also, time constant may be defined in the following two ways 
1. It is the time during which the charging current falls to 37% of initial maximum value 

[Fig. 10.7 (a)). 
or 

2. It is the time during which capacitor voltage rises to 63% of its frnal steady value 
[Fig. 10.7 (b)). 

1 0.6. Charging and Discharging of a Capacitor 
In Fig. 10.6, the R-C combination becomes connected to the battery of V volts when switch S 

is in position l but is short-circuited when S is shifted to position 2. 
When S is in position I, following circuit conditions 

exist : .- -- --01 S R 

I .  At the instant of switching on Ve = 0 but charg
ing current is maximum given by/ m = V/R as  shown in Fig. 
10.7 though its rate of decrease is also maximum. 

' 

I -' v -
. -:-:-

� 'l'M-- -1 : C 
2' 

2. Hence, at the start, v 
R 

has maximum value equal l 
to l� = l V. At any other time after switching on ! ' 

uj 

V = vR+ve= iR+ ve= icr+ ve Fi 06 ·g. 1 . 
·: i = ie t , . . ... 

3. As charge starts collecting on C, v e star t decreasing at a progressively diminishing rate as 
shown in Fig. 10.7. 

4. After about five time constants i.e., after 5 RC seconds, charging current becomes zero and 
hence vR = iR becomes zero. But ve achieves maximum value equal to V. 

5. Under these steady conditions, the circuit appears as only a capacitor. 
6. Since capacitor is fully charged to a potential difference of V volts, it has maximum energy 

stored in i t  
= ½ CV2 

7. The ex.poneotial build-up of voltage across C is given by the equation 
ve = V ( I - e-<A) 

Similarly, the gradual tapering of charging current is given by the relation 
i = I e-,n,. 

m 

Now, when S is shifted to position 2, battery is cut out of the circuit but capacitor is short
circuited through R and, hence, starts discharging. 

1. Initially, the discharging current is maximum = -v/R because full capacitor voltage Ve = V 
is applied across R. Moreover, its rate of discharge is maximum initially but keeps decreas.ing there
after. The negative sign of current ind.icates that it is flowing in a direction opposite 10 that of the 
charging current. 

2. Hence, vR =-Im R but gradually tends towards zero as does vc 
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Si 

3. After lapse of time equal to about five time-constants, vc becomes zero and so does the 
discharge current. The entire circuit becomes passive by that time. 

The progressive decrease of capacitor voltage is given by the equation 
Ve = V- irJi-

Similarly, the exponential decrease of discharge current is given by the relation 
i = - 1  ir'i-m 

Example 10.2. A series combination having R = 2 MO and C = 0.02 µF is connected across 
a de voltage source of JOO V. Detenni11e 

(I) time constant of the circuit 
(i,) capacitor voltage after 0.02 s, 0.04 s, 0.1 s and 2 hours. 
(iii) charging current after 0.02 s, 0.04 s and 0.1 s. 
Solution. (i) A.= RC= 2 x 0.0 l = 0.02 s 
(i1) (a) t = 0.02 second 
Since this time happens to be equal to the time constant of the circuit, 
:. vc= 0.63 V= 0.63 x 100 = 63 V 
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(b) t = 0.04 second 
This time equals two time constants. ln the first time constant, v e = 63 V. ln the second time 

constant, v e increases by 0.63 x 37 = 23.3 V. Hence, after 0.04 s 
ve = 63 + 23.3 = 86.3 V 

(c) t = 0.1 second 
This time equ!'1s 5 time constants by which time ve becomes practically equal to the applied 

voltage . 
. . . 

(d) Provided circuit remains connected to the voltage source, ve would remain constant at 
lOOV for any length of time after 5A.. 

(iii) (a) t = 0.02 s; ie = 0.37 of Im 
Now, Im = 100/2 MO = 50 µA 
:. ie = 0.37 x 50 = 18.S µA 
(b) t = 0.04 s 
In the first time constant of 0.02 s, the charging current becomes (as found above) 18.5 µA. 

In the second ti.m.e constant, current further decreases by 63% of the balance of the current i.e., by 
0.63 X 18.5 = } 1.6 µA 

:. ie = 18.5 - 11.6 = 6.9 µA 
(c) t = 0.1 s 
After this time, ie is almost i.ero since 0.1 s represents five time constants. 

10.7. Decreasing Time Constant 
2 K 

C 

The time constant of a given capacitor circuit can be ' 
increased by increasing R and can be decreased by decreasing 
R. Suppose we first charge a capacitor slowly with a small 
charging current through a high resistance and then discharge 

1 -=- 1ov ' 100 µF 

it through a low resistance. Since resistance during discharge , 

2 

s 

would be small, we wW get a momentary surge or pulse of 
discharge current. Fig. 10.8 

+ Bulb 
5 A 2 0  

The above method is employed in the operation of banery capacitor unit used for firing flash 
bulbs for photo cameras. Let us suppose that a flash bulb needs 5 A current to ignite. Such a heavy 
current would be too much of a load for a small 10 V banery (Fig. 10.8) whose normal current 
rating may be as low as 25 mA. By shifting switch S to position 1, the capacitor C is first charged 
from the battery through 2 K resistor. The charging time constant is= RC= 2 x 103 x 100 x lo-6 = 
0.2 second. The peak charging current = 10/2 K = 5 mA which can be easily supplied by the 
battery. Hence, after a time lapse of 5 x 0.2 = I s, the capacitor is R 
charged to 10 V. Next, Sis shifted to position 2 for discharging --wV>r-- .--- --, s the capacitor through the flash bulb. The peak discharge current 
= 10/2 = 5 A which is enough to fire the flash bulb. 

-=.. 120 V C 
NE 

10.8. Flasher 

A practical demonstration of time constant of an R-C 
circuit can be given with the belp of the circuit shown in Fig. 
10.9. The neon glow lamp bas a high resistance when not g.low- Fig. to.� .. , 
ing. lf a voltage of90 V is applied, it will 'fire' i.e., glow and also offer very low resistance while 
bum.ing. 
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Wben switch S is closed, C starts lo charge. When voltage across C reaches 90 V, neon lamp 
fires and starts to glow. Because of its ver y low resis1a11ce while glowing, C starts getting rapidly 
discharged through it. Bui soon after, the bulb goes out due to decrease in ve and C starts to charge 
again. When ve again reaches 90 V, bulb starts glowing once again but is soon extinguished when C 
discharges through it. In this way, neon bulb will glow each 

s ti.me the vohage across it reached 90 V and go out soon 1 _r ,,,'�--,----, 
after due to decrease in voltage across it. 

',:, ', R l Mn Obviously, it acts as a flasher or blinker although tech- 1 v -=- 100 v 
' 

nically, it is called a 'relaxation oscillator'. By changing the , Si 

circuit time constant, flashing rate may be controlled. J 
O. I µF 

1 0.9. Pulse Response of an RC Circuit 

It is very instructive to inves
tigate the response of an RC circuit 
when a square voltage pulse ( of time 

• 

period = 2 x circuit time constant) is 
applied across it. Fig. JO. IO shows a '. (a) 

circuit in which S1 is closed and 
opened at regular intervals of 0.1 sec-
ond which equals the time constant 
of the RC circuit. When S1 is closed 

IOOV 

ON 

0 

,. 
100 V 

t 

.. 

0.1 
.. , 
63 V 

Fig. 10.10 ... - ..__,.. -,-..: 

OF!' ON 

0.2 
I 

OFF 

0.3 
I 

I 
71.6 V 

C 

. 0.4 s 
I 

for 0.1. s. I 00 V is applied across the 
circuit. When S1 is opened, then no 
voltage is applied. This process of 
closing and opening S1 is equivalent • (b) 

to applying a square voltage pulse 
I 23.3 V I 26.5 V 

O"----r----i----r----.---

of amplitude I 00 V, time period = 
0.2 s and frequency of l/0.2 = 5 Hz : 

as shown in Fig. 10.l l (a). Let us 
now examine the voltage and current 1 
waveshapes in the RC circuit of Fig. l 
1.0. 1 1 .  Moreover, it should be noted 

+100 µA 

t 
37 

I 
I 
I 
I 

76.7 I I 
I 
28.4 

• (C) 
that when S

I 
closes, S2 gets opened O t-----1t-----+----+-----,r----

up and vice-versa. With S2 
closed, 

C gets discharged through R. 
(a) Capacitor Voltage (vc) 
As seen from Fig. 10. 1 1  (b) 

during one time constant ofO. Is, the 
capacitor charges to just about 63 

V. In the next time constant, applied 
voltage is zero, hence C discharges 
to 37% o f  63 V = 0.37 x 63 = 23.3 V. 

The next charge cycle begins 
when C is already charge to 23.3V. 

Consequently, the net charging volt 
age = 100 -23.3 = 76.7 V. Obvi
ously, during the next pulse, the 

(ti) 

-63 
+100 µA 

-IOOV 
• 

t 
I 

VR 0 

-63 
-JOOV I 

I 
I 

37 

_,---,- 23.3 

76.7 

I 
I - 7 t.6 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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capacitor, voltage increases by 63% of76.7 V = 0.63 x 76.7 = 48.3 V. Hence, during second pulse, vc 
becomes = 23.3 + 48.3 = 71.6 V. During the next 0 . 1  s, ve 

drops to 37% of 71.6 V = 26.5 V and so on. 
(b) Charge and Discharge Current (ic) 
As shown in Fig. 10.11 (c), capacitor charging current bas its peak value at the start of charging 

when the full pulse voltage of 100 V is applied. Since just at the start v e = 0 but v R = V, maximum 
value of ic = V/R. Similarly, at the start of discharge, ie is again maximum because capacitor is fully 
charged to V volts. But this time, ic flows in the opposite direction and its initial peak value is given 
by -V/R because ve = V. As seen, ie has an ac wavefonn around the zero axis. 

(c) Voltage Across R (vR) 
Since at every instant, vR 

= iR = ie .R, its waveshape is similar to that of the circuit current i.e., 
i.c The drop vR bas an ac waveshape as shown in Fig. 10. l l  (d). Since waveshapes of ic and vR 

are 
similar, it is a general practice to connect an oscilloscope across R for studying ie waveshape. 

10.10. Effect of Long and Short Time Constants 
lt is easier to obtain different time constants in an RC circuit (by adjusting either R or C) than 

in an R-L circuit where it is difficult to change coil resistance and also impossible to eliminate capaci
tive effects between it� different turns. Hence, RC cir-
cuits are commonly used for obtaining useful voltage 
and current wavesbapes with required time constants. I MO 

(a) Long Time Constant (a) Jl V=IOOV 

Whether an RC time constant is long or short 
depends on its relationship with the pulse width of the 
applied voltage. Any time constant which is at least five 
times longer than the pulse width is considered a long V 

time constant Suppose the pulse width of a given square 100 • 

' 

voltage wave is 0.5 µs and the time constant of the RC • (b) 

circuit is 0.1 ms. Obviously, this time constant would 0 
be considered long because it is = 0.1 ms/0.5 µs = 200 
times the pulse width. This time constant is too Jong for 
capacitor voltage vc to rise appreciably before the 
applied voltage pulse drops to zero, thereby forcing C 
to discharge. Consequently, C takes on very linle charge. 
Similarly, on discharges also, C discharges very little 
before the next pulse of the applied voltage comes 
on to make C charge again. Long time constants are 
usually employed for integrating circuits. 

(b) Short Time Constant 
A short RC time constant may be defined as any 

time constant which is no more than one-fifth the pulse 
width of the applied voltage. For example, a A =  0.1 ms 
is considered a short time constant as compared to a 
pulse width of 0.02 s. As seen, A is O. l x I o -3/0.02 = 
l/200 of the pulse duration. It means that voltage would 
remain applied across V for 200 time constants thereby 
aJJow ing it to become fully charged. Similarly, when 
applied voltage drops to zero, C discharges completely 
and remains in  this condition till the next voltage pulse 
comes on after a comparatively long time. On the next 
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cycle of the applied voltage pulse, C charges and discharges completely once again and so on. 
Such short time constants are generally used for differentiating circuits for providing sharp 

pulse of v,r 
·• 

1 0. 1 1 . Square Voltage Wave Applied to Short ).. RC Circuit 

As shown in Fig. 10.12 (b), a square voltage wave of amplitude LOO V, time-period 0.04 s and 
frequency 25 Hz is applied across an RC circuit of A= 0.1 n1s. Obviously, time constant A is 1/200 of 
the pulse width (of 0.02 s = 20 ms). Here, time axis is calibrated in seconds and not in time constants. 
Let us, now, examine the wavesbapes of ve , ie and "Rone by one. 

(a) Waveshape of Ve 
Si.nee A is very short as compared to pulse width, C gets charged fully and, for the same reason, 

geL� discharged also completely during each half-cycle of the applied voltage. Hence, wavesbape of 
"e is essentially the san1e as that of the applied voltage as shown in Fig. 10.12 (c). Jn fact, it very 
closely resembles V except for slightly rounded comers of its curve. 

(b) Waveshape of ie 
This waveshape shows peaks both for the charge and ,; 

discharge which coincide witlt the leading and trailing edges : 
of the applied voltage pulse as depicted in Fig. I 0.12 (d). Each i 
peak value = I 00/ R = I 00/ I Mil= l 00 µA. In fact, the current j pulses are much sharper than shown in the figure because they 

V:100 V 

are not to scale horizontally. i 

IJl 

(c) Waveshape or v
R 

� · · -·-

It follows the waveshape of ie because "R = iR = 
icR. Each JOO µA current pulse produces a voltage pulse +IOOV 

• 

I MHz 

Fig. 10.13 ·-- ... . 

R , 

c= 

I MO 

= 100 pF 

. ·-·-

-
of l 00 V. In fact, before C begins to charge, peak value • (a) 
of "R equals the applied voltage of 100 V. Afterwards, 
as "

e 
increases, v

R 
decreases at all times O 0.5 1.0 I 

j
5 2.0 µs 

V = vR + "e 

JOOV 
: : I : 

AL the instant of discharge, full capacitor 
·.· (b) vet I 1 1 1 

voltage of 100 V is applied across R so that II R peak 0.5 I I I 
on discharge equals -100 V. Then in five time constants, l L::::::::::::;:::::::::i:::::!:::::::i_ 
"R drops to zero as shown in Fig . .10.12 (e). Such vR ': +JOO µA pulses that match the edges of the applied square-wave 
voltage are used as timing pulses. We may use either 
the positive or negative pulses. 

1 0. 1 2. Square Voltage Wave Applied 
to Long ).. RC Circuit 

As shown in Fig. 10.13, the RC time constant is 
tile same as before i.e., 0.1 ms but now it becomes 200 
tim.es longer than the pulse width of 0.5 µs of the applied ' 
square voltage wave which bas a frequency of I MHz. 
The time ax.is has been calibrated in microseconds (µs) 
and not in ti me constants. Let us. now, examine the 
waveshapes of v c- i e and v R one by one. 

(a) Waveshape of v e 
As explained earlier in Art. I 0.10, in view of the 
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extremely short duration of the applied voltage pulses, C has hardly any time to get charged. Since pulse width is 1/200 of A, v e would hardly achieve a value of I 00/200 = 0.5 V before it is compelled to discharge as shown in Fig. 10.14 (b). Similarly, C is hardly given any time to discharge with the 
result that v e drops by a very little mnount. 

(b) Waveshape of ic 
The initial charging current is maximum= V/R = 100/1 M = 100 µA. Hence, waveshape for ie stays close to I 00 µA throughout the duration of the pulse. It is so because C does not have much charge (i.e., ve is negligible), thereby allowing applied voltage V to keep the charging current near about 100 µ1\. The decrease is I 00/200 = 0.5 µA. Hence, during the pulse period, the charging current falls from 100 µA to 99.5 µA as shown in Fig. 10.14 (e). 
(c) Wavesbape of vR As shown in Fig. 10. 14 (d), it follows the waveshape for ic In fact. waveshapes of both ieand vR are essentially the sll.lDe as that of the applied square-wave pulse voltage. Eventually, ve will climb to an average value of 50 V, ic will vary± 50 µA above and below zero whereas v

R 
will vary (like \I) ± 50 V above and below zero. 

CONVENTIONAL PROBLEMS 

l. An inductive coil has a resistance of I 00 n and an inductance of 2 H.  It is connected across a de voltage of IO V. Determine 
(1) time constant of the coil (ii) current after one time constant 

(iii) current after two time constants. [(i) 0.2 s (ii) 63 mA (iir) 86.3 mAJ 
2. A de voltage source of 100 V is in series with a series combination of 2 MO and 2 µF capacitor. Dc1ennine 

(a) time required by Ve Lo become 63 V (b) value of vc after 20 seconds 
l(a) 4 s (b) 100 V] 

3. A I 00 V d.c. source is applied to a I MO resistor connected in series with a 4 µF capacitor which is already charged to 63 V. What will be the value of ve after 4 s ?  (86.3 V] 
4. A 0.05 µF capacitor charges through a 2 Mn resistor but is discharged through a 20 kil resistor. Determine 

(a) charging time constant 
(c) rate of voltage rise 

SELF EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 

A. Fill in the blanks by the most appropriate 
word(s) or numerical value (s). 

I. A pure resistor does not ................ any change in the current �owing through it. 
2. In an R-L circuit, time constant is given by the 

ratio of ............ an.d .................. . 
3. lo one time constant, current through a series 

R-L circuit rises to nearly .......... . . per cent of its final steady value. 
4. lo one lime constant, current through an R-L circuit decreases by about ............ per cent. 
5. ln a series R-L circuit 

(a) initial rate of rise of current is ............ . 

(b) discharging time constant 
(d) rate of voltage fall. 

l(a) O.J s (b) 0.001 s (c) 1000 V/s (d) 100 kV/s] 

(b) the initial current is ................... . 
(c) rate or rise of current keeps ........... . 
(d) sum of resistive and inductive vol1agc drops equals the ........... voltage. 
(e) current reaches its maximum value in about ............. time constants. 
(j) current decays at a progressively ......... . rate. 

6. lo a long time constant R-C circuit, capacitor hardly gets enough time either 10 ........ or .......... itself. 
B. Answer 'Ihle or False 

I. A pure resistor offers only resistance to the flow 

• 
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of current through it but no reaction to its change. 
2. The delay in the establishment of full current in an R-L circuit is primarily due to its inductance. 
J. Resistance of a coil plays no part in determining the rate of rise or decay of current through it. 
4. The time constant of a series R-L circuit can be doubled by doubling the value of R. 
5. In every time constant, current through a coil increase.� by 63% of the remaining currenL 
6. The rate of rise of current through a coil keeps decreasing though amount of current Oowiog through it keeps increasing. 
7. In about five time constants, current through a coil is considered to have reached its final steady value. 
8. In one time constant, the current through a series R-L circuit decays by about 37% of its 

• ·1· I I e tm ·1a ........ va u . 
9. Under conditions of equilibrium, an R-C circuit appears as only a capacitor. 

10. In a series R-C circuit, charging current decreases but voltage across the capacitor increases. 
11. R-C circuits are often used to get useful voltage and current waveshapes of any desired time constant. 
U. When a square wave voltage is applied to an 

R-C circuit having long time constant, i t  produces highly-peaked output wave shapes. 
C. Multiple Choice ltems 

I. During one time constant. current through an R-L circuit 
(a) rises by 63% of its initial value 

ANSWERS 
A. Fill In the blanks 

(b) rises by 37% of its final steady value 
(c) decays to 63% of its initial value 
(d) rises to 63% of its final steady value 

2. In an R-L circuit with R = 100 n and L = 0.2 H and V = 5 volts, current wi.11 reach a steady value after about .......... milliseconds. 
(a) 2 (b) 10 
(c) 20 (d) 5 3. The arcing across a switch which opens an R-L circuit is due to 
(a) very low resistance of the switch 
(b) high resistance of the circuit 
(c) high self-induced emf in the coil 
(d) long time constant of the circuit 

4. The time constant of an R-C circuit i.s defined as the time during which capacitor charging cur-rent becomes ........... per cent of its .......... . value. 
(a) 37, final 
(c) 63, initial 

(b) 63, final 
(d) 37, initial 

S. During five time constants of an R-C circuit, the capacitor is usually considered to be .......... per cent charged. 
(a) 37 
(c) 63 

(b) 100 
(d) 50 

6. A square voltage wave is applied io an R-C circuit having a short time constant. The waveshape of the charging current 
(a) resembles the waveshape of the applied voltage 
(b) has rounded comers 
(c) has sharp peaks coinciding with leading edge of the applied voltage pulse 
(d) is triangular. 

--·---- •••• -· .. • • • 

1. oppose 2. inductance, resistance 3. 63 4. 63 S. (a) maximum (b) zero 
(c) decreasing (d) applied (e) five (f) diminishing (or decreasing) 6. charge, 'discharge. 

B. True or False 
I .  T 2. T 3. F 4. F S. T 6. T 7. T 8. P 9. T 10. T 

11. T 12. F 
C. Multlple Choice Items 

1, d 2. b 3. C 4.d S.b 6. C 
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1 1 . 1 . What is a Tuning Circuit ? 

E
s a circuit whose parameters can be varied in order to 
ne it to any desired frequency i.e., to make it resonant at 
y particular frequency. 
The process of selecting the desired frequency is called 

twiing. 

' 

j 

I 
1 ' • .. " 

R 

L 

C 

(a) 

Coil R 
C 

L 

(b) 
Fig. 11.l 

It could be either a series or a parallel RLC circuit as 
shown in Fig. 1 l .  I. Such circuits are the basis of all transmitter, 
receiver and antenna operation. No radio communication is 
possible without them. For example, the desired programme 
in a radio or TV is obtained by tuning the receiver to a 
particular broadcasting station. In fact, we select the desired 
station by adjusting th.e tuning circuit of the receiver so as to 
bring it in  resonance with the carrier frequency transmitted 
by that station. 

l .  What is a Tuning 
Circuit ? 

2. Operating 
Characteristics of a 
Tuning Circuit 

3. Resonance 
4. Actual Series 

Resonance 
5. Is it Series or Parallel 

Resonance ? 
6 Tuned Transformers 
7. Double Tuned 

Transformers 
8. Parallel Circuit 
9. Coupled Circuits 

10. Simple Coupled 
Circuits 

1 1 .  Coefficient of 
Coupling 

12. Filters 
13. FIiter Definitions 
14. Types of FIiter Circuits 
15. Low-poss Riter 
16. Hlghpass FIiter 
17. Bandpass FIiter 
18. Bandstop FIiter 
19. Multisection Riter 

Circuits 
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1 1 .2. Tuned Circuit 
I t  is a circuit whose parameters have values that will make it resonant to a particular frequency. 

1 1.3. Operating Characteristics of a Tuning Circuit 
A tuning circuit is required to perform the following three functions 
I .  to select the desired signal out of the many available. 
2. to reject all undesired signal. 
3. to increase the voltage of the desired signal before passing it on to the next circuit. 
The ability to perform the first function is called sensitivity, the second selectiviiy and th.e third 

fidelity. 

1 1 .4. Resonance ; 
A circuit is said to be in electrical resonance when its l • 

inductive reactance equals i ts  capacitive reactance. I 
Consequently, net reactance offered by the circuit is zero. 
Consider the series and parallel LC circuits shown in Fig. 1 
11.2. We will first consider the case of an ideal coil and an t 
ideal capacitor. The coil is supposed to have only inductance : 
but no resistance and hence no J2R loss. Similarly, th.e 

(a) 

capacitor has no leakage current i.e., its dielectric is a perfect insulator. 

L 

C 

C 

(b) 
Fig. 11.2 
-* - -

The series circuit of Fig. 1 1.2 (a) is in resonance or it resonates at that frequency for wbich 

or 

x'- = Xe 

2rt/L = _l_ 
21t/C 

or l 
lo = 

2rc .fie 
The subscript O has been added to indicate that this frequency refers to the resonant condition. 
I t  is seen that/0 depends on the values of both L and C. 

When in resonance, the circuit offers zero impedance to the applied voltage.  Hence, current 
under resonant condition is 

V V V lo = -=---- = - = oo ! 
X (X1. - Xe) 0 

Now, every actual coil (as opposed to an ideal one) does have some resistance. Hence, actu
ally the current is never zero though theoretically it may be so. 

Toe resonant frequency of the parallel circuit shown in Fig. 11.2 (b) is also the same. However, 
it is interesting to note that except for the initial current drawn by the circuit when it i s  first connected 
to the supply, the circuit draws no current thereafter. The current drawn initially keeps circulating 
between the two branches because current requirements of Land Care 180° out of phase with each 
other. Hence, under parallel resonant conditions, /0 = 0. 

. . . V V Z = - = - = oo !  
/0 0 

It means that impedance offered by such a circuit when in resonance is infinity ! lo other 
words, it acts like an open switch to an input signal of a particular frequency. 

However, as all actual coils do have some resistance, current is not exactly zero so that imped
ance is not infinite but extremely high. 

1 1 .5. Actual Series Resonance 
An actual coil always possesses some resistance as shown in Fig. 11.1 (a). At any frequency of 

the applied voltage, irnpedan.ce offered by the circuit is 
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or 
At resonance, 

. . .  

Z = R + j (XL - X
e
) =  R +JX 

z = �R2 
+ xi 

X = 0 or XL -Xe= 0 or XL= Xe 

f, _ 1 _ 0.159 Hz 
0 - 21t /LC - ./Le 

It is seen that resonant frequency does not depend on the coil resistance. 
Though main points regarding series resonance have already been discussed in Chapter 9, we 

will briefly touch upon the following item 
1. Q-Value 
It is also called quality factor or figure of merit. It is defined as '. • 

under : 

(a) 
XL mo L  Q = - = -=--
R R 

z 

.c........;tc._ ___ .___,.T R 
Fig. 11.3 . . . . .. 

The Q-factor of a coil can be increased by making its R as low as possible and L as high as 
practicable. An ideal coil whose R = 0 has a Q of infinity I 

Moreover, Q of a given coil will become less at high frequencies because of increase in R due 
to skin effect. lo -------.,...--rr.--.. 

I 1 /L  mo • 
(b) Also 

Qo = mo CR = R Ve
= 

A (l) • __lo_ 
J J2 

fo = Jo ; 1 
- /2 - Ji t.f '· t When applied to a tuning circuit, it measures the se.lectiv- / 

, .  
ity or sharpness of the tuning circuit .  Fig. 11.4 shows how sharp- � 
ness of tuning varies with the Q-va.lue. Va.lues of '4, of the order � Q 
of 200 are common in radio circuits. 

2. Bandwidth 

' ' ' ' ' 
_ ..J  _ _ _ _ _  _ 

I ' 
Q0 

� �- .... .. - . ' . . . 
It  has a.lready been discussed in Art. 9. LO. The bandwidth (BW) of a series resonant circuit is 

given by 

BW = f2 - Ji = A f = fo = ...!!_ 
Qo 27tl 

Obviously, higher the value of Q0, narrower the bandwidth and higher the selectivity of the 
circuit. As seen, for getting high selectivity, coil resistance should be low but inductance high. Also, 
bandwidth depends on the Rll ratio and not on the individual values of R and l as such. 

It should a.lso be noted that bandwidth does not depend on Cat all. Value of C only affects /0. 

3. LC Product 
It determines the va.lue of J0. Va.lues of L and C may be changed but so long as their product 

remains constant,/0 remains constant. If the LC product for a desired frequency is known, the capaci
tance or inductance required can be found. 

1 1 .6. Is it Series or Parallel Resonance ? 

A tuned circuit commonly used in radio receivers is shown in Fig. 11.5. It, in fact, represents a 
transformer with tuned secondary which at first glance looks like a parallel resonant circuit. But, 
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